This information is available free of charge in
electronic, audio, Braille and large print versions, on
request.
For assistance in understanding or reading this
document or specific information about this Agenda
or on the “Public Participation” initiative please call
Democratic Services on 01629 761133 or e-mail
committee@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
21 November 2018
To:

All Councillors

As a Member of the Council, please treat this as your summons to attend a Special
Meeting to discuss the Waste Contract on Thursday 29 November 2018 at 6.00pm in
the COUNCIL CHAMBER, TOWN HALL, MATLOCK.
Yours sincerely

Sandra Lamb
Head of Corporate Services

AGENDA
1.

APOLOGIES
Please
advise
Democratic
Services
on
01629
761133
committee@derbyshiredales.gov.uk of any apologies for absence.

or

e-mail

2.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
To enable members of the public to ask questions, express views or present
petitions, IF NOTICE HAS BEEN GIVEN, (by telephone, in writing or by electronic
mail) BY NO LATER THAN 12 NOON OF THE DAY PRECEDING THE MEETING.

3.

INTERESTS
Members are required to declare the existence and nature of any interests they may
have in subsequent agenda items in accordance with the District Council’s Code of
Conduct. Those interests are matters that relate to money or that which can be
valued in money, affecting the Member her/his partner, extended family and close
friends. Interests that become apparent at a later stage in the proceedings may be
declared at that time.
Page Nos.

4.

WASTE AND RECYCLING CONTRACT PROCUREMENT
To consider
specification
engagement
the contract
targets.

1

approval of a procurement strategy based on a service
that has undergone substantial Member and public
and that seeks to achieve affordability over the lifetime of
whilst meeting residents’ needs and statutory recycling
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NOTE
For further information about this Agenda or on “Public Participation” call 01629 761133 or
e-mail committee@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
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NOT CONFIDENTIAL – For public release

Item No. 4

COUNCIL
29 NOVEMBER 2018
Report of the Head of Community & Environmental Services and the Head of Regeneration
& Policy

WASTE AND RECYCLING CONTRACT PROCUREMENT
PURPOSE OF REPORT
This report represents a key decision point in the process for the procurement of the Waste
Management Contract. It seeks approval for a procurement strategy based on a service
specification that has undergone substantial Member and public engagement, and which
seeks to achieve affordability over the lifetime of the contract whilst meeting residents’ needs
and statutory recycling targets.
RECOMMENDATION
1. That the results of public and Member engagement are noted.
2. That the Procurement Strategy for the Waste Collection and Recycling Contract be
approved.
3.

That the waste and recycling service from August 2020 has the following configuration:
a. Weekly food waste collection typically in kerbside caddies
b. Fortnightly collection of dry recyclable materials (paper, card, glass, cans, plastics,
foil trays, aerosols, cartons) typically in 240 litre bins
c. Chargeable fortnightly collection of garden waste typically in 240 litre bins
d. Fortnightly collection of residual waste typically in 140 litre bins.

4. That bidders be asked to consider the impact of a service variation via a method
statement for introducing three weekly collection of residual waste at the midway point of
the contract term, which must include free opt-in weekly absorbent hygiene product
collections and textiles collections, communication and education (to include home visits
to provide assistance to residents); such a variation only to be implemented when
numbers of properties on sack collections have been reduced and when this variation
generates financial savings to the Council.
5. That a detailed contract specification be developed based on the configuration set out
above and in accordance with the procurement strategy, and brought to Council on 14
March 2019 for approval to tender in accordance with the Public Contracts Regulations.
WARDS AFFECTED
All Wards
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STRATEGIC LINK
The new Waste Management contract will help meet the District Council’s priority of a clean
and safe district. It must also balance affordability with quality in reflecting the District
Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy.

1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

Derbyshire Dales District Council covers approximately 800 sq. km (about a third of
Derbyshire) and provides services to approximately 71,000 people living in
approximately 34,000 households. There are five small towns within the district
(Matlock, Ashbourne, Wirksworth, Bakewell and Darley Dale), each serving large rural
catchments. Almost half of the population lives in the 100-plus outlying villages.

1.2

Through its contractor, Serco, the District Council currently provides a weekly
collection of food waste, and alternate weekly collections of (i) residual waste, and (ii)
garden waste and recycling. Currently 57% of waste collected is recycled or
composted. The current waste contract provided by Serco Limited commenced in
2012 and expires in August 2020.

1.3

In addition, the current service also offers:•
•
•
•
•
•

Bulky household waste collections
Collection of electrical items
Annual delivery caddy liners
Assisted collections
Trade waste collections
Clinical waste collections

1.4

The waste and recycling service is one of the most fundamental statutory services
performed by the District Council and is, perhaps, the most high profile service
received by the public. It therefore needs to meet the demands of the public whilst
recognising recent changes in the waste management industry.

1.5

The current cost of the contract is approximately £1.9m per year. However this was
tendered at a time when the market was much more buoyant than it is currently. As
Members are aware, there has been an increase not only in the cost of service
provision but also in the level of liability contractors seek to share. Therefore, options
for future models of delivery are limited by the cost of the contract.

2.

PROGRESS TO DATE

2.1

In April 2018, a Waste Procurement Group was formed to conduct a review of the
current service, consider the options available for the new contract and steer the
project through to implementation in August 2020. The group includes Eunomia
consultants, as previously resolved by Members, and the following officers:
Steve Capes - Head of Regeneration & Policy (Chair)
Ashley Watts - Head of Community & Environmental Services (Project Lead)
Sandra Lamb - Head of Corporate Services
Karen Henriksen - Head of Resources
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Sally Rose - Environmental Services Manager
Claire Orford - Waste & Recycling Officer
Chloe Lewis - Recycling Advisor
Mark Nash - Financial Services Manager
Carolyne Knott - Senior Procurement Officer (Derbyshire County Council)
Jim Fearn - Communications and Marketing Manager
Cara Marchant - Digital Communications Officer
2.2

In order to get the most out of the contract and the procurement process, a specialist
legal advisor is being procured and is expected to join the Waste Procurement Group
in January 2019.

2.3

Eunomia’s role is to:(a) produce a detailed project plan that identifies key stages of the project and key
decision milestones, track and report progress against the project plan, and
ensure the project is kept to specified timescales;
(b) use existing modelling information to review the cost and performance implications
of additional service delivery models, provide an analysis and options appraisal of
the waste and recycling services to be commissioned by the Council;
(c) facilitate consultation and communication, including information workshops and
focus groups, with elected Members, Council Officers, members of the public and
other stakeholders at key stages throughout the project;
(d) assist the Council to compile and maintain an effective risk register of the project;
(e) provide technical support to the Council throughout the procurement of the waste
and recycling contract, including all of the PQQ, ITT, evaluation, negotiation, and
award and debrief stages.

2.4

Consultation with key stakeholders and Members has been carried out during summer
and autumn 2018, and results are detailed later in this report. This has included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food waste telephone and online survey - June/July 2018
Waste & Recycling Consultation Survey - August/September 2018
Area Community Forums - September 2018
Members Workshop - Thursday 27 September 2018
Members Workshop - Thursday 18 October 2018
Members Briefing - Thursday 29 November 2018

2.5

Internal newsletters informing staff of progress have been produced by members of
the Waste Procurement Group, supported and distributed by the Communications &
Marketing Manager, whose role in the process will increase as the project progresses.

2.6

Throughout the process to date, the difficulties associated with today’s waste and
recycling market have been made as clear as possible to Members and to residents.
To procure a waste and recycling contract that continues to meet residents’ needs and
statutory recycling targets, whilst meeting unavoidable affordability criteria, is a
significant challenge.

3.

MARKET CONTEXT

3.1

In line with Regulation 40 of the Public Contracts Regulations 2015, market
consultation via soft market testing questionnaires and meetings took place with seven
of the larger contractors identified by Eunomia as potential bidders.
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3.2

The soft market testing questionnaire was produced and sent out in advance to aid
discussions during the meetings, which included relevant considerations regarding the
design of the future waste collection service, such as:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the collection and processing of garden waste;
the collection and processing of dry recyclable waste;
processing and the potential impact of possible mandatory weekly collection of
food waste;
frequency of collection for residual waste;
the impact and risk share arrangements for commodity value fluctuations;
purchase and configuration of vehicles;
depot location and leasing arrangements;
better use of technology to improve the service.

3.3

A summary report of the sessions is provided for reference in the attached
Procurement Strategy, with the key features noted below:

3.4

All potential bidders were cautious around the inclusion of materials management for
dry mixed recycling and none of the potential bidders are willing to accept the
Council’s present liability arrangements (100% is with the contractor). There were
varying suggestions for how risk could be apportioned with risk shares between 50:50
and 10:90 in favour of the contractor being proposed. A sensible approach to risk
share will be required, as the fluctuating value of dry recyclables is a key area of
concern and an unreasonable balance of risk could reduce the likelihood of bidding.

3.5

There were no strong views either for or against reduced frequency of residual waste
collections. Some potential bidders suggested cost savings and increased recycling
rates may be possible from a reduced frequency. Further modelling will be required to
determine the advantages and disadvantages of a change in frequency once the
procurement process has started.

3.6

In all but one of the discussions, potential bidders stated prudential borrowing for the
purchase of the vehicles would be preferable, as bidders are unlikely to access the
same level lending rates that are available to the Council.

3.7

The potential bidders also stated that they would want to be responsible for designing
the specification of the vehicles, the configuration of the fleet and the actual ordering
of the vehicles.

3.8

All potential bidders indicated that the use of Longcliffe Depot would be preferable and
advised that it would be financially prudent of the Council to lease the land directly and
sub-let it to a contractor on a peppercorn rent basis. If the contractor leased the land
directly, it would be recharged to the Council as part of the management fee with a
profit percentage increase included.

3.9

Four of the potential providers preferred an 8-year contract length, however, some
suggested a longer contract could be beneficial.

3.10 Where a preference was stated regarding the evaluation criteria for quality vs price,
this was either 50:50 spilt or 40:60 split in favour of quality. Some potential providers
clarified that the organisation would not consider bidding for opportunities where the
quality weighting is below 40%.
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3.11 Other areas of potential contractual risk included:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pensions
Change in law
Liabilities
Termination
Extension
Change control
A proportionate performance management framework
Provision of good quality data relevant to the services

4.

FINANCIAL POSITION

4.1

The Council’s latest draft Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) (which is to be
considered at the Council meeting on 5 December) indicates that savings of around
£0.6m a year are required by 2020/21 if the Council is to meet its statutory duty to set
a balanced budget.

4.2

The current cost of the waste contract is approximately £1.9m per year. The current
contract was procured at a time when the market was much more buoyant than it is
currently, especially with regard to the disposal of recyclable materials. Modelling by
Eunomia suggests that if a contract for the current service configuration was awarded
at the current time, the annual contract cost would increase to around £2.5m, an
increase of around £0.6m a year. The MTFP includes £0.3m for the additional cost
pressures of contracts that are due to be retendered, such as waste management and
revenues and benefits), leaving at least £0.3m additional savings to be found.

4.3

As indicated above, discussions with potential bidders have shown that contractors
are no longer willing to take on all of the financial risks associated with commodity
prices for recyclable materials. Forecasting by Eunomia suggests that fluctuations in
commodity prices could add or reduce the contract cost by up to £0.3m p.a. This
would add another financial pressure.

4.4

The table below summarises the financial position:

Current Savings Requirement (as draft MTFP)
includes up to £0.3m for increased contract costs
Additional cost pressures to provide current level of service (£0.6m
less £0.3m in MTFP)
Total savings requirement
Add: Risk of commodity prices falling further
Possible savings requirement
4.5

£m
0.6
0.3
0.9
0.3
1.2

The table above illustrates that the current service configuration is unaffordable. Risks
from commodity price fluctuations could be partly managed through the creation of a
reserve, which could be established using potential budget efficiency savings in
2018/19 and 2019/20, subject to members’ approval, but there is a risk that the
balance on this reserve may not be sufficient in any one year. Savings would need to
be identified from:• Changing the configuration of the waste service
• Changes to other services.
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5.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION RESULTS

5.1

During 2018 the Authority consulted with residents on two occasions. The first public
consultation took place during June 2018. The aim of this consultation was to gather
residents’ views about the current weekly food waste collection service (Appendix
Two). Although the Council has no intention of removing this service from the scope
of the next contract, this information will be used to understand how participation in
the scheme and further diversion can be promoted within the new contract.

5.2

The second public consultation took place during August and September 2018. This
consultation focused on:
•
•
•

current participation and satisfaction levels with the waste collection service;
potential introduction of a charge for the garden waste collection service;
changes to the frequency of the residual waste collection service.

5.3

Full details of the consultation are included for reference in Appendix Three, with the
key features (Appendix One) noted below.

5.4

97% of residents think recycling is important and have indicated that their blue bins
are ‘nearly full’ on collection day, whereas the paper/card inserts are ‘always full’.

5.5

Although two thirds of people use the weekly food waste collection service, a third do
not, resulting in an average of 35% of the residual stream consisting of food waste.

5.6

Of the options presented to residents, charging for garden waste collections and
keeping everything else as it is now was most favoured, closely followed by three
weekly residual.

5.7

Approximately 40% of the respondents said they would pay for garden waste
collections. The four options offered in the questionnaire were £25, followed by £35,
£45 and £55 and of those options presented, 72% stated the lowest option of £25
would be a reasonable fee, if a charge had to be introduced. The current national
average is £40 per annum.

5.8

41% of people’s grey bins are three-quarters full or less when they put them out for
collection.

5.9

Should collection of grey bin/black sacks become less frequent then separate weekly
nappy collections could help some residents.

5.10 Some criticism was aimed at the District Council for not including the current
arrangement as an option. However, the aim of the questionnaire was to support the
process of defining a suitable specification for the new contract by understanding what
the key issues are for our residents (i.e.: increased levels of recycling, frequency of
collection, etc.).
5.11 The consultation process showed that residents like the current service arrangements
and some residents made it clear they did not want it to change. However, the District
Council has benefitted from a contract which based upon latest market intelligence
and expert advice, is unlikely to be affordable or replicated again due to current
market conditions. There will be a need to investigate a wide number of potential
service options in order to determine the most appropriate and affordable solution for
the future.
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6.

FINANCIAL MODELLING OF OPTIONS

6.1

The table below shows the financial impact of the different service delivery options:A
B
C
D
E

-

Chargeable garden waste (fortnightly residual collections)
Three-weekly residual collections
Three-weekly residual collections and chargeable garden waste
Four-weekly residual collections
Four-weekly residual collections and chargeable garden waste

£100k
£51k

DDDC Cost Difference from Baseline

£0k

-£69k

-£100k
-£200k

-£454k
-£570k

-£300k

-£689k
-£400k
-£500k
-£600k
-£700k
-£800k

A - £GW

B - 3W Res

C - 3W Res + £GW

D - 4W Res

E - 4W Res + £GW

6.2

Eunomia has modelled the potential financial impact of the options consulted on. In
all cases, it is important to be clear that the figures are modelled estimates, and the
actual costs tendered during a procurement will be different. The modelling takes into
account the current waste volumes and predicted household behaviours, but does not
take into account the future contractor’s views on risk (as this cannot be
known). Furthermore, they represent changes from a notional baseline cost: as
Members are aware, the baseline cost of the current contract is significantly lower
than any future realistic baseline for a similar service; nor does it take account of price
fluctuations that materials markets are known to cause.

6.3

In summary, the charged garden waste options all offer more savings than the
respective free garden waste options. In addition, the results indicate that the lower
the frequency of residual waste collections, the lower the cost.

6.4

Whilst the reduced residual frequency options show savings in residual disposal cost,
due to more waste being recycled, the majority of this saving accrues to the County
Council (as Waste Disposal Authority) rather than to the District Council. However,
when combined with charged garden waste options a reduction in organic treatment
cost benefits the District Council. These savings are offset against an increase in cost
from AHP collections in the reduced residual waste frequency options. Modelling
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incorporates the impact of the County Council ceasing recycling credits should
charged garden waste collections be introduced.
6.5

The charged garden waste collection options are modelled using a charge of £40 per
year with a participation rate of 43%. The charge is based on authorities that have
recently started charging or are planning to charge in the near future, and is based on
Eunomia benchmarking data. However, two other authorities that Eunomia are in the
process of helping to introduce a charge are considering charges of up to £65.

6.6

The financial modelling indicates that meaningful cost savings are generated in
increasing order from Option A (charged garden waste). Option C (charged garden
waste and three-weekly residual collections) and Option E (charged garden waste and
four-weekly residual collections).

7.

PROCUREMENT STRATEGY

7.1

The Procurement Strategy (Appendix Four) will establish that the procurement project
being considered is desirable, viable and achievable. It will set the key principles that
will be followed throughout the procurement process and will act as the reference
document that the Project Team will use to ensure that the project has clear definition
and direction.

7.2

The Procurement Strategy will become part of the report required by Regulation 84(1)
of the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 and will be used as a reference:• when a major decision is taken during the procurement stage of the project;
• at the end of key gateways during the project life cycle; and
• at the conclusion of the procurement process to measure whether it delivered the
anticipated benefits and outcomes.

7.3

The following issues are considered the most significant issues that will need to be
considered as part of the development of the procurement and contract
documentation:• commodity price changes, and how price changes will impact on the income
achieved through the marketing of recyclable materials;
• the potential move to three-weekly collections;
• future proofing for potential changes, including legislative changes such as
mandatory weekly food collections and increased recycling rates.

7.4

In addition, the procurement process will be designed to support sustainable
procurement policies. Social value considerations will be included in both the
requirements set out in the service specification and in respect of the method
statement questions.

7.5

Bidders will be required to demonstrate a commitment to apprenticeship schemes,
working with local organisations, maximising opportunities to develop the local supply
chain, considering local employment opportunities and finally taking into account the
environmental impacts of the operations when designing the solution for the new joint
contract.
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7.6

The project plan has been designed in a way that enables the Council to reconsider its
position should there be a lack of interest from the market, providing sufficient time
between spring 2019 and August 2020 to divert attention to an in-house solution,
should there be insufficient market interest in the out-sourcing option. As per the
Procurement Strategy, outsourcing offers the best option at this time. Factors in
favour of outsourcing include:
•
Staff resources (operational and back office)
•
Pension costs
•
Sharing materials risk
•
Operational risk
•
Value for money
•
Resilience
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RISK REGISTER

8.1

In order to help identify, manage, and where possible, mitigate risk, the Project Team
have developed a Risk Register (Appendix Five). The Risk Register is a live
document and one that is reviewed each time the team meet.

8.2

The purpose of the Risk Register is to identify current, future and potential risk. These
risks are reviewed and scored on the ‘likelihood’ of the risk happening and the ‘impact’
the risk would have, should it happen.

8.3

The Risk Register categorises risk into low, medium and high and includes risks
ranging from ‘non-availability of Officers for key decisions’ to ‘no bids received’.
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TIMELINE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

10.

Tender development (December 2018 – February 2019)
Agree final tender specification - Council meeting (14 March 2019)
Tender published (March 2019)
Procurement of new contract (April-December 2019)
Contract award (December 2019 / January 2020)
Mobilisation (February 2020 – August 2020) (minimum six month period)
Contract start date (5 August 2020)

COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

10.1 Keeping residents fully informed about impending changes to their waste and
recycling service is a high priority, and a time-lined communications plan will be drawn
up - and reviewed regularly – linked to the overall project plan and targeting key
milestones such as the potential introduction of paid-for garden waste collections.
Regular communications will be issued using the multi-channel approach as set out in
the District Council's Communications & Marketing Strategy, namely:
•
•
•
•
•
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Dales Matters (distributed to every household in the district twice a year).
Website (which currently attracts 107,000 visits per month).
Social media including Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
YouTube videos and live broadcasts of council meetings, improving accessibility
to Council decisions.
Press releases to local broadcasters, newspapers and community blogs.

•
•
•

E-newsletters (more than 4,000 local people are currently signed up).
Area Community Forums (three times per year in every area of the district).
Town and Parish Councils will also receive all campaign material, including
posters for parish notice boards.

10.2 In addition to all of the above, our waste and recycling campaign - featuring important
educational messages around recycling - could also include special publications
distributed digitally and physically across the district.
10.3 Updated frequently asked questions will continue to be provided at key stages of the
project, with the next batch of FAQs following the meeting on 29 November meeting,
to include information about the approved option and how the procurement process
will develop.
10.4 New ideas to spread the recycling educational message will include video coverage of
bin spot checks that highlight recyclables that some residents are currently throwing
away as household waste.
10.5 The www.derbyshiredales.gov.uk website waste & recycling section will be updated
and better signposted to make important information easier to find.
10.6 Before the switchover date we will work closely with the new service provider to
ensure a smooth transition. Campaign material, in addition to information distributed
using the channels listed above, could include information bin stickers.
11.

CONCLUSION

11.1 Taking into consideration the public and member consultation, market intelligence and
the Council’s current and future financial pressures, the below points are
recommended for inclusion in the specification and procurement of the new waste and
recycling contract.
11.2 The fortnightly two-stream dry recycling service in 240 litre bins should be maintained
with some scope for negotiation for what goes in which containers.
11.3 The weekly separate food waste service will remain in place, in preparation for the
possible mandatory separate collection requirement in 2023.
11.4 The free garden waste service will be discontinued and a chargeable garden waste
service will be introduced as a requirement of the service specification, as per Option
A in the recent consultation. Further work is required to consider how the change
from a free to a chargeable service can be introduced, as well as the timeframe for the
service change. The level of the annual charge should not be decided until overall
financial costings of the contract are made clear.
11.5 The procurement and contract documents will be designed so that the fortnightly
frequency of collection is retained from the start of the contract.
11.6 However, it is proposed that bidders will be asked, via a method statement, to provide
information outlining the impact of introducing a three weekly waste collection service.
Eunomia strongly advise that the option to introduce a three weekly collection service
from the midway point of the contract should be included, as this provides the Council
with an opportunity to review the contract cost against its financial pressures at that
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time and also in order to respond to any market changes. However, any decision to
implement a three weekly collection service, as per consultation Option C, will rest
entirely with the District Council and will require a separate decision of Council at the
appropriate time.
11.7 Textiles collections will be required by 1st January 2025 to comply with the Revised
Waste Framework Directive.
11.8 Should the Council decide to introduce a three weekly collection service at the midway
point of the contract period, the collection of textiles would be required at the time of
implementation, along with the separate collection of absorbent hygiene products to
support residents in reducing the amount residual waste, especially households with
young families and those with additional medical needs.
11.9 The Council is aware (through soft market testing and through other market
intelligence from Eunomia) that the market is saturated with similar projects, and that
potential bidders have only limited resources to bid for these projects. It is important
that the Council makes the project as attractive to the market as possible through
sensible risk allocations. This will be determined through negotiation.
11.10 The Council is to progress discussions with the land owner regarding lease
arrangements for Longcliffe Depot. It is intended the depot will be made available to
bidders on a peppercorn rent basis, as this is the most cost effective approach to the
Council. Should the contractor make their own lease arrangements, it would be
included in the overall management fee, and subject to a percentage management fee
increase.
11.11 In order to help reduce the cost of the contract, the Council will be able to purchase
the vehicles. The contractor will be expected to specify the vehicles and the
configuration of the vehicles, as well as manage the ordering and delivery of the fleet.
11.12 The length of the contract will be an 8 year contract, with the option to extend for a
further 8 years, if both parties agree.
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RISK ASSESSMENT

12.1 Legal
The tender of the waste contract is subject to compliance with the applicable EU
legislation together with the Public Contract Regulations 2015, the Council’s Contract
Standing Orders and Financial Regulations. Specialist legal support for procuring the
waste contract is being secured.
The procurement strategy within this report confirms that an appropriate approach is
being taken to ensure that the service is procured for the Contract start date. If this is
followed, the legal risk is assessed as low to medium.
12.2 Financial
It is very clear that whilst the current contract cost is around £1.9m per year, the future
contract might cost considerably more. In any one year predictions that take into
account commodity price fluctuations indicate the cost could at worst reach as high as
£2.8m. The high financial risk can to an extent be mitigated by adopting chargeable
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garden waste collections AND allowing for the future introduction of three weekly
residual waste collections. In addition to these measures, it will be necessary to
establish a waste contract price fluctuation reserve, with the risk remaining that in a
given year the reserve might not in itself be adequate to meet contract costs. Should
all these measures be agreed, the financial risk will be high but acceptably managed.
Should any of these measures not be agreed, the financial risk would be unacceptably
high without prospect of adequate mitigation.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

13.1 In preparing this report, the relevance of the following factors has also been
considered: prevention of crime and disorder, equalities, environmental, climate
change, health, human rights, personnel and property.
13.2 An initial Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) has been drafted, and will be developed
as the procurement proceeds. The initial draft is at Appendix Six. At this stage, the
only two policy changes being considered are charging for garden waste collections
and reducing the frequency of residual collections.
13.3

There are no substantive equality issues associated with charging for garden waste
collections, as ability to pay cannot itself be conflated with statutory equality duties.
The draft EIA indicates that there may be equality considerations associated with
three-weekly residual collections. For example, statutory equality groups (some
women, older people or disabled people) could be adversely impacted by restricted
residual bin space if three-weekly collections were to be introduced. To mitigate this,
the District Council would in parallel introduce free weekly opt-in collections of
absorbent hygiene products (nappies) to support households with young families and
those with additional medical needs.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Ashley Watts
Head of Community & Environmental Services
Telephone: 01629 761367
Email: ashley.watts@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
Steve Capes
Head of Regeneration & Policy
Telephone: 01629 761371
Email: steve.capes@derbyshiredales.gov.uk
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BACKGROUND PAPERS
None
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ATTACHMENTS
Appendix One:
Appendix Two:
Appendix Three:
Appendix Four:
Appendix Five:
Appendix Six:
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Waste Consultation (Executive Summary) GO TO APPENDIX 1
Consultation (Food Waste)
GO TO APPENDIX 2
Consultation (General)
GO TO APPENDIX 3
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GO TO APPENDIX 4
GO TO APPENDIX 5
Risk Register
Equality Impact Assessment
GO TO APPENDIX 6

APPENDIX 1
OFFICIAL-[SENSITIVE]
Waste Consultation – 2018: Executive summary
97% of the 2,612 respondents feel it is important that people in Derbyshire Dales
reduce and recycle the waste they produce, 74% feel this is ‘very important’.
Reducing and recycling waste is an important issue to those that responded to
this survey.
Almost two thirds of respondents (64%) who use a Council supplied recycling
container for recycling plastic, cans, glass and cartons say they are full when
they put them out for collection. Only 1% of respondents say they don’t use this
service.
Of the people that use the Council supplied recycling container for paper/
cardboard, 89% say it is full on collection day. Only 4% of respondents say they
don’t use this service.
Just under two thirds of respondents (64%, 1,683 people) say they use the food
collection service weekly. A significant proportion of 21% (549 people) say they
never use it.
A large proportion of people (59%, 1,371 respondents) say that their grey bin of
non-recyclables is full when they put it out for collection.
A large proportion of people (58%, 1,527 respondents), use the garden waste
service fortnightly, 14% (365) say they never use the service.
Of those respondents who said they use the garden waste service, 57% (1,356)
said they would not use a paid for service, 35% (820) said they would use it
reluctantly and 8% (194) said they would pay a reasonable charge.
The results show that of those who said they would pay or would reluctantly pay
for fortnightly garden waste collections, 4% more would feel it acceptable to pay
£35 than when compared to responses which include people who said they
would not pay. The most popular charge still remains £25 with 67% willing to pay
this.
Q9 only including those who were willing to pay or who would reluctantly pay in
Q8:
Answer
£55
£45
£35
£25
Blank

15

Responses %
5%
8%
20%
67%
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Number
47
78
195
658
36
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Five potential options were provided in the survey for changes to the waste
service (the option to remain the same was not included), options A and B were
respondents’ preference. Option A was the option which had the most number of
people (1,208) ranking it as their top preference and 1,549 ranking it as either 1
or 2, whereas when rank 1 and 2 are combined, option B comes out as the
preferred option overall.
Rank 1
Option A – Garden 1,208
waste collections
change from free
to chargeable
Option B – Grey
700
bin/black sack
collections change
from fortnightly to
three-weekly

55%

Rank 2
341

15%

Rank 1&2
1,549

70%

32%

1,051

48%

1,751

79%

Of the additional services offered to help avoid grey bin waste, the most popular
was for more frequent collections at Christmas. 57% thought this would be
helpful – over double the proportion who thought it would be unhelpful. The only
other suggestion which a greater proportion of people thought would be helpful
rather than unhelpful was ‘better information on how to reduce and recycle more
household waste’ (49% thought it would be helpful compared to 33% who
thought it would not be).
More frequent collections at Christmas
Being able to receive a reminder when your
grey bin/ black bag collection is due
Separate, more frequent collections of
absorbent hygiene products
Better information on how to reduce and
recycle more of your waste

Helpful (1&2)
57%
35%

Unhelpful (4&5)
23%
50%

28%

54%

49%

33%

Respondents were asked whether there were other additional services that
could help avoid waste ending up in the grey bin and 1,068 people provided
comments. A significant number of people addressed more than one point in
their comments and through the analysis each point has been categorised. In
addition, as this was the only open ended question in the survey, not all
comments answered the question. A detailed analysis of ideas to avoid grey bin
waste shows the three most frequently mentioned suggestions were: a larger
container for recyclables (especially paper), more information on what to recycle
and what happens to materials collected and encouraging
manufacturers/suppliers to use less packaging. A summary analysis of the
comments that are not directly relevant to the question shows the three are;
requesting that the current service is not changed, raising concerns around

16
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consequences of changes such as fly tipping and vermin and requests to keep
fortnightly grey bin collections. It is fair to say there is strong feeling over the
proposed options with disappointment that there was no option to keep things
the same. There was limited consideration in the comments of the potential
increased costs of the contract and therefore the difficult decision the Council is
required to make. The suggestions directly in response to the question – on how
to avoid waste in the grey bin, have been themed as below. The comments
themed under ‘other’ are unique, and don’t fit under a theme, the most useful
other comments have been quoted:
Suggestion theme
Larger container for
recyclables; especially
cardboard

17

Number of
Illustrative quotes
respondents
“More space for recycling cardboard in the
123
blue lidded bin.”
“.. give us bigger recycling bins, one for
plastic, another for paper and cans. Current
bin isn’t big enough as it is, for every collection
we need to use previous blue bag as well as
insert.”
“If we went to Three or four weekly collections
I would need a bigger bin as already recycle
plenty filling my blue bin and blue plastic box
and my insert and blue bag.”
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More information on
what to recycle and what
is done with recycled
items

18

106

“clear information about what plastic products
can /cannot be recycled”
“Should we take more care preparing waste
for the bins e.g. all food off plastic containers
or tape of cardboard boxes? What happens to
the waste? How is it processed?”
“Much more info about what plastics can be
recycled. ... Meat trays? Toy packaging?
Plastic carrier bags?”
“What is and isn’t recyclable eg black
packaging? Foil lined cartons? Also
information about how much actually gets
recycled and whether it actually gets recycled
here in Derbyshire, here in the UK and how
much gets sent abroad.”
“Regular feedback on what is happening to the
products we recycle. At the moment I recycle
all my plastic as per instructions - but how
much is really being recycled by our service?
If most is still going to landfill I really need to
know and then I can make better choices
when shopping - at least try to!!!”
“Give pictorial instructions on types of plastic
which can be recycled eg Cornwall council.”
“We should be given information on where our
recycling goes to, and where our general
waste goes to, and what difference it makes to
the environment. For example, do we have a
waste to energy plant in Derbyshire? Look at
what Kirklees council do.”
“Provide video to show what happens to the
contents of each bin show how you recycle it.”
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Encourage
manufacturers/ suppliers
to use less packaging

84

Recycle more different
types of plastics/ other
materials

62

Provide local recycling
points

37

19

“We need support from the Council to
persuade supermarkets from giving the
customer too much plastic. There could be a
business rate incentive.”
“A collection point in supermarkets where you
could strip off all the unnecessary packaging
from fruit and veg and leave it at the
supermarket for them to dispose of.”
“Lobby food manufacturers to produce less
single use and unrecyclable plastics/products
so that less household waste is produced.”
“A scheme to help discourage single use
plastic wrapping, locally and nationally.”
“Stop putting the pressure on consumers, start
with manufacturers and make it uneconomical
to use so much plastic. If less waste was
produced by manufacturers and retailers, then
the recycling and waste problem would be
reduced more easily and affordably.”
“Recycling of plastic wrap, bags, black plastic
trays”
“Option to recycle light bulbs”
“Collection of small electrical items, e.g.
cables, computer components, kettles.”
“Recycle more items, look at South
Cambridgeshire as a model.”
“Aluminium”
“I’m elderly and do not drive so the tip is not
an option but a central point for bags of waste
is something we could manage”
“More recycling banks e.g. in car parks. Most
have been removed.”
“The recycling points eg Sainsburys Matlock
are always full … need emptying more
frequently”
“...why not have community Waste points - so
if collections reduce to 3 or 4 weeks we have a
local non-recycle drop off to get rid of nappies
etc in the same way we can use the bottle
bank at Sainsbury’s”
“Have more central big bins collection points
where residents take their rubbish to be
collected”
“More recycling in litter bins”
“More (albeit smaller) depots that could accept
blue bin recyclables would help facilitate less
frequent council collections.”
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Separate
nappy/incontinence or
dog waste bin

20

More frequent collection
of recyclables

15

Provide a compost bin

13

Investigate alternatives
to landfill: incineration or
materials recovery

8

More/ better quality food
caddy liners

8

Put all recyclables in one
bin

7

Scrap food waste
collection or include in
green bin
More green waste
recycling facilities

7

20

4

“A separate nappy bin would make a huge
difference on my grey bin usage as at least
half of my larger sized grey bin is taken up
with nappies.”
“Separate, more frequent collections of pet
waste eg dog/cat poo bags. This waste is the
main reason I am against reducing the grey
bin collection.”
“My parents will not manage with a black bin
collection being three weekly because of my
father’s incontinence waste, they struggle at
the moment with fortnightly, weekly would be
better for this”
“Please ensure food waste is still collected
weekly”
“…weekly blue bin collection so can recycle
more and does not end up in grey bin”
“More recycling collections at Christmas”
“offer to supply compost bins at minimal cost
to encourage more composting.”
“sell Bokashi food waste fermentation system
to interested residents and, more importantly,
catering businesses.”
“Will the District seek and specify a Contractor
who has their own or access to a Materials
Recovery Facility?”
“Direct energy generation from incinerated
waste has to be the best option long term.”
“At Central England Co-op and non of their
waste goes to landfill, anything that is not
recycled is sent to a re-newable energy plant,
in return we are given cash,”
“Kitchen caddy waste bags provided by DDDC
are of poor quality & shape. i.e. too wide and
not
deep enough to allow tying the top.”
“Being able to put all recycling waste into one
bin. We used to be able to do this in south
Oxfordshire years ago.”
“also scrap the food waste collection.”

“A garden waste disposal option to take
bagged waste in or edge of matlock would be
used by me”
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Other

21

50

“A waste lorry coming to villages bi monthly or
quarterly to collect large items as previously”
“Green bin collection could be suspended for 3
winter months.”
“How about a delivery service for the compost
to households as part of the refuse service - lr
rewarding green waste with a free bag of
compost!”
“Rather than a grey bin reminder it would be
better to have a reminder of which bin week it
is - recycling or grey”
“An app where we can easily see when the
next collection is”
“Consider partnering with businesses who sell
household items in recyclable packaging, such
as cans and plastic bottles, to introduce
deposit and return services”
“free drinks stations to fill up your own bottle”
“Better sorting of recycled materials to reduce
costs/increase gains. EG ferrous/non-ferrous
metal separated. flat glass recycled, more
items which are still useful given to charities
for sale.”
“Many councils process Green/garden waste,
process it and then sell it on - DERBYSHIRE
does not appear to do this - any reason why
not? “
“Encourage local neighbourhoods/villages to
explore how they can be more pro-active in
promoting ways to reduce grey waste.
Working with local Eco-schools to share good
practice. More use of local
village/neighbourhood blogsites?”
“Items sold with non-recyclable packaging to
carry a 'landfill disposal tax' which is highly
visible to consumers. You pay extra to throw
your money away.”
Why don't you charge holiday let's commercial
fees? Most in our area use the domestic
service even though they benefit from the
small business rate reduction. Of the 5 holiday
lets in my road 4 use the domestic service.
You could also charge a fee to be a holiday let
in the peak District similar to the charge raised
by Liverpool to let long term rental property
Stop charging at the household recycling
centre for certain items eg hardcore as people
just put it in their grey bin.
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All comments which don’t relate to additional services that help avoid waste
which could end up in the grey bin, are summarised in the table below:
Suggestion theme
Don’t change the service

22

Number of
Illustrative quotes
respondents
“Keep things as they are, it’s good service.
281
Find savings by cuts to other services that
appear to benefit the few at a cost to the many.
Plus more cost effective contracts after all you
are the customer, drive better deals. It's our
money”
“Charging to get rid of garden waste and
putting grey bins to every 3 to 4 weeks is
ridiculous. With 3 children in the house our bins
are full after 2 weeks let alone 3/4 weeks and
we recycle a lot of things. I bet you will pit our
council tax up though. Seems we pay more and
get less every year. What about those that
can't afford to pay and don't drive?”
“Make economies elsewhere. These options
are completely unacceptable”
“I am shocked the council intend to charge. I
already pay towards waste and garden
collections, it’s call council tax! Council Tax
has increased, services are being reduced,
more houses built so more council tax and
section 106 monies collected. What the hell is
the District Council doing with the money?”
“We already pay a massive monthly council tax
which increases every year so I expect the
council to continue to provide the current
service at no extra cost to us residents. Current
green bin is not Free but payed for by the
massive monthly council tax we pay.”
“Oh my goodness. What are we paying our
rates for? Everything is going to be charged
and all sorts going up in cost, eg parking and
many public services being reduced (police),
libraries closing and leisure centres being
handed over.” “I recycle my waste and try to
reduce my rubbish, yet having the fortnightly
collection my bins are still full, I personally feel
that the grey bin waste should NOT be
changed! If the council are looking at ways to
save money they need to look at other area's of
spending. My council tax has
just gone up so I cannot understand how as a
council you still need to make cutbacks as big
as this.”
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Concern around
consequences of
changes – fly tipping and
vermin

259

Keep fortnightly grey bin
collections
Bigger grey bin needed
for more than fortnightly
collections

129

Keep free collections of
garden waste
Query the questionnaire/
consultation process

73

23

94

72

“…People will just start to burn their garden
waste which doesn’t help anyone…”
“After such a hot summer can't think of bins
being left longer than a fortnight. People with
bags out will end up with vermin. Going to
cause lots of fly tipping for you to end up
cleaning up.”
“Absolutely ridiculous to change the bins to 3/4
weekly collections! My bins are always full to
the brim if not overflowing and I recycle! And I
have maggots in my bins regularly.”
“Concerned that less frequent grey bin
collection could mean rubbish in bin for 6 to 8
weeks when go on holiday and miss collection,
particularly an issue in summer when hot.”

“The grey bins would need to be larger if
collections were to (be) less frequent. The
present bin is smaller than standard.”
“Less frequent collection of our grey bin would
only work if we had a bigger one. Currently it’s
quite small!”

“… You say that these changes may not
happen, yet there is no option available as an
option for this. It is clear that you have made
up you minds to charge for what is a very good
service. The option ranking of 1-5 will not
allow me to change them. I wish all my ranking
to be 5”
“You haven't put any options to keep it as it is
therefore you will announce that we voted for
changes. This is very underhand.”
“This is a fixed survey as you have decided the
service will reduce and you are consulting us.”
“This questionnaire isn't fair because it tries to
paint you into a corner with no options for
suggestions to answer the questions on the
best way forward.”
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Already recycle as much
as possible

69

Green waste collections
over winter should be
monthly or should cease

39

24

“I recycle EVERYTHING I can and my grey bin
is still full fortnightly because everything we
buy has ridiculous amounts of packaging!!!”
“We need to have more flexible collections, for
example I have a small grey bin in a house of 4
people, I recycle and compost everything
possible but as not all packaging is recyclable
we often have more rubbish than the bin can
take, it would be incredibly helpful if the refuse
collectors would also take extra bags with the
grey bins, or let us have larger bins!”
“These changes will make me very angry. My
black bin is full every 2 weeks. I recycle
everything I can. My garden waste bin is full
every 2 weeks. I am in arrears with my
mortgage. I cannot afford collection. My only
option will be to begin burning my rubbish.”
Some people viewed winter as November to
March, some December to April, others
October to February. Some people felt monthly
collections over this winter period would be
suitable, others suggested only a few
collections or none at all.
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Either a fine for not
recycling or incentive to
recycle

25

25

“We need support from the Council to persuade
supermarkets from giving the customer too
much plastic. There could be a business rate
incentive.
How about a delivery service for the compost
to households as part of the refuse service - lr
rewarding green waste with a free bag of
compost!”
“Penalties for inappropriate use of grey bin”
“You could award retailers with an ethical
approval mark? Or some such scheme to
encourage retailers and manufacturers to take
the logical steps, like not to mix metals plastics
paper in one product. All packaging should be
recyclable etc”
“Encouragement of re-usable nappies and
other personal hygiene items with up to date
information (no, most cloth nappies are no
longer cotton) and incentive schemes /council
hire kits to encourage use.”
“Council checks on what people are putting in
their grey bins - the sticker of shame if people
are not recycling”
“Credit system such as reduced or free green
waste services in exchange for demonstrable
recycling levels - specific to household.”
“Allow people to anonymously tell the council
where people are not following the rules and
act on the information.”
“I would be happy to pay a fee for additional
non recyclable waste collection or pay by the
kilogramme for non recyclable waste if the rate
was sensible. This would also encourage me to
recycle more. I expect that this would need to
be accompanied by fines for putting non
recyclable waste in the recycling bins (even
though these would be hard to enforce). I
think a statement each month telling me how
much waste I have generated by category with
rewards or recognition for being a high
percentage recycler would be an excellent
idea. Perhaps the top 100 recyclers could get
20% off the next year's council tax bill!”
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Alternative ideas for
green bin provision

19

“…reduction for OAPs?”
“introduce a scale of charges for different
quantities/frequency of collection, as
requirements depend on size of garden.”
“People who have assisted collections
shouldn't be charged for green bin waste as
they can't get the waste to the local recycling
centres.”
“Garden collection charges should be done on
quantity rather than frequency.”
“I would probably be willing to pay an annual
fee for garden waste if I received some
deliveries of compost as a reward.”
Other suggestions made were to:
Suspend the green bin service over the winter
months or just collect it monthly over this
period
Give people the option to pay for the green bin
service over the winter months and provide it
free over summer
Change the green bin service from fortnightly
to monthly or 2 monthly with option for those
who would use it more regularly, to pay
Generate income from green waste recycling
by turning it into a soil improver

26
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Concerns over storage of
increased amounts of
waste

19

Cost saving ideas
Other

6
126

“Black sack properties do not have room for
bins, and therefore already have difficulty
keeping black sacks somewhere weather and
wildlife proof. If you make collection for these
properties less frequent, you run the risk of
serious hygiene problems if bags are left in
places where they can get ripped open by
foxes and other creatures. We cannot even put
ours out the night before without them being
ripped open, strewing waste all down the lane.”
“I have a very small cottage with minimal
storage space. If glass, tins, plastic AND
paper/ card could all go into one crate it would
be helpful.”
“Please bear in mind that heritage areas like
North Street in Cromford do NOT have bins
therefore any delay in collection of black sacks
would be very difficult.” (Similar issues was
raised by a resident of the Chatsworth Estate
and Matlock Bath)
“Given the things that meant to go in my black
bags (you say I can't have a wheelie bin) are
cat litter, cat food pouches and ashes less
frequent collection will pose large waste
storage and hygiene problems, less frequent
collection of food waste (which you don't either
suggest or say will stay the same) will also
cause hygiene and pest problems along with
the difficulty of storing larger volumes.”
See below

6 people provided cost saving ideas, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure commercial holiday properties pay for commercial waste collection
(rather than using domestic waste)
Charge households with more people in, more as they generate more
waste
Raise awareness that theft of recycling containers is a crime, to help
reduce extra expense of replacement
Consider stopping the free supply of food waste bags
Consider moving to an in house waste collection service

46 of the responses received flagged up potential equalities issues which are
summarised below
The majority of comments related to people without access to a car or with
certain disabilities who would find it difficult or impossible to transport excess
waste to a civic amenity site- these may be people on lower income including the
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elderly: “As a disabled person with no partner and no way of driving I would like
to ask the council how are earth they would expect me to get my garden waste to
the tip? Should they remove this free service I would then be forced to pay for it
because my disability means I have no other way of disposing of my waste. I do
believe it is against the law for a disabled person to be charged for a facility
because they are at a disadvantage from the general population.”
The issue was raised regarding less mobile householders needing the physical
capability to take larger volumes of waste out for collection.
Attention was drawn to the characteristic of the Derbyshire Dales where there
are larger than average country gardens, and where rural areas are often home
to some of the poorest residents, who would be impacted on by a garden waste
collection charge.
Parents of children in nappies and people with incontinence pads raised issues
with the volume of space they take up in the grey bin and also the nature of the
waste. One individual raised the following issue regarding the type and volume of
waste some disabilities may generate: “None of these options are very good for
the disabled who have larger amounts due to their issues. EG we generate more
waste because of leg bags, night bags, catheter wash outs and bowel control.”
Another person commented: “My father in law (registered on the disabled refuse
collection scheme) was told not to recycle as the collectors won't fetch bases that
need carrying. His bin is full after 1 week this policy needs changing”
An issue was raised regarding separate collections for people with incontinence
pads: “So with separate collections, all the neighbours can know that I'm
incontinent? Or will the bin men knock on my door and ask for this weeks sacks
of XX pants? How is that in any way non discriminatory? The alternative is to
leave them in a black bin for a month at a time during a hot summer such as we
have just had? We need to keep 2 weekly pick ups.”
The change in timing of different collections was highlighted as possibly being
confusing for older people: “Less frequent collections will also further confuse
some older people who already struggle to manage alternate collections.”

BACK TO REPORT
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1 Introduction
DDDC provides a weekly collection of food waste from kerbside food caddies.
All properties are provided with a 23 litre kerbside caddy, a 5 litre kitchen caddy
and a free annual supply of 52 caddy liners.
Data indicates that an average of 35% of the content of grey bins sent to landfill
is recyclable food waste and that the weight of food recycled by households has
reduced more than expected. The Council wanted to know what would
encourage people to recycle more food waste and used two approaches to
gather views. One was an online questionnaire for 3 weeks in June 2018. The
online survey was sent out to members of the Council’s online panel and
subscribers to the e-newsletter, it was also publicised on the Council website.
The second approach was to include questions in a routine quarterly telephone
survey to local residents run by Future Thinking (via Serco – the Council’s waste
contractor). The telephone survey ran for 2 weeks (11-23 June) and used
random digit dialling to sample residents. 1,185 people in total took part in the
survey.
735 people responded to the online survey
450 people responded to the telephone survey
In general, respondents to the online survey were more involved already in
recycling than respondents to the telephone survey. This may not be a surprise
as they are to a greater extent more self-selecting sample of respondents.
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2 Results
Q1. The majority of respondents, 72% of online survey and 52% of the telephone
survey, said they used the food waste collection service every week, although a
sizeable proportion 17% and 34% said they never use it. Respondents to the
online survey are more likely to use the food waste recycling service than those
from the telephone survey run by Serco.

Q1. How often, if ever, do you use the
Council’s food waste collection service?
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%

Online Surevy

30.00%

Telephone Survey (Serco)

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Every week

Fortnightly

Monthly or
less

Never

Q2 Respondents to the online survey may have misunderstood this question as
out of all the people who say they put all their food waste in the general waste
bin, 72% say they use the food waste service every week.

Q2. How much of your food waste do
you put into your general household
waste?
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%

Online survey

20.00%

Telephone survey (Serco)

10.00%
0.00%

None

A few bits

Most
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Q3 Overall, satisfaction with the food waste collection service is high with 95% of
the telephone survey and 82% of the online survey respondents either very or
fairly satisfied. Levels of satisfaction are higher from respondents to the
telephone survey.

Q3. How satisfied or dissatisfied are you
with the weekly food waste collection
scheme? By this we are referring to the
timeliness and regularity of the weekly
collection of the food waste caddy.
80.00%
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%

Online survey

0.00%

Telephone survey (Serco)

Q4. Knowledge of the type of food that can be recycled is high overall with 70%
of telephone survey respondents and 92% of the online survey respondents
aware of all the categories of waste. Awareness was higher amongst the online
respondents.

Q4. Which of the following, if any, do you
believe can be recycled in the food
caddy? (Choose all that apply)
100.00%
90.00%
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
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Q5. There was a large proportion (42%) of respondents to the Serco telephone
survey who said they ‘didn’t know’ what stopped them recycling food waste more
than they currently do (which suggests answers to this question were
unprompted). Otherwise the same issues as for the online survey respondents
were identified with the exception of there not being enough caddy liners and
preferring to home compost - which were mentioned more frequently by online
respondents.

Q5. What, if anything, stops you from
recycling more food waste than you
currently do? (Choose all that apply)
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

Online Survey
Telephone (Serco) survey

An analysis of the ‘other’ comments made is included in the table that follows:
Q5 ‘other’ comments

Nothing
N/A (includes people citing
reasons already covered in
question response categories)
Poor quality liners

Missed out of or miss
collections
Size of caddy

Number
of
people
74
24

Quotes

19

“Would like a liner for larger bin as I could
take waste directly out to it. Smaller bin
not big enough and bags don't fit very well
they slide down”
“liners are very small and you cannot knot
the top when full”
“…'wet' material rapidly starts to 'work' on
the bio bags…”

12
10
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& it's full”
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Q5 ‘other’ comments

Pets/ animals consume
Not received any bin liners

Number
of
people
9
8

Bin operatives mixing food
with other waste

5

Not everyone in the household
takes part
Other

5

Quotes

“Here at Cavendish Mill, Matlock we are
never supplied with free caddy liners”
“I am fed up with sorting my food waste
into the caddy just to see the collectors tip
it into our green bin. What a waste of time
and effort. They did it again this morning,
together with the other 5 caddies at the
end of our drive”

18

Q6. 61% of online respondents and 39% of telephone survey respondents said
they bought at least one extra roll of liners per year. Respondents to the online
survey were more likely to buy extra rolls of food waste bin liners through the
year.

Q6. How many extra rolls of compostable
liners do you currently buy each year?
50.00%
45.00%
40.00%
35.00%
30.00%
25.00%

Online

20.00%

Telephone (Serco)

15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%

None

One

Two

Three+

Don’t know/
no comment

Q7. 38% of online respondents and 26% of telephone survey respondents said
that more free liners would encourage them to recycle more food waste. Having
more liners would be less likely to encourage respondents to the telephone
survey to recycle more food waste than it would for respondents to the online
survey.
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Q7. If more liners were available free of
charge would this encourage you to
recycle more food waste?
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
Online

30.00%

Telephone (Serco)

20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Yes

No

Don’t know/ no
comment

Q8. Most people would like extra liners to be delivered to their house, the
preference for methods of receiving the liners is mirrored by both the online and
telephone respondents.

Q8. If more caddy liners were available
free of charge, by which of the following
methods would you like to receive these
extra liners? (Choose all that apply)
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%

Online
Delivered to Available for Available for Don’t know/ Other (please
specify)
collection no comment
my house
collection
from a leisure from parish
councils
centre or
Matlock
Town Hall

Telephone (Serco)

Q9. Providing more information on what people can recycle and what happens to
recycling are the two options which would have the biggest impact on both
groups of respondents in terms of persuading them to start recycling/recycle
more. Putting stickers on ‘contaminated’ grey bins are around two thirds less
likely to have an impact on the telephone respondents than the online
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respondents. Telephone respondents are 5% more likely to say that ‘nothing’
would persuade then to recycle more.

Q9. What, if any, of the following would
persuade you to start recycling food waste
or to recycle more? (Choose all that
apply)
80.00%
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%
30.00%
20.00%
10.00%

Online

0.00%

Telephone (Serco)

Q10 Please tell us what else, if anything, would help you to recycle more
food waste? (719 responses)
Q10
Nothing
N/A
More
information
Other
Better liners

Bigger caddies

Online Telephone
(Serco)
79
236
39
143
31
33

Total
Comments/Quotes
Comments
315
182
64
See below for details

24
23

12
1

36
24

19

9

29
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“Better quality caddy
liners.”
“Better stronger liners”
“Bigger outside food
caddy, small one is fine”
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Better designed
bin

9

3

12

one that can’t be broken
into by wildlife and traps
the smell, may be metal,
maybe possible to clip
on to the inside of the
grey bin
“Collect it daily” “Caddy's
collected more regularly”
Council tax reduction,
discounted/ free compost
or cheap composting
bins for home
composting, buy one get
one free on bin liners
“If contractors weren't
seen putting food waste
into the domestic grey
bins they are emptying”
Respondents have
stated they do not have
any liners eg no biodegradable bags
delivered to Brook Walk,
Matlock, DE4 3BS in
past 5 years
or caddy exchange of
dirty caddies for clean
“If they collected it”

More frequent
collections
Incentive to
recycle

8

2

10

9

0

9

Mixing with
other types of
waste

6

0

6

Provide liners

6

2

8

Caddy cleaning
service
Reliable
collection
Ability to mix
garden and
food waste
Educate people
to produce less
waste

5

0

5

2

2

4

3

0

3

“put food in the green
bins”

3

0

3

“I don't want to recycle
more food waste, I want
to reduce the amount of
food wasted.”

Communal bins

3

0

3

for instance a large bin
for a row of terraced
houses

In terms of wanting more information, respondents made the following specific
suggestions:
•
•
•
•

Advertising where caddies are available from.
Clarity on whether tea bags, cooking oil, mussel shells are recyclable, and
why some materials are not recyclable
information on what can be recycled printed on the green caddy
a laminated notice of recyclable items to be kept E.g. on fridge
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•
•
•

Information on what happens to the waste and the benefits of recycling to
DDDC and society
Information for new residents
Alphabetical list of all items and how to dispose of them on the website

“A leaflet through the door and info on your website alongside waste collection
timetables about WHERE our waste goes to and HOW it is recycled. How exactly
is food waste recycled? What is it recycled into? What are the environmental
benefits of not putting food waste in landfill? Surely it just biodegrades, which is
a natural process? Tips on keeping food caddies smelling fresher in the
summer.”

The following suggestions were made by individual respondents:
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

WE DO NOT HAVE ANY WHEELED BINS so all recycling and rubbish is
in bags. It is dangerous as it gets dragged out onto the A6 by lorries as the
pavement is very narrow. This also applies to food waste by animals ie
foxes. We could do with wheeled bins that are compatible with the location
Would council be prepared to offer wormeries or hot compost bins?
Knowing what time the collection is EVERY week
If the food caddy isn’t out on the week the new bags are dropped off then
you don’t receive them...
Get articles in local/Parish magazines. Spread the word about Derbyshire
County Council's 50 Ways to Waste Less Food campaign
www.derbyshire.gov.uk/50ways
Ensuring holiday lets are forced to recycle - none of them use food bins
and there are lots in Baslow
I think because we haven't had any extra information or detail about food
waste collection recently lots of people have stopped doing it and don't
see the point. Having a big campaign including door to door calls for
those who don't use the service (perhaps noting those who don't put bins
out at all) would encourage people. Also having another leaflet on what
we can put in the bin would remind us. I also think we need to know more
about where the food waste goes and what it becomes.
Being able to put kitchen towels in bin when I have parcelled up peelings
Confidence that the council and sub contractors did actually recycle stuff.
…In Devon, my mother can wrap her food waste in newspaper to put it in
her recycling bin - why can't we?
The size of the bag should fit the caddy
We do not have a green caddy, it disappeared and I didn't receive another
one, also I did not receive any caddy liners this year.
We live up the most horrific hill so if we could have anything that would
stop deterring pests or anything but we can't.
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•

Advertising that caddies are available from the visitor info centre in the
centre of the town - this may encourage people to call in for them when
they are in town

Q11. How would you encourage others to recycle more food waste?
All 368 comments have been read and where more than one person has made a
comment on the same topic area they have been themed, the results and
illustrative quotes are displayed below:

Q11

Provide more
information

More publicity

Encourage people

Number
Quotes
of
people
126
Point out your bins don't smell as much because
the food waste is elsewhere
Explain why it’s a good idea and show what
happens to it after collection, what it’s used for.
An honestly written leaflet about what happens to
food waste (production of gases etc). People take
line of least resistance so it has to be easy as
possible!
Give them the 35% stats. Educate on using food
up in magazine articles - "Money Saving Tips"
Inform people what’s actually happening to their
food waste. When food waste ‘appears’ to be
mixed with normal waste, people think it’s a
pointless exercise and therefore don’t use the food
waste bins.
It feels good to separate waste for recycling,
amazing how little is left for the household waste
bin/bag. Feel less bad about wasted food by
recycling it. Leave a better world for children, with
less landfill.
Provide a label for all caddies that lists what you
can treat as food waste for the caddy
A clear short leaflet showing people
pictures/diagrams of what can go in the bin.
Explain how this sort of food waste can be used,
particularly as an energy source and also that food
waste in landfill produces methane, which is a
greenhouse gas.
50
Having environmental educational stalls in towns
about food waste and other recycling issues would
be a good idea. This done regularly could have a
very positive impact.
Word of mouth to friends/ neighbours
39
The key is to waste as little food as possible in the
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Q11

Number
of
people

Quotes

to produce less
waste
Lead by example
Improve
liners/more liners/
free liners

24
22

Educate children

17

Bin stickers

12

Start in primary schools. See what can be recycled
in lunch boxes and school dinners. Get classes to
deplay (explain) the meaning of recycling signs.
Most adults don't know what they mean on
packaging. Great task for year 6 pupils after their
SATS.
Maybe get school children involved and get them
to understand. Youth brownies / scouts groups to
help the elderly / adults understand on the benefits
of recycling and where it goes. Community groups
to help locals achieve maximum recycling
*No food waste stickers put on grey bin

Offer low cost/
free compost and
compost bins
Ensure everyone
has the correct
containers
Fines for
contaminated bins
Refuse collection
of contaminated
bins

10

*Sticker for food waste bin stating what can be
recycled
Free garden compost bin.

Improved caddy
design

Reduce size of
grey bin/
collection
frequency
Other
suggestions
(made by only
one person)

first place - get people to think about how much
money they might be throwing away by wasting food.
Set a good example to anyone visiting our house
Providing them with sufficient amount of bags.
I suppose give them more bags.
Free caddy liners. and more than 52

10

Ensure everyone has a small food caddy which is
easily stored alongside the kitchen bin

9

Fine anyone recycling food in the grey bin/black sack

8

In terms of persuading others, is the council can
operate a pay as you throw policy for the black
bin, and instruct the collection people to refuse
black bins that have got food in them.

6

Provide a better sealed/designed inside caddy to
discourage smells!

4

Make the food caddy bins easier to clean
Fewer grey bin collections and more recycling
collections including food waste.

49
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There were 270 people who made comments which were not applicable, they
responded that that they “wouldn’t” or said they didn’t know.
Specific suggestions (falling into the ‘other’ category) and made by individuals
and identified as being useful are highlighted below:
•

•

“Incentives for less volume/weight in the grey bin. Maybe prizes/vouchers
for households (nominated by bin collectors), one prize per area per
month, but it could be difficult to identify households who have to use
black bags.”
“Have a small indoor caddy and use it for all food waste but don't overfill
the bags and then transfer to outdoor waste caddy. It's easy once you get
into the routine.”

It is also worth noting the response below which highlights that some people may
not be able to recycle:
•

“Its not a good scheme for elderly with dementia or memory problems. I
have tried with my mother in law. She cannot get the hang of it and
regularly doesn't have it taken.”

Q12. Are there any tips you can give others for how to make food recycling
less messy or smelly?
All suggestions made have been read and a representative range of those
considered to be most useful are included (verbatim) below. These could be
reproduced in information/ publicity campaigns:
•

Use a small 1/2 to 1 L tub in your kitchen, add paper in the bottom to absorb moisture
and empty and wash tub every day.

•

Use the caddy liners provided and be ready to change/take out every day in hot
weather.

•

I spray the green bin with disinfectant spray in hot weather before putting the green
bag in. Put small bags outside into the big green food bin if they contain fish and
meat products a lot more often. Sprinkle outside bin with Jeyes fluid or powder all
year round to keep it sweet smelling

•

Put it in a bag provided, knot the bag when full enough and put in plastic tub, outside
the house, up off the ground and away from household doors to keep rats and bugs
away.

•

Use the caddy liners and transfer to your outside bin often. It’s no more smelly than
having your general waste bin getting stinky - in fact separating your food waste
stops a smelly bin.
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•

Empty the home caddy regularly - don’t wait until it’s full to the brim. Keep the bins
cleaned regularly with a bit of disinfectant. Make sure they are completely dry before
using again.

•

Empty it often and stick the caddy in the dishwasher once a week to keep it fresh.

•

Always use a caddy liner, try not to put too much liquid in with the food waste.

•

Use an elastic band to hold the bag in the small caddy. Only fill to 75% to enable you
to tie it closed with 2 diagonal knots and keep your big caddy near the outside
doorstep.

•

Double-bag smelly food so it doesn’t smell/attract animals.

•

I tend to make sure I put bread crusts on bottom of bag to stop fluids leaking/bag
ripping

•

Leave the Food Bin outside, in the shade, and only open it to receive full bags from
the smaller container.

•

Change the liners once food has been in there for a few days, even if it's not full.
Rinse the caddy out each time you change the liner. Avoid putting wet and/or hot
items in, e.g. let tea bags dry out before putting them in.

•

We keep the big green council caddy in a separate room to the kitchen. When
cooking I use a bowl to collect all the scraps and then carry to the recycling. It keeps
the worst of it out of the kitchen.

•

If you've got an outside tap you can use it to rinse out your food caddy before giving
it a final wash indoors.

•

Keep kerbside bin out of the sun.

•

Have a small tub next to the sink to put your teabags, peelings, fruit skins and bread
bits into so they dry out a bit before you put them in the green bag. Tip into the bag
each time the box is full and keep the bag tied shut. This works well if you are able
to keep the caddy and tied up bag in a cupboard under the sink or on the doorstep.

•

Keep the large caddy outside. Put fish and cheese straight into the outside caddy.

•

Sprinkle carpet freshener in bottom of caddy.
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•

I avoid old food smells by keeping recycled food in my freezer until the day before the
collection.
Since two bins are supplied I leave the large bin outside with the large bins. Anything
too smelly gets taken straight out. The small food bin lives inside with two other bins one for black and one for blue rubbish.

•

Sometimes squeeze lemon in the caddy so that it doesn’t smell.

•

Put starchy food in the bottom of the bag and liquids at the top so that it
could be soaked up by the starchy food.

•

Use stickers on the kerbside caddy to identify which one is yours.

•

Bicarbonate of soda at the bottom to get rid of the smell.

•

Make sure you have put the bins out when the bin men come to collect.
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Q5 and Q9 below show the results for the online panel only filtered by the 124
people who said they ‘never’ use the Council’s food waste collection service in
Q1.
Q5. Of the people who said they never use the waste collection service, the most
often stated factors were that it’s considered too smelly (38%), would attract flies
(37%) and is too messy (32%) and only 6% said it was because they don’t want
to recycle food waste. This suggests that if these barriers can be addressed,
uptake would be much higher.
32% said a contributing factor was that their household doesn’t generate much
food waste and 35% said it was because they prefer to compost some waste
themselves.
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Q9. Of the people who said they never use the waste collection service, a large
proportion (38%) say this is because they already recycle all they can. Providing
more information about what can be recycled and what happens to the waste
collected would be the next most significant action to impact on this group,
although 19% said nothing would encourage them to recycle.
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Q9 already recycle all I can by Q7 – would more free of charge liners encourage
you to recycle more
Q9 – already recycle all I
can (499/736)
No
Yes
Don’t know
No response

Q7 - would more free of
charge liners encourage
you to recycle more (498)
200
169
106
23
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3 Conclusions
The following improvements could be made to reduce barriers for residents to
recycling more food waste and to encourage them to recycle more waste:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Improve the quality of caddy liners– so they are stronger, bigger and tie at
the top.
Provide more caddy liners (156) and deliver these to each household.
Provide an explanation of why food waste is mixed with green waste when
it is being collected.
Have a publicity drive to encourage people to recycle more with tips on
how to minimise smells, flies and mess and an explanation of what
happens to the food waste collected
Provide a sticker for each caddy to explain what can be included.
Explore the viability of providing: a bigger caddy, more frequent
collections, an incentive to recycle, caddy cleaning service, communal
bins.
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APPENDIX 3

Waste consultation - 2018

Q1 How important do you think it is that people in Derbyshire Dales
reduce and recycle the waste they produce?
Answered: 2,612

Skipped: 17

Not at all
important

Not very
important

Quite important

Very important

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Not at all important

0.88%

23

Not very important

1.84%

48

Quite important

23.66%

618

Very important

73.62%

1,923

TOTAL

2,612
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Waste consultation - 2018

Q2 Residents currently have a blue lidded bin, or a blue bag and a box
for recycling plastic, cans, glass, cartons etc. How full are these
containers when you put them out for collection?
Answered: 2,625

Skipped: 4

Full

Three quarters

Half

Quarter

I don’t use
this recycli...

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Full

63.39%

1,664

Three quarters

18.70%

491

Half

11.54%

303

Quarter

5.07%

133

I don’t use this recycling container

1.30%

34

TOTAL

2,625
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Q3 Residents currently have an insert in the blue lidded bin or a blue bag
for paper/cardboard. How full are these containers when you put them
out?
Answered: 2,619

Skipped: 10

Full

Three quarters

Half

Quarter

I don’t use
this recycli...
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10%

20%

30%

40%
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60%

70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Full

85.41%

Three quarters

8.32%

218

Half

1.83%

48

Quarter

0.57%

15

I don’t use this recycling container

3.86%

101

TOTAL

2,237

2,619
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Q4 The council currently offers a weekly food waste collection service.
How often do you use this service?
Answered: 2,621

Skipped: 8

Weekly

Fortnightly

Sometimes

Never

0%

10%

20%
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40%
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70%

80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Weekly

64.21%

Fortnightly

6.79%

178

Sometimes

8.05%

211

Never

20.95%

549

TOTAL

1,683

2,621
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Q5 How often do you use the garden waste service?
Answered: 2,617

Skipped: 12

Usually
fortnightly

Usually monthly

Summer months
only

Very
infrequently

Never
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80%
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Usually fortnightly

58.35%

1,527

Usually monthly

12.27%

321

Summer months only

15.44%

404

Very infrequently

5.35%

140

Never

8.60%

225

TOTAL

2,617
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Q6 Residents either have a grey bin for non-recyclable household waste,
or can put up to four black sacks per fortnightly collection.If you have a
grey bin, how full is it when you put it out for collection?
Answered: 2,327

Skipped: 302

Full

Three quarters
full

Half full

Quarter full
or less
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80%
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Full

58.92%

1,371

Three quarters full

21.31%

496

Half full

14.18%

330

Quarter full or less

5.59%

130

TOTAL

2,327
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Q7 If you use sacks, on average how many sacks do you put out each
fortnight?
Answered: 552

Skipped: 2,077

One

Two

Three

Four
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One

24.09%

133

Two

27.72%

153

Three

13.22%

73

Four

34.96%

193

TOTAL

552
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Q8 If the Council was no longer able to provide a free garden waste
collection, would you use a paid-for service, assuming that the charge
was reasonable?
Answered: 2,612

Skipped: 17

Yes

Yes, but
reluctantly

No, because I
would not pay

No, because I
do not use t...
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80%

90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

7.43%

194

Yes, but reluctantly

31.39%

820

No, because I would not pay

51.91%

1,356

No, because I do not use the free service

9.26%

TOTAL

242
2,612
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Q9 What would be reasonable for the Council to charge for a year’s
subscription for fortnightly garden waste collections?
Answered: 1,637

Skipped: 992
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£55

5.31%

87

£45

6.78%

111

£35

15.46%

253

£25

72.45%

1,186

TOTAL

1,637
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Q10 Please rank the following options from 1 and 5. With “1” being the
option that you prefer, through to “5” for the one which is your least
preferred option.
Answered: 2,429

Skipped: 200

Option A

Option B

Option C

Option D

Option E

0

1
Option A
Option B
Option C
Option D
Option E

57

1

2

2

3

4

3

5

6

4

7

8

5

9

10

TOTAL

SCORE

54.69%
1,208

15.44%
341

14.58%
322

5.48%
121

9.82%
217

2,209

4.00

31.77%
700

47.71%
1,051

11.71%
258

5.08%
112

3.72%
82

2,203

3.99

7.21%
155

15.50%
333

55.84%
1,200

17.78%
382

3.68%
79

2,149

3.05

5.78%
125

15.35%
332

11.74%
254

55.20%
1,194

11.93%
258

2,163

2.48

3.16%
71

3.07%
69

4.49%
101

13.66%
307

75.61%
1,699

2,247

1.45
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Q11 The Council is looking at the potential to offer additional services that
could further help you to avoid waste which would end up in your grey
bin. Please rate the following options:
Answered: 2,555

Skipped: 74

More frequent
collections ...

Being able to
receive a...

Separate, more
frequent...

Better
information ...

0

1

2

3

4

1 (VERY
HELPFUL)

5

6

7

8

2

3

41.32%
1,047

16.06%
407

19.18%
486

8.84%
224

Being able to receive a reminder (e.g. by text) when
your grey bin/black bag collection is due

24.37%
614

10.52%
265

15.32%
386

Separate, more frequent collections of absorbent
hygiene products (such as nappies and
incontinence waste)

18.14%
450

10.28%
255

Better information on how to reduce and recycle
more of your waste

33.92%
852

15.29%
384

More frequent collections at Christmas

4

9

5 (LEAST
HELPFUL)

10

TOTAL

WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

14.60%
370

2,534

2.39

10.99%
277

38.81%
978

2,520

3.29

17.17%
426

10.20%
253

44.22%
1,097

2,481

3.52

17.56%
441

10.31%
259

22.93%
576

2,512

2.73

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Leave it as it is now!!!

9/23/2018 10:55 PM

2

Leave things as they are through out the year EXCEPT garden waste which should be
SUSPENDED during the winter months (4 months )

9/23/2018 9:36 PM

3

None of the options are acceptable

9/23/2018 9:34 PM

4

I'm concerned about smelly bins in hot summers.

9/23/2018 9:14 PM

5

A bigger compartment for paper and cardboard

9/23/2018 9:03 PM

6

More room for cardboard, the top of blue bin is not enough.

9/23/2018 8:27 PM

7

The council if they are to charge for green waste need to provide more facilities in more areas as
at the moment it is a thirty mile round trip from Bradwell to Matlock to use the recycling centre

9/23/2018 7:58 PM

8

Please please have recycling points back in Bakewell again. At least bring back just a glass or
clothes ones. Near the ABC would work, especially for the caravansers

9/23/2018 7:20 PM

9

If you move to 3 or 4 weekly grey non collections then you need to return to supplying the full size
bin. We recycle more than most but still have a full non each fortnight with non recyclable waste.

9/23/2018 5:28 PM

10

Educate. Also,get into schools and involve the children - how are you going to get to the parents
(the ones who don’t care) otherwise and break the cycle of learnt behaviour. I have a v small front
yard (3” by 8”). Where do I keep any further waste accumulated by longer collection times? Offer
compost bins (although won’t help me). A gov tax placed on disposable nappies (as with alcohol) &
have this collected tax given to councils for their extra recycling costs. Encourage return to cotton
nappies coupled with a gov initative to give free/cost price cotton nappies to new mums (through
the NHS) - joint working. Fly-tipping will increase - stop cherry-picking one LA stats to show
otherwise.

9/23/2018 1:56 PM

11

Do not find it acceptable for black bin to be collected more than every 2 weeks due to smell in
summer and maggots, we do recycle as much as we can and our blue bin is always full

9/23/2018 1:25 PM

12

The questions about how full various bins are when put out, don't make sense. This will vary by
numbers of people in a household, so, bigger households will need more frequent collections.
Also, I only put my bind out when quite full, which for my (small) grey bin is about once a month or
6 weeks

9/23/2018 1:01 PM
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13

Make sure Household Recycling Centres stay open and if collections are going to be decreased
more of these centres will be required. Decreases in services are not helpful to the elderly.

9/23/2018 12:11 PM

14

We are a family of four. You swapped our big bin for a smaller one this year now the children are
older. Our grey bin is full before the fortnight is up now. I’ve genuinely no idea how we’d cope
without at least fortnightly collections. Dog waste would be a problem because, even bagged, our
bin smells after a fortnight and there was a lot of flies in the warmer months. We do everything
else we can to recycle. We have two blue bins. One solely for cardboard and one for everything
else. Both always full and often pop to the tip once a month. We have purchased a second green
bin and in the summer months that gets filled too. I can’t believe the options you’re suggesting are
the only ones available. Certainly bigger bins would be needed if you went to longer stretches
between collections but the cost involved in that would be significant.

9/23/2018 11:10 AM

15

More frequent summer collections off grey bin at expense of less frequent winter collections of
grey bin

9/23/2018 11:06 AM

16

Status Quo - If charges are to be made (£25 max/year) - reduction for OAP's etc ??

9/23/2018 10:00 AM

17

why are services in small villages charged at the same rate as matlock. matlock charges should be
much higher.this applies particularly to the arc leisure centre

9/23/2018 9:46 AM

18

You are already penalising black bag households by not supplying bags so our costs have already
increased !!!!!

9/23/2018 9:29 AM

19

This is not what I would call a great survey far to many loaded questions. Of course no one wants
to have decreased waste services. Using a survey in this way is misleading if it is classed as a
consultation.

9/23/2018 9:14 AM

20

I recycle as much as I can. The grey bin is for items that cannot be recycled

9/23/2018 8:38 AM

21

We believe we already recycle as much as we can. Our blue bin is frequently full. It seems that
there is nothing more that we could do to raise the recycling rate. The problem seems to be about
nudging others into doing the same. Reading the FAQ we were concerned that new bins may be
required as part of a new service. That seems to go against the whole principle of saving money
and recycling!!!!

9/23/2018 8:33 AM

22

Garden waste collections are not free - we all pay council tax.

9/22/2018 9:52 PM

23

Collections to remain the same as they are. As a 3person household we fill all our bins up within
the two weeks.

9/22/2018 8:56 PM

24

Ask Government to stop using our taxes to give to foreign aid and give it to local councils to use for
the benefit of the rate payers. Leave collections as they are.

9/22/2018 8:26 PM

25

I am concerned that grey binsblack sack collections being changed will lead to bad smells and
vermin swarms of fly's etc

9/22/2018 8:04 PM

26

Councils are not trying hard enough to make savings in other areas, residents will resort to burning
and fly tipping waste, which could result additional cost for local councils.

9/22/2018 7:22 PM

27

Good luck

9/22/2018 6:51 PM

28

We pay a huge amount of council tax. weare already paying for all collections of rubbish so to
charge for a service we already pay for is disgusting. You need to stop wasting public money in
other areas like the electrol roll which is a waste of public money to name one.

9/22/2018 6:06 PM

29

Unless frequent hygiene collections are introduced, grey bin collections must not be more than
fortnightly. Let us remain civilised!

9/22/2018 4:51 PM

30

Whilst agreeing in principle with charging for garden waste there would be a danger of dumping of
green waste in public areas (esp in rural areas).

9/22/2018 4:21 PM

31

Encourage shops/suppliers to reduce the amount of unnecessary packaging nationally in the first
place so we don’t have to fill the bins with it

9/22/2018 3:38 PM

32

At present the only things our household places in the black bin are hygiene products and the
ridiculous amount of non-recyclable packaging that is universally used to wrap food (ie.
Celeophane style wrapping etc.). We do check each package to ensure that it cannot be recycled.
As a household of 2people we fill our bin solely with these products in a fortnight. We have tried
using every supermarket chain and online delivery supplier and every supplier uses a similar
amount of pointless packaging to wrap fresh produce. Rather than penalising your residents
further by reducing either waste collection or charging for garden waste (which incidentally will
potentially lead to increased flytipping and other issues relating to rubbish, which is bound to cost
more to resolve in the long term) maybe the council should either use it's influence to convince
businesses to reduce the amount of unnecessary rubbish they burden homes and the planet with.
Alternatively, seeking ways in which the council should recycle/reuse this type of rubbish so that
no longer has to be landfilled. If either of these could be achieved I would happily advocate
monthly collections of landfill as we (and therefore other households) would have hardly anything
filling our grey bins. Many households are conciously trying to reduce landfill waste (e.g swapping
to refillable detergent bottles etc, using reusable nappies and selecting the 'least package heavy'
option when shopping) but are unable to do more due to decisions made by businesses. Rather
than further fustrating and inconveniencing households that cannot do much more to reduce their
landfill waste further, decisions should be being made to solve the root of this issue. I am
incredibly disappointed with the shortsighted and unfair direction the council is taking and
additionally found this survey too limiting. There should be an option to express 'why' you have
selected each option.

9/22/2018 3:31 PM

33

I would prefer wheelie bins, black bags encourage wildlife to rip them apart

9/22/2018 2:38 PM

34

I would like to keep the collections kept the same as now and look to other ways to make savings,
my options on question 10 option 5 to all

9/22/2018 11:07 AM

35

One refuse vehicle picking up more waste. I.e. one vehicle picking up recyclable and green bin
waste in same trip so to save on the transportation costs and carbon emissions.

9/22/2018 11:05 AM
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36

Plastics - improve information on what to do with currently non-recyclable plastic bags, etc. My
concern about charging for garden waste is that it will lead to an increase in 'fly-tipping'.

9/22/2018 10:02 AM

37

Prefer to keep things as they are

9/22/2018 9:33 AM

38

We are pensioners who do not have access to a car. It's all very well advising people with excess
waste to take it to the recycling centre but what about us? If you decide to reduce collections then
you must also take into account people like us, otherwise you are discriminating against non-car
owners. We are very happy to pay for garden waste to be collected, as we have paid for this
service where we previously lived, but if you reduce the number of waste bin collections then we
would be very unhappy unless you provided a much bigger bin - 240l eg.

9/22/2018 8:38 AM

39

If the black bin, non recyclable waste collections are to reduce to 3 weekly then the bin size will
need to increase. Ours would not be large enough to last 3 weeks despite doing our very best to
recycle everything we can. The blue lidded bins also get very full by the end of the fortnight. More
information on how to recycle would be useful for the general public and also information on how
our collections are actually recycled as a lot of people believe it all goes into landfill anyway. There
are a lot of doubters. Text reminders about collections are a great idea.

9/22/2018 8:12 AM

40

Please be aware that we don't just fill our blue bin, we often has to stuff it and then and then take
the overflow to the tip.

9/22/2018 8:08 AM

41

Being clear about how to leave items out for recycling collection if your container is full... eg tell
people it’s ok to leave big cardboard boxes as long as they’re flattened etc and then they’ll get
collected....

9/21/2018 10:56 PM

42

The grey bins would need to be larger if collections were to less frequent. The present bin is
smaller than standard. Green bin collection could be suspended for 3 winter months. Charging for
green bin emptying would penalise elderly people and those on low incomes who are trying to
manage their gardens.

9/21/2018 10:41 PM

43

Black sack properties do not have room for bins, and therefore already have difficulty keeping
black sacks somewhere weather and wildlife proof. If you make collection for these properties less
frequent, you run the risk of serious hygiene problems if bags are left in places where they can get
ripped open by foxes and other creatures. We cannot even put ours out the night before without
them being ripped open, strewing waste all down the lane.

9/21/2018 9:09 PM

44

Please do not change grey bin collection rate. It is simply not realistic to expect households to
keep their waste for that long and there is no way a month's waste would fit in the bin anyway. Our
recycling bins are always overflowing too so it is not that we throw recyclables into our grey bin.

9/21/2018 9:07 PM

45

KEEP COLLECTIONS AS IS MAKE SAVINGS IN STAFFING

9/21/2018 8:58 PM

46

1. You should be differentiating between household size. I live alone, my neighbours have 2 small
children. Our levels of waste asre very different.are different. 2. Kitchen waste MUST be collected
weekly. You have not included this, and its costs. 3 offer to supply compost bins at minimal cost to
encourage more composting.

9/21/2018 7:45 PM

47

This survey is biased in that the options on offer are either extending collection times or additional
charges. What we have now is what we pay our Council tax (2 x £1500). I disagree with reducing
the current service level or adding extra costs.

9/21/2018 6:57 PM

48

Survey is not very good poor layout and options. don't like 4 weekly as more fly tipping will be
done. We pay enough council tax so another tax on an existing tax is breaking Laws.

9/21/2018 6:40 PM

49

Over winter reduce garden waste collection to monthly

9/21/2018 5:54 PM

50

We have been extremely satisfied with our collection a pity that our facilities have to be reduced.

9/21/2018 5:13 PM

51

i think it is absolutely disgusting that you are considering empting the grey waste bins every 3 to 4
weeks.My recycling bins are full to overflowing every fortnight, so you carn't say i don't recycle. we
have had maggots on the bins this summer, disgusting that you think its acceptable to leave
collection longer. also why are people that have black bags instead of bins allowed to leave four
out. I certainly wouldn"t be able to fit four bin bags in my bin. The collections should at the very
least , stay the same.As for texting people, total waste of money. Haven't answered question 10
properly as none of options are acceptable.

9/21/2018 3:24 PM

52

I would be horrified if grey bin collection was less frequent. My grey bin is full on a fortnightly
collection and I make extensive use of the blue bin, often it is overfull every fortnight so I cannot
imagine how this would work, particularly in warmer months as there will always be some rotting
waste in the grey bin no matter how hard you try to segregate recyclables and good waste.

9/21/2018 3:18 PM

53

The above would make no difference to me so can not rate them. It would be interesting to know if
garden waste would be accepted in the black bin if green collections are stopped. Surely the
Council should be making money on green waste as it can be turned into soil improver!

9/21/2018 3:13 PM

54

We need a greater variety of plastics collected. We need support from the Council to persuade
supermarkets from giving the customer too much plastic. There could be a business rate
incentive.

9/21/2018 3:04 PM

55

As a family of four, my grey bin is always full if not over full after the two. Any longer than this
would be awful, certainly in summer months with all the flies and wasps about. I think the grey bin
should be collected weekly. Couldn’t you make a separate card board and plastics bin, and collect
them every 3rd week. I was watching a program about recycling, the recycling man said if in doubt
if it’s recyclable or not, pop in the recycling bin as it’s got more chance of going to the right place
as apposed to being just put in the grey bin, if more house holds did this surely that would reduce
the amount of landfill.

9/21/2018 1:50 PM

56

Maybe increase the capacity of the recycling options as we end up with recyclable waste piling up

9/21/2018 1:48 PM
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57

The survey is not actually asking an opinion. Merely provided a range of least unhelpful options for
residents. Collecting rubbish less frequently will result in people dumping by the road, or in a
farmers field. Are you including this additional cost in your calculations.If you wish to increase
recycling why not provide bigger recycling bins, collect rubbish every week and recycling once a
month. That is a better hygiene option

9/21/2018 1:44 PM

58

I'm retired living alone on a modest pension with approx. half an acre of garden. Paying £195
Council Tax for ten months. My green bin is full on every collection this avoids bonfires which are
discouraged. I'm not alone on this as very many country gardens are larger than average. Yes I
do have compost bins - three larger than average. I feel I get very little for my £195 payments.
Green bins should remain the same.

9/21/2018 1:15 PM

59

How does the council recycle and how is it separated? Or is it? - how can we be reassured that it
is not sent all together to landfill?

9/21/2018 1:00 PM

60

Stay as it is presently and/or put pressure on Central govt to allocate more resources to Local
authorities and or increase rates.

9/21/2018 12:54 PM

61

1. Important that food waste is collected weekly. 2. Garden waste collection could be limited to
April-November only (or just monthly Oct-March)

9/21/2018 12:28 PM

62

we consider the service d.d.d.c have always had an excellent service for waste disposal thankyou

9/21/2018 12:06 PM

63

A garden waste disposal option to take bagged waste in or edge of matlock would be used by me
or a monthly garden waste bin collection would be adequate for a town garden

9/21/2018 12:03 PM

64

On the options 1 to 5 there is no option to leave the black bags as it is now, fortnightly with option
to pay for garden waste!!! I personally don't have much garden waste so wouldn't want to pay for a
service that I don't use. As for black bags I feel that fortnightly needs to stay as it would be
environmentally unsafe to leave any longer as we do not have a wheely bin, increasing the risk of
mice,rats and in hot weather like we have just experienced flys and maggots.....

9/21/2018 11:09 AM

65

I am extremely confused about which types of plastics can, and can not, be recycled.

9/21/2018 10:47 AM

66

clear information abour what plastic products can /cannot be recycled. A printable sheet would be
helpful, Currently the website is not too helpful and when query submitted I got no response

9/21/2018 10:24 AM

67

It is ridiculous to think you can provide a suitable service and save money simultaneously. It
simply can't be done. Having bins emptied on a fortnightly basis is bad enough even with
everyone's efforts to recycle more. Times are hard, everyone knows this we all feel this on a daily
basis and every year this is made clear with the council offering less and less services at more
cost to us, we don't seem to see any reduction in our council tax bill. By reducing collections
further to 3 or 4 weekly collections you are actively encouraging fly tipping which will have a
detrimental effect on the environment and public health. If you are going to remove the green bin
service it maybe a thought to offer those who use it a substitute I.e. a compost bin.

9/21/2018 10:13 AM

68

I think that the collections as they stand are just right. Teach people how better to recycle and what
they can recycle. Also most green waste can be turned into compost.

9/21/2018 10:05 AM

69

Supermarkets to reduce packaging

9/21/2018 10:04 AM

70

Put pressure on Sainsbury’s, M&S, and the Coop to reduce food packaging and make more
packaging recyclable.

9/21/2018 9:49 AM

71

A waste lorry coming to villages bi monthly or quarterly to collect large items as previously. Older
people cannot get to a tip easily and would cut down on fly-tipping

9/21/2018 9:49 AM

72

I am not prepared to comply with different waste collections until you sort out the waste collections
from commercial holiday properties etc. that try and use the domestic waste bins. I don't see why
we should pay rates for this while commercial holiday lets seem to get away with using domestic
collection systems without paying. If you sorted this out maybe you would get a bit more income
and we wouldn't have to consider paying for anything more.

9/21/2018 9:46 AM

73

Keep present system. This will save money with reduced fly-tipping or pollution from fires

9/21/2018 9:40 AM

74

Please do not reduce the frequency of the grey bin collection. We already have undersized grey
bins - if they are collected less frequently than fortnightly I will have no option but to burn rubbish
in an incinerator. Charging for garden waste is not a good idea - you will see an increase in fly
tipping and many residents already struggle to understand what our grossly inflated Council Tax
funds so charging extra will just exacerbate this. Although I am not a supporter of private
companies taking on public sector tasks, I would say that the current provider does a reasonable
job. I suggest you start some hard negotiating with them,. At the end of the day, they want your
business and they will not walk away!

9/21/2018 9:30 AM

75

More information regarding plastics recycling, especially bags.

9/21/2018 8:57 AM

76

I agree with the need to encourage the reduction of landfill but much re-education and guidance
will be needed to achieve a reduction in collections of this type of waste. I really object to the
notion f charging for garden waste as ‘‘tis is totally recyclable, good for the environment and can
be made into compost whcj can then be sold to recover the cost. How about a delivery service for
the compost to households as part of the refuse service - lr rewarding green wastewith a free bag
of compost!

9/21/2018 8:36 AM

77

Quality of refuse - the right stuff in the right bin must be important. I am amazed that we get no
feedback. eg is the black bin adulterated with coffee cups Should we take more care preparing
waste for the bins eg all food off plastic containers or tape of cardboard boxes? What happens to
the waste? How is it processed? It would be interesting to know and could lead to better refuse bin
filling

9/21/2018 8:08 AM

78

Further pressure put upon grocery shops to remove needless plastic packaging, therefore
removing the need for so much refuse collection!

9/20/2018 11:43 PM
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79

Give housholds incentives for recycling eg rate reduction but penalise those that don't recycle
correctly We already pay our rates and bin collection is our main return on this charge .Footpaths
and our roads do not get swept roads not maintained etc etc

9/20/2018 11:26 PM

80

We do know what can and can’t be recycled. Grey/Black bin needs emptying fortnightly. You can’t
have that type of waste sitting about that long. Blue bin is always full but I guess you can recycle at
supermarkets/tip if over full. Reluctantly given council tax cost anyway green waste collection may
need an annual fee

9/20/2018 11:06 PM

81

The recycling centre Ashbourne Cardboard and Garden waste skips are frequently full at the
weekend. Please can these be emptied more -or more/bigger skips provided.

9/20/2018 10:48 PM

82

Please bear in mind that any changes to the current collections WILL result in more fly tipping.
Please bring back the local recycling centres. Encourage home composting, maybe with
subsidised compost bins.

9/20/2018 9:59 PM

83

why not put out large bunker bins in town that folk can drop items in on way to work, shopping and
collect with shop collections then you could cut down household collections- Im elderly and do not
drive so the tip is not an option but a central point for bags of waste is something we could
manage

9/20/2018 9:56 PM

84

Contnue as things are as we recycle everything we possibly can but still need black bags
collecting fortnightly as we cant have a bin and if left out foxes rip the bags open.

9/20/2018 8:33 PM

85

if the black/grey bins are collected less frequently e.g. three weekly or four weekly then you will
have to supply all the residents with larger bins to commoderate with more waste or there will be a
in flux of rodents and pests which will be a hazard to the communities.

9/20/2018 8:14 PM

86

Fortnightly collections are already too infrequent to be hygienic - particularly during hot summer.
How can it even be considered a sensible option to increase the time between collections? Also,
parking charges and council tax are already incredibly high, how does adding charges to a service
we already pay for lake the Derbyshire Dales an affordable place to live?

9/20/2018 7:32 PM

87

If you move to charging for green bin collection, introduce a scale of charges for different
quantities/frequency of collection, as requirements depend on size of garden.

9/20/2018 7:31 PM

88

Apply pressure to manufacturers to have less packaging, or more reusable packaging.

9/20/2018 7:28 PM

89

Its the government that needs to do something, so much packaging is still not recyclable or its
confusing whether its recyclable or not, rules need to be tightened.

9/20/2018 6:25 PM

90

capacity to recycle more types of plastic lobbying supermarkets on their packaging supermarkets
taking a role, paying by sponsoring the waste trucks

9/20/2018 6:21 PM

91

Capacity to recycle more different types of plastic

9/20/2018 6:18 PM

92

Some items on the"waste disposable list" of plastic are vague, eg. different colours. Where are the
"created compost" plastic bags to be recycled?

9/20/2018 4:50 PM

93

We purchased an additional green bin but there is no information to advise whether if green bins
become chargeable the charge will be for each bin or per household.

9/20/2018 4:18 PM

94

If this is about reducing costs hopefully this will be passed onto householders by reducing council
tax. This is a joke you’ve already decided on the outcome.

9/20/2018 4:03 PM

95

Households with more people in should pay more as they produce more waste. Putting a charge
for garden waste will mean people do not pay and then fly tip there waste.

9/20/2018 3:47 PM

96

Keep all collections as they are now

9/20/2018 2:24 PM

97

We pay our council tax and expect the same service any dereliction will be a failure. We have
more houses paying tax the service should improve

9/20/2018 2:07 PM

98

Think black bins should not go more than fortnightly or any others. Food waste should be weekly.
Not really happy about paying for garden waste..Fly tipping will increase and the area will suffer..
Its not all about deprivation!

9/20/2018 1:52 PM

99

If you change the collection frequency then you will need larger bins, otherwise you could
encourage more fly tipping

9/20/2018 12:52 PM

100

Information regarding why recycling is good and the local and wider benefits of recycling.
Information regarding where the recycling ends up (i.e. not China) and tips and promotions about
how to recycle (some find it confusing) to ensure people don't get lazy.

9/20/2018 12:02 PM

101

I have a very small cottage with minimal storage space. If glass, tins, plastic AND paper/ card
could all go into one crate it would be helpful.

9/20/2018 11:38 AM

102

A separate nappy bin would make a huge difference on my grey bin usage as at least half of my
larger sized grey bin is taken up with nappies.

9/20/2018 11:23 AM

103

Provide a larger container for paper and cardboard waste.

9/20/2018 11:14 AM

104

I will write separately about this survey because I am most dissatisfied and concerned about it. I
do not agree with the options presented or in your poor approach to recycling. Please refer to my
letter. XXXX

9/20/2018 10:09 AM

105

Give households the option of paying for winter garden waste collections i.e. December to April,
but free fortnightly collections in the summer months.

9/20/2018 10:00 AM

106

Leave things as they are and look at other ways of funding. You say that these changes may not
happen, yet there is no option available as an option for this. It is clear that you have made up you
minds to charge for what is a very good service. The option ranking of 1-5 will not allow me to
change them. I wish all my ranking to be 5

9/20/2018 9:35 AM

107

Encourage use of garden compost bins for food waste where possible

9/20/2018 8:43 AM
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108

Options to further separate recyclables. Recycling of plastic film. Recycle aluminium in all forms.

9/20/2018 8:32 AM

109

Monthly bin collection for houses with babies isn’t fair. I hope there’s a reduction in council tax bill.

9/20/2018 6:46 AM

110

The current system works well. I recently went on holiday and forgot to leave my bin out. Therefore
it was not collected for a month. It was disgusting when it got collected..full of flies and maggots
due to the hot temperatures weve experienced. Its bad enough after 2 weeks. Any longer wouldnt
be acceptable.

9/19/2018 11:35 PM

111

In my opinion we need to keep fortnightly collections of grey bin and blue bin with weekly
collections of food bin. Rather than charge for garden waste collections I think this collection could
be less frequent especially in winter. If the frequency of the grey bin is changed, larger bins will
have to be provided to all households to accommodate the less frequent collections. The other
option is to find a cheaper subcontractor to collect the waste. I understand that the council needs
to make cut backs but I don’t think this is where to make cutbacks. We already have half the lights
on the street out and now there will be waste everywhere. What are things coming too?? And we
pay more council tax each year

9/19/2018 9:43 PM

112

Monthly collection of household waste would lead to more fly tipping and an increase of maggots
in the bins strongly disagree with this

9/19/2018 8:56 PM

113

Rather than a grey bin reminder it would be better to have a reminder of which bin week it is recycling or grey. Better to allow food bin waste in green bin as the food bin attracts fruit flies even
if we leave it outside so we put food waste in the grey bin

9/19/2018 8:48 PM

114

I have nowhere to store my rubbish if the collections are less frequent. I live near a stream and the
uncollected rubbish would attract vermin. Due to my location I don’t have a wheely bin. Are you
happy for this to happen, I am not.

9/19/2018 8:17 PM

115

Penalising residents by reducing grey bin collections and charging for green bin collections will not
increase recycling rates. The amount of plastic and other materials requiring recycling should be
reduced by supermarkets and manufacturers rather than the burden being shunted to the public
sector and rate payers. Four weekly bin collections will lead to more flies, odour and maggots. Fly
tipping will also increase with the money needed to clear this up already dwindling. Estates with
communal bins will also suffer as the number of bins provided currently is not enough to deal with
fortnightly collections never mind four weekly.

9/19/2018 7:59 PM

116

Penalties for inappropriate use of grey bin, particularly if the green (garden waste) bin becomes
chargeable.

9/19/2018 7:52 PM

117

Consider partnering with businesses who sell household items in recyclable packaging, such as
cans and plastic bottles, to introduce deposit and return services. Costa coffee receive coffee cups
for recycling. Could local stores provide commercial recycling bins, which they could pay to be
recycled? I am concerned green garden waste will be fly-tipped and cause cross contamination of
garden and domestic gardens and the countryside.

9/19/2018 7:26 PM

118

The general people of natlock who are tax payers should not have to do with less waste
collections, it will increase the amount of vermin around the town. I'm sure the council could lay off
some of the pen pushers at county hall to compensate for the bins defacite

9/19/2018 7:06 PM

119

One my street there are 10 households. One is a 2nd home and waste is infrequent but it all goes
in a black bag. 2 houses recycles it elsewhere (supermarkets or recycling centre) 1 unknown, 2
houses everything goes into black bins. 3 houses always recycle everything they can and the final
house does recycle but doesn’t put the recycling out so once the blue bin is full will put in black
bin. There are potenially houses that could recycle that don’t. It was over 5 years ago when I
received info on recycling. I think that the focus needs to be on informing what people can recycle
and fine those that don’t because when there’s a drinks bottles sticking out the black bags it
frustrates me

9/19/2018 6:53 PM

120

Liaison with retailers etc to adopt better strategies and policies to reduce waist at the point of
sale.Iceland are doing it I do believe as part of their ethical policy to reduce plastic packaging. You
could award retailers with an ethical approval mark? Or some such scheme to encourage retailers
and manufacturers to take the logical steps, like not to mix metals plastics paper in one product. All
packaging should be recyclable etc

9/19/2018 6:07 PM

121

Reducing collections will increase problems with rats

9/19/2018 5:51 PM

122

Why are you offering additional services when proposing to take away core services such as bin
collections.!!!! # ridiculous

9/19/2018 5:38 PM

123

Spending resources on recycling leafleting is a waste of money now because those who want to
do it already and others can't be bothered and a leaflet doesn't change hearts and minds. I believe
we should do everything we can to maintain the current level of excellent service.

9/19/2018 5:11 PM

124

clarity over recycling of items such as pizza cardboard boxes. Encourage local shops to cut down
on excessive packaging, lead in starting local initiatives regards packing/bags from
shops/supermarkets

9/19/2018 4:46 PM

125

You have already decided to reduce collection frequency and this is not a real survey. You could
save a few bob by not sending out pointless surveys and not sponsoring other "consultations" on
developments you have already come to a decision over. Suggested homework: how to design a
questionnaire and how democracy works.

9/19/2018 4:31 PM

126

You already do a lot more than Amber Valley, where we used to live. My main concern re 3 or 4weekly grey bin collections is for nappies, our bin smells enough already! I’d pay for a nappy bin.

9/19/2018 4:30 PM

127

leave things alone we pay enough tax as it is without having to pay more it will end up with rubbish
being dumpt

9/19/2018 3:40 PM

128

You haven't put any options to keep it as it is therefore you will announce that we voted for
changes. This is very underhand. As it until you're paying more money to clean up after fly
toppers. We're going back to Victorian times

9/19/2018 3:07 PM
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I pay 140 a month the council is just been greedy with money at the minute it's bad enough that we
have 2 weeks collection now they want to change it to 3-4 weeks before collection bet they won't
put my council down though if the want to collect every 3-4 weeks they need provide bigger bins to
every household. And I don't mean the bigger bins that we have now for me that hold 2weeks of
rubbish and I recycle everything it's going to be a big mistake for council to do this has it will just
encourage people to fly tip which will cost them more money in the long run do you really thing
people are going to take there rubbish to skip when they pay 140 quid for the service that they pay
for.

9/19/2018 2:55 PM

130

XXXX wishes the service to be provided by Derbyshire Dales District Council, keeping it 'in
house'.

9/19/2018 2:55 PM

131

Larger receptacle for food waste please

9/19/2018 2:24 PM

132

We recycle as a family, but plenty neighbours don't as they don't see the bigger picture and just
think about themselves - so you need to get the message across to those that don't by hitting them
in the pocket. Afterall why should people who recycle pay for those that don't. Green bin at Xmas
should become xmas wrapping overflow bin and be collected at same time as blue to cope with
high demand and as green bins don't tend to be used during Dec/Jan

9/19/2018 12:59 PM

133

Raise awareness of individual costs. IE:- Drs surgerys now show how much is lost ££££ wise on
non attendance appts. Hospitals have signage with cost of Non attendance appts. Stolen bags,
blue boxes etc and replacing them.... HOW MUCH IS THAT COSTING YOU/US? Theft of
recycling cotainers, im told is a crime and needs to be reported as such to the Police. Put notices
out, to inform its a crime and additional costs.

9/19/2018 12:21 PM

134

I don't like fortnightly collection I wish it was weekly.

9/19/2018 11:52 AM

135

There's a difference between communication and engagement. Unless people are engaged with
the recycling process rates will stagnate. It's depressing to see so many basic services being
withdrawn or destroyed.

9/19/2018 11:48 AM

136

Which plastics are recyclable, etc

9/19/2018 11:35 AM

137

Questions are very leading!

9/19/2018 11:26 AM

138

Recycling of plastic wrap, bags, black plastic trays

9/19/2018 11:23 AM

139

if we could recycle drink cartons. Stop caddy collection from Brushfield, Taddington as rarely
anything to pick up.

9/19/2018 10:23 AM

140

This is is a fixed survey as you have decided the service will reduce and you are consultanting us.
Don’t change, find a contractor that can deliver the best service. Fly tipping will increase, waste
left will increase the Rat populations. Provide a professional service.

9/19/2018 10:10 AM

141

Keep the existing frequency of collections. The options listed above are not acceptable.

9/19/2018 10:07 AM

142

Minimum time for collecting all smelly grey bin waste should remain at 2 weeks. Also food waste
needs to continue to be collected weekly.

9/19/2018 9:51 AM

143

Keep garden waste as free, otherwise I would put this in black sacks

9/19/2018 9:24 AM

144

Collection taking place on the correct day. At present the service is unreliable, waste left out
uncollected increases vermin, recycling blowing about in the environment.

9/19/2018 9:16 AM

145

Why should we pay when we pay enough council tax

9/19/2018 9:10 AM

146

Free garden collection and increase the promotion of sales of soil improved to cover costs

9/19/2018 8:54 AM

147

if you can't be recyclable then don't make it. we have a small grey bin for our family of 4 we would
need a larger one , if it went to 4 weekly our blue bin is always full. why not look at how other
countries do it. I Think most people put there bins out on the right day. look to making your cuts
somewhere else . people will just dump there waste and you will have to clean that up

9/19/2018 8:37 AM

148

Please don't cut collection services back any further fortnightly collections is about as far as you
can push it without it being a health and social hazard, if you want to save costs please look at
expenses and salaries of higher council workers. The we have to pay high salaries to get the best
people excuse doesn't wash cut their salaries and see how many jump ship if they leave then they
arent the best person for the role they are there for the money and not the good of the community.

9/19/2018 8:36 AM

149

Reduce the abundance of the current huge ugly bins which clutter our town already short of space
and instead start using local main bins as they do so successfully in semi rural and small town
France so people take their waste there each time they go out. Self help!

9/19/2018 8:24 AM

150

1.More frequent food waste collections. We don’t put meat into our food waste bin as we have had
maggot problems but if you’re going to take 3 weeks to collect black bins that leaves us stuck with
unhygienic waste for longer. 2. 2 black wheelie bins for larger families so more storage for the 3
weekly collections. 3. Much more info about what plastics can be recycled. We will now put all
plastic rubbish into recycling even though I think some can’t be recycled. Meat trays? Toy
packaging? Plastic carrier bags? 4. An app where we can easily see when the next collection is 5.
Collect 3 weeks then 2 weeks then 3 weeks? 6. Much bigger paper inserts for the wheelies - at
least half of what we recycle is paper and that insert is hopelessly small. Or separate paper bins
altogether 7. I’m most worried about unhygienic waste - meat & dog poo bags. Cd this be collected
more frequently or is there an additional storage system we can use? We have had maggot
problems with our food waste bin which stops me putting uncooked meat in it. 8. Overall if we
recycle more either the recycling needs storing (more blue bins/paper bins) or collecting (recycling
every 1 ½ weeks?

9/19/2018 7:15 AM

151

I notice, probably at great expense, that you’ve been giving many smaller black bins. If you go to
longer times between collections these will not be big enough. More expense changing bins back!

9/19/2018 6:04 AM

152

More info on tje types of plastic you can actually recycle would aid clarity. Yogurt pots? Black
trays? Polystyrene???

9/19/2018 1:13 AM
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153

I recycle every single thing I possibly can and my fortnightly grey non-recyclable bin is usually full.
This hot summer, which we are led to believe is 'par for the course' led to an infestation of maggots
despite my best efforts with sterilising the bin and seal bagging potential target waste. Despite
these efforts my bin had a horrendous smell. Is this fair or respectful for the refuse collection
heroes? To extend fortnightly collection further is not realistic. I bin so much plastic that is currently
not recyclable so more legislation needs to be brought to bear on companies to do more to make
their packaging recyclable.

9/18/2018 10:46 PM

154

If collections are extended to three or four weeks then something will need to be done about the
growth in rat population given the number of black sack collections in Wirksworth for houses where
they are not able to have bins. Where are people supposed to store their full black bags for weeks
on end? Stinking, rotting rubbish and more rats - great asset to the area, I don’t think! And this
discriminates against the disabled or infirm who will not be able to get rid of their rubbish by
visiting the local dump which all able-bodied residents could do if they had a rubbish build up.
Precise information (with pictures) on what is and what is not deemed recyclable would also be a
help.

9/18/2018 10:29 PM

155

A large reduction in council tax to compensate for the large reduction in service which we are
obviously going to receive. The idea of monthly collections of household waste is preposterous and
disgraceful. The bins will be a festering, maggot-ridden mess and fly-tipping will undoubtedly
increase hugely. Give your heads a shake and put an end to this nonsense. Try using a different,
more efficient contractor, as Serco are hideously incompetent.

9/18/2018 10:10 PM

156

I feel the questions force an agreement to accept charges for garden waste.

9/18/2018 9:50 PM

157

I am happy with my collection as it is.My husband XXXX and says many bins are crawling with
maggots after 2 weeks what on earth would they be like after longer some people fill 10 or more
bags and go round at night dropping off at other houses.

9/18/2018 9:36 PM

158

Why not collect keep with a single bin and then using the automated recycling separation facilities
to separate out recyclables. This would reduce the number of different bin collections required

9/18/2018 9:30 PM

159

Encouragement of re-usable nappies and other personal hygiene items with up to date information
(no, most cloth nappies are no longer cotton) and incentive schemes /council hire kits to
encourage use.

9/18/2018 9:14 PM

160

Stay as we are.

9/18/2018 9:14 PM

161

This is the worse survey ever. Doesn't enable you to state what you prefer as is weighted towards
what the council want to do. Despicable!

9/18/2018 8:39 PM

162

Something to recycle paper and cardboard

9/18/2018 8:33 PM

163

We have struggled with waste disposal since you changed to fortnightly collection of black bags,
changing to three or four week would make matters considerably worse. Please do not do it!

9/18/2018 8:27 PM

164

Reduction in council tax if services we pay for are cut

9/18/2018 8:16 PM

165

Keep as is, I have to buy all my bags anyway , we will be over run with rats , it’s bad enough now .
It was better when we all had a dustbin , or change to the same as on the continent, every night!
Collected from a designated street area where they hide their bins behind screens.

9/18/2018 8:15 PM

166

XXXX If sereco didn’t miss serveral bin collections and then send one man and a van for one bin to
then dispose of this would solve a lot of extra costs. You need to look at how sereco are managing
it and find another company instead of making the residents of the dales suffer. My grey bin and
recycling are overflowing every week as 4 people in a household to use a small bin is ridiculous.
Our bin isn’t taken with the lid slightly ajar but you can’t ask for us to recycle more when you won’t
take it with the lid slightly open. The bins get damaged to quickly as there rough with them and
coming down the street before 7am swearing and shouting is very unprofessional. If we had to pay
a fee for green waste we simply wouldn’t bother and burn the garden waste. Unless you provide
larger bins for both recycling and household they’ll be extra bags lying next to the bin. This is also
encouraging people to start fly tipping more. Your wanting us to recycle more when you already
refuse to empty our overflowing bin.

9/18/2018 7:54 PM

167

If you are unable to balance your finances without calling on taxpayers for more money, then you
need to seriously reassess your levels of staffing and maybe consider the system operating on the
continent where a single Mayor is elected to do the work done by many. Any slip ups or
overspending results in instant dismissal.

168

Fortnightly grey bin collection is a must. I would be ok with less frequent recycling collection if an
extra bin was provided. One for plastic and glass etc. and one for cardboard. Happy to have green
waste collection suspended in winter. Would not appreciate increased trips to the tip for garden
waste, my car is not a skip. Don't use food waste collection as waste disposal unit and compost
heap is easier.

169

My property is off the main road i therefore am unable to have a wheelie bin.The storage of black
bags is difficult already at 2 weeks, preventing animal access to the bags is also an issue even at
the collection point . Also carrying 3or 4 weeks worth of rubbish to the collection point would be
very difficult for me .

170

Our grey bin is always full, we could do 3 or even 4 weekly collections (winter only as we get
maggots in the summer), but the bin would have to be larger. We already recycle as much as
possible, they are always full. Legislation to make all plastics recyclable.

171

This is an absolute joke! Will this reduce our council tax? We already pay the most council tax in
Derbyshire and receive the worse service with the highest parking charges, the authority owned
parks and public toilets are filthy and local towns not maintained properly and now we’re not even
going to receive the services or have to pay extra for the services we are already paying for!

172

What about a reduction in council tax for single occupation?
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173

Leave things as they are! We pay enough council tax as it is to live in a rural area and now this!
Ridiculous!

9/18/2018 6:18 PM

174

Living in a remote area we already get VERY little for our council tax yet you propose further cuts.
We have no street lighting, no mains drainage, no gritting in winter... I could go on. Your cuts
ought to focus on those who already get all services and not be a one solution fits all. Expecting
nothing, as usual ☹

9/18/2018 6:17 PM

175

What do we pay our council tax for???? As we don’t have street lights, in the winter we don’t see a
Gritter lorry

9/18/2018 6:02 PM

176

Looks like you are set on charging for garden waste. Clearly people who do not use the service
will want those of us that do to pay. We pay our Council Taxes too and do not use other services.(I
might cynically vote for nappy waste to be charged for, for example) How about stop contracting
out?

9/18/2018 6:02 PM

177

If grey bin collections were to be changed to 3 or 4 weekly we’d need a bigger bin being a family of
7

9/18/2018 5:53 PM

178

Roadside collection of plastic film [and hard plastics if feasable].

9/18/2018 3:29 PM

179

We need more space for cardboard/paper recycling. Usually the day after the recycling bin is
collected, the cardboard/paper compartment is full again because we’ve had to hold on to
cardboard until the next collection. Need to improve the quality of the food waste bags too...mine
always split, regardless of how full they are which means I end up putting the split bag into another
food waste bag

9/18/2018 2:11 PM

180

Don’t change the grey bin timings especially in summer with heat and smells - if anything has to
change it should be the recycling time from 2 weeks to 3 weeks

9/18/2018 1:18 PM

181

More information on which plastic products can be recycled

9/18/2018 12:46 PM

182

The approach seems to be targeting three weekly collections and charging for garden waste which
will penalise people with large gardens. An unfair approach.

9/18/2018 11:37 AM

183

More clarity

9/18/2018 11:32 AM

184

Continue the grey bin/bags and blue bin fortnighty collections throughout the year, garden waste
every 2 weeks but suspend garden waste for the winter months but continue to empty the small
food waste bin with the grey bin collection. Avoid charging for garden bin collection as this might
increase fly tipping which in the long term will cost the council more to clear up.

9/18/2018 11:09 AM

185

Please bear in mind that heritage areas like XXXX do NOT have bins therefore any delay in
collection of black sacks would be very difficult. In 300 year old cottages there really is no where to
store black bin bags which are full or our blue recycling bags but we accept that to live in a heritage
zone. However collection every 3 or 4 weeks would cause serious storage problems for those of us
who are not permitted to have bins. We, as DDCC residents cannot be jointly assessed with more
normal residences. We have to be assessed as unique cases. Thank you.

9/18/2018 11:06 AM

186

We need incentives to rncourage p[eople to change their habits. We need clearer advice on
Plastic options. Eg collecting Plastic Film. Black plastic should be dealt with and recycled- the
technology exists. If Greenn bins are charged for will this reduce the volume collected and make
the processing of it and food waste at Ashbourne unviable ?? Will the Duistrict seek and specify a
Contractor who has there own or access to a Matrerials Recovery Facility ?

9/18/2018 10:53 AM

187

The only way is to press businesses to provide no packaging on produce. Reduce waste at the
source rather than councils have yo deal with the excess waste of supermarkets. Needs to end
now. Why should councils and us pay for in necessary wrap around food.

9/18/2018 10:49 AM

188

very poor survey questions does not allow for true opinions. Deliberately done for the council to
achive what has already been decided. Consultation/survey to late to get a good response.
Delivered 17th to be completed by 25th disgraceful.

9/18/2018 10:47 AM

189

We don't want to loose any of the service. And charging is not acceptable we pay enough tax and
keep losing services. Not happy been changed more for less again

9/18/2018 9:59 AM

190

have you taken into consideration more rats, flytipping, and petrol fumes from people visiting
recycling centres. What about those who cannot visit a recycling centre.

9/18/2018 9:23 AM

191

any reduction in service will just increase fly tipping. much more expensive to deal with than a
refuse/recycling round. manufacturer/distributor packaging is the issue, but as usual the end
consumer is the target.

9/18/2018 8:06 AM

192

Essential that food waste is still collected weekly. Food bins only just big enough now! We need
much better information as to which plastics can be recycled.

9/18/2018 7:52 AM

193

We live at XXXX and don’t have wheely bins. We are surrounded by wildlife, deers, badgers etc,
and obviously, rats. Black bins bags have to be left out to the elements and animals, in full view of
the public, walking by. XXXX We have to walk a considerable distance from our house with these
black bags to dump in a pile near the gates. It’s absolutely disgusting, as there is full access and
plenty of room for us to put wheely bins out.

9/18/2018 7:41 AM

194

Previously living within a different area , we noticed their garden waste was only collected from
March through until November. This saves money and did not affect residents as most people
don't mow lawns etc. during the winter period.

195

If you reduce or take the garden waste away, then the public will then put it in the grey bins. Could
an option be, for the winter months Nov till march it gets picked up twice only. We have three
people at home, and every two weeks for grey bin should be the maximum time, as this year each
fortnight the bin had maggots crawling over it. I consider I recycle aswell
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Living in the north of the district with a big garden I am very much against the idea of having to pay
for the green waste. There is already a problem with fly tipping and I think if you start charging this
would increase

9/18/2018 1:06 AM

197

Food waste services could be less frequent. If cardboard was separate then the blue bin would
last 3 weeks. I was recently turned away from a waste recycling centre with tiles from a bathroom.
This was hugely irriting / inconvenient, and whilst i didnt fly tip, you could see why this would be an
issue.

9/17/2018 11:34 PM

198

I pay significant amount of council tax and believe this is a critical service. Living rurally rats are an
issue and waste not collected will increase this issue. This won’t reduce waste just make
collections a mammoth task. Work with suppliers to reduce waste and do not cut this service

9/17/2018 10:43 PM

199

Need more guidance on what is collectible in the blue bins - more room for cardboard and paper.
Should not have to pay for green bin at all. Black bin would be smelly and unhygienic if left longer
than 2w

9/17/2018 10:42 PM

200

As I live on my own my refuse collection needs are quite specific and not the 'norm', so I do not
have such great refuse bulk, and none of the above options apply to me. I do not have children or
elderly relatives needing personal care waste. I am also willing to go to the tip myself to get rid of
waste rather than begin to pay for this service. I have also bought an additional green bin, as I
have a large lawn to try to get rid of more grass cuttings and garden waste.

9/17/2018 10:11 PM

201

Less than fortnightly collections will increase fly tipping and cost the council more in cleaning up.

9/17/2018 9:56 PM

202

3-weekly grey or black collections would be challenging, especially in the summer - charging for
green waste night result in unintended consequences, e.g. increased weight in the residual bin, or
cost transfer to the Country council via the HWRC sites

9/17/2018 9:49 PM

203

We have twins so nappy disposal is a big thing. Turning to every 3 weeks especially through the
summer we’ve just had would make our bin unapproachable. It has been so bad this summer with
every other week collection. So if there was an alternative for nappies that would work better and
our waste would reduce significantly. I hate the amount of waste we have and the next majority of
waste comes from food wrapped in plastic cellophane . Our kitchen bin is full of it as it’s
unrecyclable at the moment. Some pressure needs to be put of supermarkets to reduce that too,
and find alternatives. I don’t mind decreasing the amount you come but some thought has to be
given to the smells that would be sat there for 3 weeks.

9/17/2018 9:48 PM

204

I don't think it's a good idea to change to 4 weekly collections..in the long run I think it will cost
more money as there will be rats, maggets.. fly tipping...people are struggle now with the
stink..flies etc it will obviously get worse. I don't think it's fair that we have to suffer this torture. I
love recycling to save the environment not to save money..its not worth recycling to save the
environment if the council are going to to ruin our health and environment anyway with not
collecting waste..weekly or fortnightly. Rubbish are going to end up on streets and maybe
parks..please reconsider this a lot of people struggle now. I hope the environmental office and
health and safety of the public do a full report before someone makes a decision, and I also hope
that the public's decision is taken seriously not one person I have spoken to thinks this is wrong,
but also say the council won't listen to the public's vote anyway.

9/17/2018 9:43 PM

205

More discussion between councils and generators of non recyclable packaging. Eg Sainsbury’s
and black plastic food trays

9/17/2018 9:38 PM

206

Bigger bins so they don't overflow with longer between collections

9/17/2018 9:35 PM

207

Council should be incinerating a lot of the waste. This questionnaire isn't fair because it tries to
paint you into a corner with no options for suggestions to answer the questions on the best way
forward.

9/17/2018 9:30 PM

208

keeping the fortnightly collections to avoid overfill, more bags on streets resulting in vermin and
contamination spreading disease hence costing the council more to clear up and the health
service working harder to treat infected public.

9/17/2018 9:05 PM

209

Number 10 above will not work

9/17/2018 8:59 PM

210

What a joke! Always out to save money but keep raking it in. Our bins are full EVERY time it's
collection day. And that part about separate collection for nappies.....what are we storing them in
and how often do you propose to collect them? Suppose that's another bin so more money wasted
on an ever decreasing service.

9/17/2018 8:52 PM

211

Whats wrong with the current service !! The streets will become littered with rubbish !!

9/17/2018 8:41 PM

212

Larger bin would help with less frequent collection. Nappy/sanitary bin would be a good idea
however having 3 children compared to another household having 1, means i have a lot more to
dispose of. How would the size of bin for the household be decided? Garden waste can eaily be
taken to the local recycling centre in green bags, unless you cannot drive so i think a
small/optional annual fee to collect it would be fair if that household needs that collection.

9/17/2018 8:38 PM

213

THIS SURVEY IS BIASED! THERE IS NO OPTION FOR NO CHANGE YOU HAVE TO PUT IN 15 FOR OPTIONS WE DONT WANT - BUT IF WE FILL OUT YOU WILL SAY YOUVE
CONSULTED. THEREFORE THERE SHOULD BE A 6TH OPTION- NO CHANGE. YOU SHOULD
BE DISCOVERAGING PEOPLE FROM USING DISOPABLE NAPPIES NOT ENCOURAGING
THEM BY GETTING EXTRA BIN COLLECTIONS. USE TERRY NAPPIES TO HELP
ENVIRONMENT. IF YOU CANT WORK OUT WHICH WK THE BIN COLLECTION IS WE DOUBT
A WASTEFUL TEXT SERVICE WULD HELP- WASTE OF MONEY. INFO RE RECYCYLING IS
WASTE OF MONET TO, PUT ON YOUR WEBSITE INSTEAD. FINALLY THIS SURVEY IS
DIFFICULT TO FIND ON YOUR WEB SITE, NOT THAT WELL ADVERTISED AND HOW ARE
PEOPLE WHO CANT OR DOT HAVE ACCESS TO FILL IT OUT - TOTALLY AND UTTERLY
BIASED SURVEY. WE PAY ENOUGH IN TAXES FOR MINISCUAL SERVICES IN THIS AREA
TO CHARGE FOR BINS TO WILL ENCORAGE MORE FLY TIPPING ETC. HOW IS IT COST
EFFECTIVE TO ASK US TO PUT RUBBISH I OUR CARS- IF WE HAVEONE - AND TAKE TO
RECYCLING CENTRE - NOT ECO FRIENDLY.

9/17/2018 8:31 PM
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214

Honestly , I think all the suggestions and options given in this whole questionaire are ridiculous.
Less frequent bin collections will result in my rubbish being piled on the pavement as I’m sure will
many other households. My black bin is full to bursting every fortnight when the current collections
take place. As a resident of XXXX I frequently use the tip on Harrison Way to make sure ONLY
household waste goes in my black bin. I find the proposed changes to rubbish collection
disgraceful and I can honestly say I am furious about it !

9/17/2018 8:27 PM

215

Council checks on what people are putting in their grey bins - the sticker of shame if people are
not recycling. More recycling banks e.g. in car parks. Most have been removed. More careful
recycling collection: the verges are littered with paper on collection day. Awareness campaignanti- litter, pro recycling. Applying pressure to local businesses and recreational facilities - free
drinks stations to fill up your own bottle, No plastic over shoes. Providing recycling in all schools.

9/17/2018 8:11 PM

216

I think that we should not change to 3 weekly bin collections . What will happen to the food .

9/17/2018 8:06 PM

217

3 weekly collections are ok in winter but not warm summer as it will stink. If you charge for garden
waste there will be loads of people burning garden waste in summer therefore ruining nice
summer evenings. Your best option is to increase size of recycling containers and do this every 3
weeks. Do garden waste monthly in winter, twice monthly in summer. General waste every 3
weeks in winter, every 2 in summer. Forget about charging for garden waste as it’s a terrible idea.

9/17/2018 8:00 PM

218

Bigger blue bins or weekly blue bin collection so can recycle more and does not end up in grey
bin.

9/17/2018 7:56 PM

219

Reduce packaging!! Liase with packaging companies and charge them for over packaging. There's
so much waste due to so much packaging uneccessarily. Reducing collections will incur other risk
factors such as vermin and ill health. None of the above options will solve the issue except to save
money which doesn't have a positive outcome impact on the environment or the home!

9/17/2018 7:55 PM

220

Our bins grey, green and blue lidded are always jammed full. I do not think it is wise to change it to
3 weekly and I don't think it is reasonable to charge for garden waste. I lived in an area that did
both and it went from relitively clean and plesent to lots of fly tipping on the roads and lay-bys (I
saw mattresses, sofas) and garden waste was flung. I know the tips around here are well staffed
(also very helpful) but it's a major inconvenience for people to have to do regular runs due to their
waste. I think it would be wise to encourage recycling, we have never recieved or been offered the
use of an inside recycling container or bigger bins. XXXX is lovely and the community spirit is really
upcoming it would be such a shame to ruin it. We love living here and do not want to see mess and
dumping.

9/17/2018 7:46 PM

221

Increase taxes to pay for the services we need. It would cost each person less than the minimum
for green waste collection quoted above (£25). What next? You have to pay for your own street
light!

9/17/2018 7:13 PM

222

Bigger cardboard/paper space to recycle.

9/17/2018 6:54 PM

223

I’m beginning to wonder what we pay our Council Tax for. That seems to go up on a yearly basis!

9/17/2018 6:52 PM

224

The recycling points eg sainsburys matlock are always full and when the green recycling bins are
full people will put recycling in the landfill bin to get rid of it. Local recycling points need emptying
more frequently and I would prefer an option for 3 weeks of recycling bin emptied to 1 week landfill
bin. The space for waste paper in the home green bin isn't big enough either.

9/17/2018 6:45 PM

225

Council tax goes up and up every year ,having our waste taken away is the only service we really
get now out of what we pay , grass verges look awful as they don’t get cut no where near as often
, peoples gardens would become a dumping ground with excess rubbish that won’t fit in the bins ,
there are lots of people who don’t drive to be able to take to the tip and on that note there would be
a lot of people taking household/ food waste to the council tip which would then create more
problems, I always try and recycle properly however if my bins weren’t getting emptied as regular I
would just bag it all up together and take to the tip on a weekly basis and after talking to others
about this they would do the same

9/17/2018 6:40 PM

226

For streets that can’t have wheelie bins due to access why not have a street collection point reduce the number of Waste collection stops for the bin collectors. Similarly why not have
community Waste points - so if collections reduce to 3 or 4 weeks we have a local non-recycle drop
off to get rid of nappies etc in the same way we can use the bottle bank at Sainsbury’s

9/17/2018 5:51 PM

227

Difficult to say, I'm a single person living alone so do not generally generate a large amount of
waste. This would be a different scenario entirely for families. 4 weekly collections for them would
be ridiculous.

9/17/2018 5:34 PM

228

Beginning to wonder what we pay council tax for if you are going to change this system it does
make us question this personally i think it should remain fortnightly for hygiene reasons and to
avoid fly tipping which will inevitably occur as a result of this planned change

9/17/2018 5:27 PM

229

It's fine as it is.

9/17/2018 5:27 PM

230

Being only a single person in my household my bins are rarely if ever full. However, I see
households with multiple members and their bins are overflowing in the present situation. So that
has to be taken into account. Not sure how they would manage with less frequent pickups.

9/17/2018 5:24 PM

231

This household hasn't got grey bins so none of the above apply however we regularly recycle and
fill two blue boxes and two blue sacks and four black bags of you change to three or four weekly
double the amount of waste . .one we do not have enough outdoor space! .two enviromentaly
unhealthy especially in summertime with all the flies! Three!it will increase more got tipping!! We
pay our council tax we expect a full service not a half service of rubbish collection!!!

9/17/2018 5:17 PM

232

I think the idea of changing the collection Is appalling. Our bins are always over full already. And
stink when it's warm. What are we supposed to do with an extra weeks waste??!! The government
and councils should concentrate on reducing the amount of packaging there is on everything. This
would also reduce the amount of waste going to landfill too and be much more beneficial to
everybody and the environment!!!

9/17/2018 5:03 PM
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So with seperate collections, all the neighbours can know that I'm incontinent? Or will the bin men
knock on my door and ask for this weeks sacks of XXXX pants? How is that in any way non
discriminatory? The alternative is to leave them in a black bin for a month at a time during a hot
summer such as we have just had? We need to keep 2 weekly pick ups.

9/17/2018 5:01 PM

234

I think if you start charging extra for your services you are going to find more fly tipping in the area
and surrounding areas. It is happening now so if you go ahead then wait for the backlash of
rubbish. Plus people who don't recycle will start trying to put extra bags in other people's bins... It's
the same thing that happens over and over again, the ones that keep recycling and do it properly
will still have to pay for extra service for garden waste but the ones that don't recycle will get away
by dumping it anywhere they can and as for garden waste I think you will find this gets dumped
aswell. Not everyone has cars to get to the free recycling centre and older people sure as hell
shouldn't be made to recycle and have to drag bags or bins from their homes. While we are on the
subject of cutting cost or trying to make more money for your council can you please make sure
the person cleaning the park toilets and bus station toilets does actually clean them and doesn't
just glance at them, seen as you are charging a fee to use then surely we should be able to rate a
score from 1 to 5 on cleanliness. ...1 being the worsed. ....®

9/17/2018 4:59 PM

235

Makes me wounder how u think people are going to go on if you make these changes,there will be
alot more fly tipping and then trying to charge even more to take garden waste think we pay
enough money out without increasing the amount again. Absolutely discusting

9/17/2018 4:30 PM

236

Being able to recycle more, for example thin plastics.

9/17/2018 4:24 PM

237

we are a small 2-adult family, we don't produce much waste and take our extra waste ourselves to
the tip. we wouldn't want to pay to get rid of green bin, we would take it to the tip ourselves. In
Derby they charged for brown (green) bins and found people dumped loads of them at the tip.
would it not encourage fly-tipping?

9/17/2018 3:54 PM

238

More information on what happens to recycled and food waste. How is it processed? Where is it
taken too?

9/17/2018 3:40 PM

239

Council should find ways of recycling more waste - eg black plastic, yoghurt cartons etc

9/17/2018 3:39 PM

240

Charging for garden waste would be undesirable but understandable. Reducing waste collections
would be unacceptable.

9/17/2018 3:29 PM

241

Try having an impartial and inclusive consultation unlike this one which is clearly loaded in favour
of the Councils waste agenda. I DO NOT WANT A 3 or 4 weekly collection. 2 weeks is the
absolute maximum and all collections should remain free from further charges. Remember we vote
councils in and can vote them out just as easily!

9/17/2018 3:21 PM

242

Any grey bin collection over 2 weeks would constitute a health hazard. This summer there have
been problems with flies and smells especially with residents who do not manage their bins
properly or bins overflow as the larger bins have been swopped for small bins which a lot of
families struggle with. Green bins are absolutely essential especially when you have reasonable
sized gardens which are common in the derbyshire dales. As a Band F property we get the same
size bins as a band C property. We pay considerably more council tax and often have bigger
gardens. Again there are often the same number of people living in a Band F property as a Band
C property. Having to pay for green bins when we already pay more council tax would not be
acceptable. Furthermore myself and a number of other local village residents clear the village
gutters and streets of leaves as quite often DDDC do not clear them till after Christmas! These
leaves go in our green bins and it would be even more galling if we were being charged to clean
leaves which were DDDC responsibility. In fact it would be nice if DDDC offered free bags so that
we could bag up leaves off public roads for free collection by DDDC. If costs have gone up then
you need to increase council tax. Simple. Though again higher band properties would be
penalised as we often still use the same amount of council services as lower band properties.
Having separate charging systems will add admin costs, disputes and problems. We are already
seeing flytipping of large household waste in lanes and also tipping of garden waste in Lanes.
Restrictions and charging will only increase this.

9/17/2018 3:17 PM

243

It doesn’t matter how often you empty the bins - it will not reduce the amount of waste! If bins/bags
are left for 4 weeks it will cause environmental health problems!

9/17/2018 3:05 PM

244

I have 3 children all in nappies. It would be horrendous for our family if the grey bin changed from
2 weekly to 4 weekly! How this is even something that is being discussed is beyond me! Little or
no thought has clearly gone into this proposal!

9/17/2018 2:57 PM

245

XXXX /no grey or black wheelies up here because of the ''narrows'', blackbags fortnightly alternate
weeks with bluebags green bags fortnightly have to buy our own black bags from now on so told
,green waste little bin weekly, just about acceptable,they have to collect it in coverered pick up
trucks up and down as filled to holme road and trsnsfer to bigger vehicles. lots and lots of fortnightly
trips, if you delayed it to 3 weeks it would put a tremendous strain on the refuse collectors, having
so much extra to collect take twice as long to take away, and the waste hanging around rotting etc
for vermin to then be a problem .please leave this area alone as not really able to leave 2 blue bags
,1 blue tub and one green weekly + GREEN waste bags what a pile up .if further info please ring
me on XXXX to confirm all this.thank you.

9/17/2018 2:54 PM

246

blue bins instead of blue boxes

9/17/2018 2:48 PM

247

Poor survey as n/a was not a option Grey bins should be used entirely now not sacks..nappies and
incontinence wear should be put into bio degradable bags..nappies being charged for over 2 and a
incentive voucher for using bio degradable or washable nappies.. Food waste needs collecting
weekly. You need to get your flats into recycling as there are many of them Maybe supply bag for
plastic n cardboard ..bin for glass all for their flat (not sure about that) You need to get hospitals
and cate homes on board with recycling as I'm aware they don't put much effort in.. Stop putting
money charges on everything!!we will be paying for fresh air soon..instead give incentives for
those who complie

9/17/2018 2:42 PM
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Absolutely no to waste being collected 4 weekly. This an absolute disgrace and potentially going
to cause health and safety concerns let alone everything else that comes with this. As for having to
pay for green bins!! We already do with the amount of council tax we she'll out every month/year
So our Council tax goes up. Police, ambulance service and fire services cut. Car parking has or is
going up. Public toilets either u have to pay or the others are going!!!! And now the bins are going
to go to monthly!! Now tell me where are council tax is going when all this is happening oh and not
forgetting all the extra council taxes and revenue ull be getting from all these 100's of houses that
are being banged up everywhere in matlock!! This is disgusting and all it will do is push everyone
to fly tip and ruin even more of our beautiful countryside, matlock and outskirts. This simply can't
happen. But I bet my bottom dollar it will do as when the XXXX do the council or government ever
listen to the concerns of residents as they just do what they want at the expense of us. D
D®®®® What ever local people say we all know the council do not listen and make their own
minds up! With the extra money coming in from all these housing developments! Where the XXXX
are the extra schools, Dr's and dentists. Which are already bursting at the seems. Let alone now
this major concern now with the potential waste collections being cut. I have two children one 10
months old and another 2 & 1/2 cutting this service will be detrimental on not only us residents
"who may I state recycle everything!!!" but our streets, countryside and nature will suffer not alone
the vermin that will follow suit to the build up of rubbish. This will also give the families who already
dump their rubbish outside others property because they have exceeded their waste allowance to
do it even more. As for these questions there very tailored to getting folk to go with what ur
wanting anyway! The question should be do you want this yes or no as I'm guessing the majority
will all say NO

9/17/2018 2:41 PM

249

Better sorting of recycled materials to reduce costs/increase gains. EG ferrous/non ferrous metal
separated. flat glass recycled, more items which are still usefull given to charities for sale.

9/17/2018 2:27 PM

250

For those of us who can’t have bins (Cromford) changing collection to three weekly or four weekly
would have a series negative effect on our living as we have to store our black bin rubbing in bags
in a very small shed and it soon builds up as well as our recycling waste

9/17/2018 2:23 PM

251

Keep things as they are. The service has been cut enough. Do you want even more rubbish being
dumped in the countryside?

9/17/2018 2:17 PM

252

If you are going to change bin collections to 3 or 4 weekly you need to give everyone a larger bin
to reduce overspillage and rats

9/17/2018 2:07 PM

253

Status quo

9/17/2018 1:55 PM

254

Just come and empty the bins please. If it is left for a month, we will have rats and stuff..

9/17/2018 1:41 PM

255

Please ensure food waste is still collected weekly

9/17/2018 1:30 PM

256

More frequent emptying of public litter bins

9/17/2018 1:23 PM

257

Leave it as it is

9/17/2018 1:19 PM

258

The drop down option part is loaded in your favour to give you the freedom to do what you want
with the upcoming services

9/17/2018 1:17 PM

259

My bin is full every week we have a small grey bin and a baby I don’t mind having a small bin but it
is full every 2 weeks and in the summer months (due to nappies) we do have flies if this was
monthly it would be unbareable

9/17/2018 1:14 PM

260

Recycle more types of plastic like in Germany

9/17/2018 1:02 PM

261

amount of waste will be dependent on the number of people in household. We are a family of 3 yet
the amount of bin space is the same as a single neighbour. Introduce separate recycling
containers for glass and cans. More consistency nationally on what can be recycled. Provide
clarity that bagged excess paper / card will be collected when positioned next to blue bin. Likewise
with garden waste particularly if a charge is introduced.

9/17/2018 12:45 PM

262

A bigger recycling bin please or the return of the glass recycling tub

9/17/2018 12:41 PM

263

Invest in a recycling plant that separates the waste at final destination, recycles a higher proportion
of material and exports reusable material. Have one bin which accepts all waste, collect it weekly
and send it to the new plant to be sorted.

9/17/2018 12:27 PM

264

We pay an absolute fortune in council tax, you have already made grey bins smaller and now you
want us to make go longer between collections it’s an absolute joke! If you reduce bin collections
then we expect a reduction in council tax simple as that!

9/17/2018 12:14 PM

265

Need bigger bins if changing collection dates! Mine is full every week and I recycle everything I
can!

9/17/2018 11:43 AM

266

Please bear in mind we are a rural area - if you collect bags less frequently - we may not have
room to store them in suitable containers - which means the rats and foxes will have a great time
making a mess all over the area. If you move to 4 weekly collection - I expect you to take full
responsibility for the mess this will cause

9/17/2018 11:37 AM

267

This summer, on several occasions, I have had a bin full of maggots due to the heat. And the smell
of rubbish and nappies sitting for two weeks has impacted on my ability to use my garden. I dread
to think of the impact of collections were less frequent, as it is with small baby we fill the 4 bag
quota over two weeks

9/17/2018 11:37 AM

268

My preferred option would be for the service to remain as it is. Why is this not an option?

9/17/2018 11:34 AM

269

More information given to households who do not use the curent collections well or correctly - not
just inside the general leaflet Derbyshire Dales delivered door to door. Reminders put on they bins
containing food waste.

9/17/2018 11:34 AM

270

we get less and less from the DDDC .It is time to look at handing over to the parish,town councils
and derbyshire county council.you have little input in housing,the leisure centres,agriculture centre,
by putting the car park charges up and charging for toilets you are killing off the shops.Do we
really need the DDDC.the answer is NO

9/17/2018 10:43 AM
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The service we receive at the moment is excellent and should be retained. The Council should
look at ways to increase income from the sale of recyclable waste and adding value to the compost
from green waste -- use the Business Peak District Logos and sell Peak compost.

9/17/2018 9:30 AM

272

You could pursue a policy, as you appear to be doing, of dumping it all on country lanes

9/17/2018 9:26 AM

273

Pay for a black bag service more frequently

9/17/2018 8:51 AM

274

The preferred option in all cases is NO CHANGE. Perhaps your survey should include that option
to prevent bias and misrepresentation of opinion.

9/17/2018 8:45 AM

275

Please don’t change the black/grey bin collection. We already struggle enough to keep our waste
down and to fit into that bin due to having a child in nappies. We don’t have a large bin due to not
being able to afford to pay for the larger bin while on maternity pay. Stop reducing our bin
collections!! We will end up over run with rubbish and rodents!!!!!!

9/17/2018 8:30 AM

276

Garden waste tends to be Spring through Autumn. Winter months very seldom so your question
with the option of Summer as the only usage time for this is misleading.

9/17/2018 8:14 AM

277

Offer large containers that fit in your car boot with seperate sections to be able to take our own
glass and plastic to recycle locations. Like we used to before recycle service was offered.

9/17/2018 7:53 AM

278

The other options in sect 11 all incur expense so not money saving. Nobody has enough storage
space to accommodate less frequent bin collections and environmental issues will increase. It will
be a very poor move by the council if collections are decreased .

9/17/2018 7:37 AM

279

As a family of 4, we always recycle as much as possible, however invariably our grey bin is
already close to being full most times. It is difficult to see how we could reduce the amount of non
recyclable waste that we put out without there being some significant changes from retailers in a
move to reduce packaging. Otlawing bulky polystyrene packaging would be a gret start! Any
changes would I feel lead to an increase in fly tipping.

9/17/2018 6:58 AM

280

All of our bins (apart from gardening) are full every time they are out for collection. We are a family
of 4. I think providing bigger bins which hold up to double the amount will help if they are not
collected as frequently. It will be a shame if collections are dropped and i fear it will mean the town
and villages will be a messier place. I do use the local tip but i doubt others do and rubbish may
appear as fly tipping.

9/17/2018 3:29 AM

281

Disgusting that grey bins may be left three to four weeks. We have had maggots due to the hot
weather in the summer. What happens to our council tax? The whole system is a shambles. And if
its changed it will get worse. I do not support any of your proposals.

9/16/2018 9:25 PM

282

black bins stink after just 2 weeks in the hot summer months. These could be reduced to 3 weeks
for the rest of the year, but need to remain at 2 weeks during the heat as a matter of public health

9/16/2018 9:20 PM

283

Hope medical waste collection is not changed

9/16/2018 9:17 PM

284

Stickers that can be put on bins to specify which to use for paper/cardboard as around here many
houses are holiday cottages and/or Airbnb and often there's an "unable to collect" tag as the
renters aren't aware or from part of the country where the waste regime is different (eg where
glass is separate from plastic etc). So for instance "all paper and cardboard in insert box" would be
great to attach to inner lid of blue lid box. XXXX

9/16/2018 8:58 PM

285

Charging for garden waste will result in people burning it or dumping it. Not everyone can get to a
communal tip. But a communal “ skip” at certain locations and on specified dates may provide a “
top up” service. If black bin collection was every 3 weeks then larger bins would probably be
necessary. Better bins for food waste ( maybe larger and with more frequent bags provided ) could
encourage more people to recycle more. Garden bin collections could be one per month rather
than charging ? As this is a service which really encourages re cycling

9/16/2018 8:53 PM

286

These collections should be weekly not 3 weeks Also health hazard . Also with the hot summer we
have just had . We pay enough council tax for services to be every week you keep reducing
services But don’t reduce council tax

9/16/2018 8:41 PM

287

Ensure food caddy collection is still weekly

9/16/2018 8:14 PM

288

If nappies are collected more frequently then I'd be happy for 4-week grey bin collection (we
usually use washable nappies except at night)

9/16/2018 7:58 PM

289

a public campaign telling us what happens to the waste - ie is it justified?

9/16/2018 5:59 PM

290

I am a little confused with the Cost for collection services. You state that on average it Costs
34.63p for our yearly Collection services which I presume includes the Garden Waste? However,
you wish to charge a minimum of 25.00p for our Garden waste to be collected. Which by my
reckoning is about 70+% of the existing cost if included, but a massive 70+% if in addition. Please
can you explain where these costs are coming from in your brief, so as a mere simpleton like
myself, knows how this is costed out.

9/16/2018 5:49 PM

291

My grey waste bag is mainly full of cat litter which i bag but it still smells if it went to 3 or 4 weeks it
would be well overflowing and very smelly. Also too many products you buy are in plastic
wrapping which i can't recycle. 2 weeks is plenty long enough to wait for bin to be emptied.

9/16/2018 5:33 PM

292

This is very poorly put together. Leading question design and no thought about people who do not
send their garden waste. Very much geared to the view of a four week collection. DCC already put
out info on decreasing waste and food waste why not more working together to reduce this type of
material. Why does every household need its own bin. You could pilot a street bin. Many places
abroad use these. Might help cut down the bag collection.

9/16/2018 5:27 PM

293

No discussion here about food waste frequency, which must remain weekly. Reinforce the
message about the ability to recycle food waste. Further guidance on the types of packaging that
is recyclable with specific examples, particularly plastics.

9/16/2018 4:46 PM
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Need to do a lot better on the recycling and make it a lot clearer what can and cant be recycled
and the council needs to there bit aswell not sending out to others when it is not recycled and ends
up in landfill no point in doing it if you cant do it properly need bigger grey bins if you are going to
do 3 or 4 weekly collections

9/16/2018 4:32 PM

295

Food waste will attract flies and other creatures if not collected weekly. I understand that saving is
important but cleanliness of the town is also important as we all pay Council tax to ensure that we
live in clean and healthy environment

9/16/2018 4:18 PM

296

Maybe a choice to have a bulk collection point at the end of every street. My waste seems to vary
depending on certain factors within the year, but I do have a worry that least frequent grey bin
collection would see an increase in fly tipping, or other residents bins being anonymously filled!

9/16/2018 4:01 PM

297

There should be no charge for anything we pay more than enough council tax you should reduce
your staff to offset the proposed changes

9/16/2018 3:55 PM

298

Despite being keen on reducing our waste we are still unclear as to what is actually being
recycled e.g. black plastic food trays and where it ends up e.g. landfill/incinerator etc. An annual
audit would be good and comparison to our neighbouring councils e.g. Sheffield would give a
sense of how we could improve or what to lobby for. Direct energy generation from incinerated
waste has to be the best option long term.

9/16/2018 3:51 PM

299

Need a bigger bin for cardboard/papers

9/16/2018 3:48 PM

300

Bigger blue bins please and better quality food recycle bags. I don’t mind paying for the bags but I
do mind that they tear as I take them off the roll, rendering them useless!

9/16/2018 3:28 PM

301

We don't currently have enough room in our bins so to change how regular the bins are emptied
would cause significant problems as well as hygiene issues - it's a complete disgrace.

9/16/2018 2:49 PM

302

The current Serco service is very good; little spillage etc. I hope the new contractors will have the
same good attitude.

9/16/2018 2:48 PM

303

Many councils process Green/garden waste, process it and then sell it on - DERBYSHIRE does
not appear to do this - any reason why not? I would like to say that the recycling site at Darley
Dale is an asset, we use regularly.

9/16/2018 2:33 PM

304

Accept all plastics metals and glass for recycling in blue bins

9/16/2018 2:28 PM

305

People can not reduce waste on their own, this needs to start with producers.

9/16/2018 2:10 PM

306

It appears that this 'consultation' is merely a tick box exercise and that the decision has already
been made. There is not a 'no' option or anywhere to comment which shows any response will be
used to back up the fact that changes will be made. If you want to increase mess from scavengers
& fly tipping and and general dissatisfaction with the council this is an ideal way of doing it.

9/16/2018 12:46 PM

307

I paid out for an additional garden waste bin which was for a one off payment with emptying for
life. This will need to be honoured under the contract.

9/16/2018 12:44 PM

308

What the council is missing in all of this is that any reduction in the frequency of collecting any
household rubbish and/or charginbg for any collection services will lead to an increase in flytipping. We already have very small grey bins and we always fill our recycling bin, so moving to 3of 4-weekly collections would also create a health hazard, for obvious reasons.

9/16/2018 12:04 PM

309

We are confident that we could have our grey bin emptied quarterly. However, we also understand
that the recycling bins would then have to be monitored as some people might then start using
them for non-recyclable waste. This should then justify the green bins being emptied every two
weeks during the summer and perhaps monthly during the winter months? We understand that
there is a balance between the cost and environmental responsibility of our local authority and
hope our input helps.

9/16/2018 11:51 AM

310

we need biggger blue bins

9/16/2018 11:03 AM

311

Please do not reduce the frequency of grey bin collections! As a family of four, we already struggle
with the fortnightly collection.

9/16/2018 11:02 AM

312

Encourage cloth nappies, open a council run nappy library

9/16/2018 10:11 AM

313

Just leave it all as it is. We pay enough council tax living in this county (much more than
surrounding districts) so should be provided with a decent service. The bins absolutely stink for
how long they are left now so being left for longer will cause hygiene issues... but then why should
we have to pay for getting rid of garden waste?!

9/16/2018 9:25 AM

314

If you reduce frequency of grey bin collection you will have to supply bigger bins. It is not possible
to fit an additional week or fortnights rubbish in. Also paper recycling bin is far too small, we could
fill 3 of them each fortnight. X

9/16/2018 9:12 AM

315

Reducing the frequency of black bin collections is just not a realistic option unless more items
become recyclable and more residents are able to make use of wheelie bins which is not possible
in some parts of the Dales

9/16/2018 7:43 AM

316

Our household currently recycles and our black bin is full every two weeks, would be very against
household waste changing to every 3 weeks, it is so unhygienic too, especially during hot weather!

9/15/2018 9:59 PM

317

Charging for garden waste may discourage some from keeping their gardens as attractive as they
used to which in turn may impact on the draw of an area to visitors. There is also the risk of
additional flytipping to consider and the cost of dealing with that.

9/15/2018 8:47 PM

318

A reduced collection frequency has been applied in other Councils..... WHERE THE BIN
CAPACITY is 240l not 120l. If you reduce it to 3 or 4 weekly you should increase the bin size. I
already frequently have to drive to my 'recycling' centre to drop off non recyclable daily household
waste which is surely part of your legal collection remit. That can only get worse.

9/15/2018 8:07 PM
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These proposals are a danger to modern society and need revisiting, the levels of flys in the area
seem to have risen significantly and family’s don’t have he space for 3/4 weeks worth of refuse as
until supermarkets change packaging regulations, as much of the packaging is not recycle able
these proposals are disgraceful and the service needs improving not making worse! Try employing
a non public sector economist and making all of the staff in the council actually work private sector
hours and that should make the saving required to improve the services above through efficiency’s
alone. Please take this in to consideration as failure to do so would ensure that you are not
providing an essential sanitary service and I would have to reduce my council tax £ per kg
payment by the rate of refuse I have to remove personally (I like many people do not drive a bin
lorry and drive a nice car! which I don’t like putting rubbish in side and shouldn’t have to!) Your
survey had biased questions which don’t provide a full set of options, you should be ashamed of
this trickery please dismiss the answers to the questions and take note of my notes XXXX

9/15/2018 8:01 PM

320

Garden waste collection fortnightly March to September and monthly October to Feb

9/15/2018 6:21 PM

321

Larger blue bins for large family households , more room for cardboard and paper.

9/15/2018 6:11 PM

322

Work with local businesses to reduce the use of plastic packaging. Promote the use of paper bags.
Offer free collections of larger items on a quarterly basis. Collections need to continue as they are
otherwise fly tipping will increase.

9/15/2018 6:09 PM

323

Things must stop as they are. The Council should raise money by charging motorbikes to park in
Matlock, close the final salary gold plated pension scheme and reduce the obvious level of
overstaffing by managing performance. You need to start getting into the real world. I do not
regard any of the options being put forward as acceptable. This consultation is a farce. If changes
occur it will increase fly tipping which will cost the council more.

9/15/2018 5:15 PM

324

Will less frequent rubbish collections mean increased fly tipping?

9/15/2018 3:05 PM

325

Strongly objecting that there’s no option for leaving the ‘free’ & frequency of the collections as it is
currently are so this is my MOST PREFERRED OPTION! We are already paying for the
collections via our ever increasing council taxes anyway!!!

9/15/2018 1:33 PM

326

You state that it costs on average £34.63 per household per year for the collection service. Yet
you suggest £25 to £55 charge for just the green waste collection. This is profiteering. I would
happily pay £30 per year for the system to stay the same as now provided that there were no
missed collections AND my bins were returned to my property and not left down the road.

9/15/2018 12:02 PM

327

It is not acceptable to charge for garden waste in a rural area and reduce frequency if collections.
There are other options to consider to deliver the service more efficiently slouch as joint
procurement with other authorities and introducing payment by outcomes into contract.
Additionally there other areas of the council where spending could be reduced and further taxation
should be levied on tourists and second home owners.

9/15/2018 10:52 AM

328

Work as a pressure on Derbyshire Dales shops to avoid using unnecessary wrapping especially in
supermarkets and when wrapping needed make it recyclable....perhaps a star system for shops
that use little or no unrecyclable wraps. Have varying recycling for garden waste dependant on
whether rural or urban.....rural likely to have more to collect and not as direct access to larger
recycling facilities. Have once a term central collections of garden rubbish ata a more accessible
site or give a list of trusted collectors for excess garden waste....provide composters for food
waste....

9/15/2018 9:45 AM

329

Suggestion: Permit the community to have monthly bonfires for the disposal of communal waste.
This would slash the amount needing to be collected.

9/15/2018 9:20 AM

330

Yellow bag collection to remain weekly

9/15/2018 8:55 AM

331

What is and isn’t recyclable eg black packaging? Foil lined cartons? Also information about how
much actually gets recycled and whether it actually gets recycled here in Derbyshire, here in the
UK and how much gets sent abroad.

9/15/2018 7:17 AM

332

Waste generation / recycling is about ownership. What we do is down to the individual. Charge by
the individual is best but is probably unattainable

9/15/2018 7:08 AM

333

Being able to put all recycling waste into one bin. We used to be able to do this in XXXX years
ago. Would the facility be available here? We always run out of space for cardboard and it’s a pain
to store it then put it out alongside the bin. I’d also welcome a small card to put on the pin board
showing which paper and plastic can be recycled. Thank you

9/14/2018 9:07 PM

334

What would be the cost implications of returning to an in-house service. This was far better than
the service provided by external Contractors. Will you publish the results of the Survey?

9/14/2018 7:19 PM

335

Use a recycler who is able to recycle more items - eg black plastic trays, plastic bags, paper cups,
egg boxes etc

9/14/2018 5:05 PM

336

Bring the service back in house and make it more cost effective.

9/14/2018 4:13 PM

337

DDDC waste collection currently very good. It would be a great shame if we declined to the same
poor standard as other areas. And our Tory councillors should publicly cut their party allegiance if
they cannot secure decent funding from a Tory government!

9/14/2018 3:31 PM

338

Larger capacity in recycling - especially paper

9/14/2018 3:23 PM

339

Please don't reduce the Black Bin collection. I've very concerned about rats (we already have
enough problems with them in our village!) and the problem of litter. Although I would encourage
people to recycle more, you will only be creating more problems and cost for yourselves if you
reduce the black bin service as you'll have to deal with these other hygiene issues. As stated
above our recycling bin is already full, as is our black bin when collection comes around, so we
already recycle as much as we can.

9/14/2018 12:03 PM

340

I would not like to see a decrease in the frequency of grey bin collections. Going ahead with this
change will influence the way I vote in local elections.

9/13/2018 12:46 PM

341

I think sending a text to households is not cost effective and a waste of time and money.

9/13/2018 11:46 AM
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342

Clarification on plastics recycling all very confusing

9/11/2018 10:19 PM

343

A further option would be to increase the grey bin size and collect monthly. Would this save cost?

9/11/2018 9:45 PM

344

We'd be happy for you to reduce the grey bin to every three weeks but only if you increase the
recycling collection to weekly. We are always overflowing with recycling and fortnightly recycling
collections isn't often enough. If you want to encourage recycling you need to empty those bins
more often.

9/11/2018 7:54 PM

345

As we are a couple who are both I’ll with no car we can’t afford more costs and can’t take garden
rubbish to tip so what do we do ?

9/11/2018 3:04 PM

346

More available local recycling or extra capacity recycling bins

9/11/2018 2:14 PM

347

Reduce back office wastefulness to save money instead

9/11/2018 12:46 PM

348

THINK ABOUT OLDER PEOPLE WHO HAVE COAL FIRES AND HAVE CINDERS EVERYDAY
AND CANT GET TO THE TIP,ALSO IF THEY HAVE PETS WITH DIRTY LITTER WHICH IS
HEAVY AND USED EVERYDAY.WE PAY RATES FOR A SERVICE.

9/11/2018 11:35 AM

349

Providing a bigger black/grey bin would make it easier to go to 4 weekly collections, currently too
small to last that long.

9/11/2018 10:18 AM

350

Increase taxes to pay for services rather than cut services. Fly tipping costs more than waste
collection

9/10/2018 9:47 PM

351

If grey bin collections are to be less frequent then we all need to have the larger bins

9/10/2018 9:40 AM

352

email when grey bin due for collection.

9/10/2018 9:13 AM

353

None of the suggested options are acceptable and none of the additional services offer additional
value for my family. It’s a disgrace that current leadership and elected representatives’
management of the local authority is leading to further and further reductions in services whilst
council tax continues to increase. Let’s be clear here this is a cost saving measure with limited if
any, read across to recycling improvements. Currently my family of 4 recycle extensively and
manage to survive under the current arrangement with a grey bin half the size of neighbouring
local authorities (eg chesterfield borough council). I think we are rapidly approaching a situation
where you need to offer residents an opt out of various services for us to deal with ourselves with
an accompanying reduction in council tax. Waste removal could be the first of such options.
Happy to discuss XXXX

9/9/2018 3:39 PM

354

Provision of more places where waste and recycling can be taken. The nearest for us is Loscoe or
Darley Dale both of which are a long drive.

9/8/2018 3:39 PM

355

We are starting to see rats on our streets. I am absolutely against any changes in the refuse
collection arrangements that would encourage more rats.

9/8/2018 2:26 PM

356

Your options a/b/c/d/e section doesn't allow me to enter my choices... but I choose number 5 for all
options a/b/c/d/e

9/7/2018 7:29 PM

357

fewer collections of garden waste bin during winter (eg December - March) - this is when you do
less pruning and mowing.

9/7/2018 7:00 PM

358

cardboard/paper bin insert is far too small...either combine all into one large bin (remove insert
completely as in Woking) or issue a further bin (as in some areas in Sheffield)

9/7/2018 3:49 PM

359

Recycle bins in town please

9/7/2018 7:11 AM

360

Sorry but this is a very poorly thought-through survey. May I suggest next time you test it on some
members of the public - grab them in a library - to make sure it is easily understandable and
provides you with meaningful results. Nonetheless good luck coming to the right decisions on this
topic.

9/6/2018 8:17 PM

361

Living lower-down on XXXX we are currently penalised compared to our fellow residents just
above us who have green wheelies, whereas we only have 42 free bags annually! We should at
the least receive 104 bags/year..We both pay the same council tax but receive this injustice!
Please treat us the same!

9/6/2018 1:38 PM

362

Have more central big bins collection points where residents take their rubbish to be collected

9/6/2018 7:13 AM

363

Collecting them would be a start. Not collecting them before 07.00 would be another good idea.
Making the recycle centres a little more friendly and helpful would encourage people to go there.
Im fed up of going down and seeing people leaning on sweeping brushes and helping young
females or helping those that have something more interesting than 'garden waste' If you want us
to help then you need to hold up your end of the bargain and sort out your issues first!

9/5/2018 6:42 PM

364

The council needs to recycle more types of plastic and retail companies need to reduce their
packaging and use recyclable materials.

9/5/2018 6:35 PM

365

We already have to top up recycling and take it to other sites because our bins are full. Our village
has had recycling taken away so this is quite a burden. We could not surivive with less frequent
collections of normal waster our bin for recycling is full as is our grey bin. We could not transport
additional waste. Bins already smell and are a health hazard. They are putrid and rotting. Bigger
recycling containers are needed and fortnightly collection for general waste has to stay. Even 3
weeks would be impractical and untenable. I don’t see how 4 could even be mooted. It’s an
outrage. You wonder why people don’t recycle and you have rubbish everywhere and you’re
considering making it worse. People don’t recycle enough but this will not encourage them.

9/5/2018 5:52 PM

366

Less frequent collection of our grey bin would only work if we had a bigger one. Currently its quite
small!

9/5/2018 5:51 PM

367

I recycle everything that I am able to, but still only half fill the blue bin in a fortnight (2 person
household), not including blue sack or bin insert. I would be able to go for 3 weeks before needing
the blue bin emptying.

9/5/2018 5:07 PM
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368

If you extend collection periods why do you Need to charge for green bins?

9/5/2018 4:44 PM

369

In order to reduce waste in my bin, supermarkets must stop double packaging and packaging
items (eg. fruit) that do not require it. Otherwise, the customer is being penalised more than the
companies that have created this situation, so I believe supermarkets should be charged before
the end user, as not all of us can afford to shop where the packaging is not already there.

9/5/2018 2:04 PM

370

1. No phone signal, so text reminder not an option. 2. Charging for garden waste would lead to
more dumping - already a problem in remoter areas.(as does the charging at council tips for
householders trying to dispose of "unacceptable" rubbish - eg plaster etc., which is deemed trade.

9/5/2018 10:32 AM

371

I see no reason for changing the collections as they are. All that will happen is there will be an
increase in fly tipping, which will cost more in the end.

9/5/2018 9:48 AM

372

Bigger cardboard/paper insert in blue bin

9/5/2018 9:31 AM

373

will need larger bins to accommodate extend collections will have implications £ and i expect this
will increase fly tipping which is already a problem

9/5/2018 9:02 AM

374

No change to present service. I currently recycle everything

9/5/2018 7:59 AM

375

I consider this consultation to be flawed ad you say no decision has been made but there are no
options available to vote for things to stay as they are. Derby city council have recommended, I
believe, gone back to not charging for bins. As a council you appeared to be seeing sense when
you lifted charges for tipping rubble at waste disposal sites. Now you're heading for a situation
where you'll be encouraging fly tipping which will probably cost you more to remedy than what
you'll save through this misguided idea. What about cutting the subsidy for the fireworks, which
most of us live too far away to enjoy, and using the money for maintaining the current collection
service to ALL. I'd like to hear your response to this but I won't be holdingy breath! XXXX

9/4/2018 11:07 PM

376

Recycling of plastic bags (food bags, bread bags and vegetable bags) and tissues

9/4/2018 10:12 PM

377

3 weekly / monthly would be so unhygienic. Let's be realistic here! The vermin this would attract is
inevitable, or is that your plan? Charge us for taking our rubbish and charge us through the nose
for pest control because your 3 weekly collections have invited unwanted guests into our homes.

9/4/2018 8:46 PM

378

I think the current service is about right . If food waste is collected weekly why not other bins as at
present?

9/4/2018 1:09 PM

379

Please just keep collecting the waste. 3 weeks is too long for black bin collection.

9/4/2018 12:09 PM

380

A to Z of recycling/non-recycling is really useful. Perhaps if this was made more accessible without
having to proactively search the website it may encourage more recycling.

9/3/2018 9:55 PM

381

This survey was poorly publicised. Only saw item about it today in Tideswell's "Village Voice"
magazine.

9/3/2018 9:01 PM

382

Grey bin is smaller than other councils. 2 weeks already too long for putrid waste eg bathroom and
others' pet faeces - especially in hot weather. More long trips in cars to tip. Options suggest survey
outcome is a foregone conclusion.

9/3/2018 8:49 PM

383

Clearer guidance on what is and is not acceptable for recycling.

9/3/2018 8:43 PM

384

It would be really helpful to make the recycle things easier. I was living in XXXX for 4 years, just
had a blu lid bin for everything except glass. It was so easy to use. Now I have to separate
everything. Styrofoam does not even go with recycle ones, plastic bags doesn't go - any idea
where to put it? I never used my grey bin for anything other than the bags from the hoover, but
now I'm using it for nearly everything because I have no clue what will be left next time when I put
the recycle bags out.

9/3/2018 10:32 AM

385

Grey bin collection should be maintained at a two week collection period. I am of the mind that this
is a hygiene requirement therefore a health aspect. Blue bins recyclable waste may be collected
every four weeks - maximum. Green bins - garden waste, ok for those who wish to be charged for
this service. I would be prepared to take my garden waste to the Household Waste Centre
provided the service is provided to residents of DDDC free of charge.

9/3/2018 10:18 AM

386

We struggle with fortnightly grey bin collections as it is since the introduction of the smaller bins. If
it went to 3 or 4 weekly collections the size of bin must be increased. If not it would result in refuse
sacks being left in gardens/on the roadside resulting in attracting rats and other vermin, foxes etc.

9/3/2018 9:51 AM

387

Reducing waste collections will only lead to more rats. As a person with difficult access I use black
bags and this can already be a problem due to storage of full bags in a vermin proof manner. To
extend this further (i.e., longer intervals between collections) will be a public health hazard. Btw, at
Question 10n above you do not offer a choice of "No change" and thus whatever people want you
will; always be able to say that people voted for change. This is dishonest and anti-democratic.
Shame!

9/2/2018 8:46 PM

388

You've missed the main health points about regular waste collections in this and in the previous
question. If a household is away at collection time with the current collection arrangements the
result is a collection every 4 weeks. If collections are changed to every 4 weeks and a household
misses a collection there will be rancid waste around for 8 weeks, which is a health hazard
resulting in higher care related costs for our council tax fees. Less frequent waste collections will
result in higher demands on our council finances. Please look at the complete and balanced needs
of our communities.

9/2/2018 7:59 PM

389

Continue to encourage use of recycling centres.

9/2/2018 3:31 PM
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390

Would be really concerned about a reduction in grey bin collections. Our recycling is overflowing
and grey bin is full for fortnightly collection. Having bin liners outside for an additional week or two
would encourage rats and foxes. This could include sanitary waste products that need to be able to
be disposed of securely. With a family of 5 this would require us to have a 2nd bin which also
creates storage issues. We also use the grey bin for bagged dog waste on return from walking the
reduction of collection is contrary to the target of reducing dog waste. Rural locations already have
considerably reduced services from the local authorities. I suggest that the negotiations of
contracted out services could be significantly better managed to reduce costs without the need to
reduce services. Until suppliers are subject to legislation to reduce and offer recyclable packaging
this is not a workable solution.

9/2/2018 11:46 AM

391

Although it has been mentioned how other areas have reduced collections and charge for the
green bin collection there is no mention about the higher costs incurred by these councils for
removing the items which are ‘fly tipped’. The number of incidents of illegal tipping have increased
in rural areas. Some of the items left at the sides of roads, in lay-bys, field entrances etc are not
only environmentally dangerous but create an absolute eyesore...not needed in an area where
tourism is a key part of the local economy!

9/1/2018 6:36 PM

392

It is nor practical to change anything. Leads to fly tipping. We have steps so we take our garden
waste ourselves.

9/1/2018 2:30 PM

393

I think you should stop green waste collecting totally but continue receiving it at the local tip.

9/1/2018 11:18 AM

394

Problems when collections are missed, either through a resident not putting a bin out on time, or
bad weather conditions force collections not to be made. Size of bins, you have made people use
smaller bins, now you want longer to collect. Are you going to make bins bigger to cope with an
extended collection time? Central point recycle bins have now disappeared from car parks etc, has
this action saved money? Our fire, police and ambulance service has all been cut in our rural
community, our waste collections did used to be every week, now it is every 2 weeks, most be a
saving of 50%! Where is our council tax money being spent? Not happy

9/1/2018 11:11 AM

395

Actual separation of food waste recycling. Refuse operatives regularly tip my food waste bin into
my grey bin, so I no longer separate this. Free collection of garden waste. Fortnightly collection of
grey bins- hygiene concerns . Recycled waste is clean and could be stockpiled for collection once
a month

9/1/2018 9:29 AM

396

Better collection and recycling service - if you live in say Wirksworth, Ashbourne and Darley Dale
centres are not exactly handy!

8/31/2018 9:55 PM

397

As both of us are elderly (90 yrs old) and disabled, the answers provided are conditioned by our
age and ability.

8/31/2018 9:42 PM

398

Council tax has just increased now you want to charge us again for a reduced service.Maybe
reduce high wages from overpaid staff.Thank you

8/31/2018 9:00 PM

399

Garden waste needs to be collected on a regular basis and needs to be free. If a charge is levied
there will be more fly tipping of this waste and it doesn't come with addresses or postcodes to find
the culprits. As it is now it takes me 4 bin loads to take away my hedge cuttings. Keeping the
hedges neat and tidy helps the look of the area and encourages my neighbours to follow suit.
Finally some of the poorest residents in the country live in rural areas so applying a levy on top of
the annual council charge would hit the poorest residents hardest. This in turn would allow areas
to degrade, property price fall and discourage new resident uptake thus the loss of council tax
payers.

8/31/2018 4:40 PM

400

Heavily discourage the use of bottled water and provide places to fill up reusable bottles in a range
of locations as well as requiring all catering retail businesses to provide tap water when asked.
Information boards detailing the inferiority of bottled water and the environmental catastrophe it
represents.

8/31/2018 1:36 PM

401

Education and information. Encourage local neighbourhoods/villages to explore how they can be
more pro-active in promoting ways to reduce grey waste. Working with local Eco-schools to share
good practice. More use of local village/neighbourhood blogsites?

8/31/2018 10:02 AM

402

In an area with a lot of holiday/weekend lets reducing the standard refuse collections would result
in more rubbish being left on the street longer and greater health and vermin issues

8/31/2018 8:08 AM

403

We have two dogs. We are only just moving into the area and are basing what we have done in
XXXX area. We have been told that dog waste is to go in the black bin. We have personally always
used biodegradable bags. Our reason therefore for wanting the grey bin emptied fortnightly would
be this . If there was a facility for dog waste as nappies and sanitary disposables maybe even with
a nominal charge for dog waste disposal then we would be happy to pay as responsible pet
owners. Like old dog licence

8/31/2018 8:01 AM

404

Please offer the option to recycle plastic wrappers (or lobby supermarkets to use far less plastic
wrapping of food) and the option to recycle light bulbs too.

8/30/2018 10:25 PM

405

Provide somewhere to recycle plastic packaging

8/30/2018 3:52 PM

406

Question 10 not answered since we do not have an option to vote for continuation of current
collection level. A waste of time and money having a survey if decision already made to change
and charge for green bins.

8/30/2018 3:22 PM

407

YOU SEEM TO HAVE MADE THE DECISION TO STOP 2 WEEKLY GREY BIN COLLECTION AS
THIS OPTION IS NOT STATED. THIS IS THEREFORE A FLAWED CONSULTATION. WE
PREFER THE STATUS QUO.

8/30/2018 1:21 PM

408

Items sold with non-recyclable packaging to carry a 'landfill disposal tax' which is highly visible to
consumers. You pay extra to throw your money away.

8/30/2018 1:02 PM

409

Additional way to separate none recycled plastic- which seems to account for a large percentage
of grey bin waste, so that it could be incinerated rather than going to landfill.

8/30/2018 11:35 AM
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410

From the way the questions have been stacked and the restrictive answer options available it
looks like the council have already got an agenda so not much point in carrying out a survey!
Would be helpful to know how much of my council tax / rates goes on waste management.
Presumably we are paying for this service anyway, so I don't see why we should pay even more
when we don't have a clue as to how efficient the council is currently being with the revenue it
receives from households.

8/30/2018 10:44 AM

411

Additional blue bin for recycling. It is always full already. Alternatively a separate box rather than
the inset for cardboard. Option re general increase in rates would have been helpful. I have real
concerns about bin bags stacking up/ vermin etc if move to monthly collections.

8/30/2018 10:32 AM

412

Currently the caddy in the blue bin is not big enough for all the card and paper we recycle

8/30/2018 10:15 AM

413

Allow every house to have the larger grey bins especially if moving to 3 or 4 weekly collections.

8/30/2018 9:43 AM

414

As always, the responsibility of recycling along with the cost is being pushed down to the
consumer who does not ask for or wants so much waste packaging ... so, here's a thing, how
about prevention at the source and penalising retailers for using so much 'useless' packaging!

8/30/2018 9:24 AM

415

We live at the end of a small lane and the current volume of waste we produce (esp cartons due to
internet parcel) is too much for the small blue bags...we are not the only one.

8/30/2018 9:20 AM

416

Our hamlet does not have a garden waste collection so options A/C/E n/a Plastic products what
is/what is not acceptable?

8/30/2018 8:48 AM

417

I recycle every piece of paper, plastic, glass, tin, card etc that I use, I even wash everything out.
My blue bin is full to the brim every time I put it out and so is my green bin and black bin. I am
doing everything the council has asked and more to reduce waste and recycle as much as I can
yet now I am being penalised when my council tax has just gone up!!! This is extremely unfair and
demotivating when I am putting 100% in when many other residents really don't care yet I am the
one punished. We are a family of four, two adults, two children, and even after I recycle everything,
including all the waste I take to the local tip to recycle, my bins are still full. Why don't the council
offer incentives for people like me who recycle everything such as keep the current scheme or give
me free garden waste or even more bins so I can recycle more at home and charge those that
don't put the effort in?!?!?

8/30/2018 8:24 AM

418

I think it would be a great incentive for people to recycle more if the landfill bin was collected less
often. We are a family of three and only generate around one bag of non-recyclable rubbish a
fortnight. Some of our neighbours on the other hand recycle nothing as they can just fill four sacks
of rubbish and leave them out in front of our houses. You will obviously need to consider the
potential for increased fly-tipping with a less regular bin collection. I'm uncertain about charging for
the garden waste service as don't you use this to generate compost, which you then sell back to
residents at the recycling centre? It seems like paying twice and I feel a garden waste service
should be included in our council tax. If the garden waste charge was a nominal fee then I don't
have strong feelings about it, and maybe it would encourage people to compost at home more.

8/29/2018 10:23 PM

419

Our grey bin is always overflowing by two weeks and we recycle all we can do so there is no way
we would cope with a 3/4 weekly collection. We have a large bin also due to children in nappies
and 3 child household.

8/29/2018 10:02 PM

420

Keep the collection of green waste free. Why should I pay to have my green waste collected when
I already pay a higher than average council tax because of the property I live in.

8/29/2018 10:00 PM

421

None of your collection options are any use! The current arrangement works ok - we can’t have
black bags hanging around for 3 or 4 weeks! Cats and rats will have a field day! I object to any
changes.

8/29/2018 8:29 PM

422

Seems hard on the bin men to arrnage more collections in Christmas / New Year

8/29/2018 7:12 PM

423

We recycle a lot at the moment and are recycling bin is overflowing every 2 weeks. We are also
full to capacity on our general fortnightly bin collection, with a family of 5 I don't think we would be
able to reduce our waste so it was only collected every 3 or 4 weeks!

8/29/2018 6:40 PM

424

I am already recycling all that I can and feel that as my bin is half full for a fortnightly collection,
little should change.

8/29/2018 5:35 PM

425

Education on recycling for those that don’t bother and just put it all in the grey bin/bags. Incentives
to recycle or penalties for those that don’t?

8/29/2018 5:11 PM

426

I am sorry derbyshire dales is going down hill rapidly, the government is not cutting you back that
much, it is the corrupt councillors that are pocketing the most hand outs, cut the waste collection
you will certainly regret doing it you will have more fly tipping than you have every had, we have to
buy our own big bags now, we have rats is XXXX now due to fortnightly collections if they can be
bothered to collect cut your torisum budget with fire works and illuminations let the traders pay for
them we don’t benifit wake up derbyshire dales, I certainly won’t be voting for you next time useless
corrupt council

8/29/2018 4:55 PM

427

still too many people not recycling properly.

8/29/2018 4:25 PM

428

This survey is so biased...Waste collections shouldnt change. If you change it to more that
fortnightly collections your going to have a big litter problem

8/29/2018 2:25 PM

429

Examine financial aspects of use of garden waste. Does the council benefit financially from its
sale?

8/29/2018 2:03 PM

430

charging will mean more fly tipping. I collect waste when walking and put in other peoples bins.
They will not want this if you charge or increase collection times

8/29/2018 12:49 PM

431

Living on a road with no space for bins, a longer time between collections is not acceptable.
Perhaps if you didn’t waste thousands of pounds on fireworks that disturb everyone, set off car
alarms and scare our pets, while making the village impassible to local vehicles, you might have a
bit more money for bin collections.

8/29/2018 12:29 PM
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432

Why can't the green bin and food waste be combined as in the original scheme? No mention of
why the Council has to make savings, perhaps it doesn't like to say its because of the decisions of
the Tory government!

8/29/2018 12:12 PM

433

Put pressure on local retailers (especially Supermarkets) to make less waste by incentivising them
to collect/take back some of their packaging. It could be good publicity for them too.

8/29/2018 11:59 AM

434

I don't think the waste collections have been thought through. Less waste collections will give
Derbyshire Dales more problems. If we have another summer like this one imagine the smells and
problems we will have. Plus with more housing in the area this will lead to health problems and
vermin problems. I am not happy with charging for green waste removal but it is a better option
that extending other collections.

8/29/2018 11:55 AM

435

Actually picking up the food waste bin each week. This wasn't being done so we stopped using it
in the end as the bin was overflowing after an extra week. More options for plastic/glass recycling separate containers for different sorts of plastic (e.g. bottles, tops, other plastics) and details of
what is recyclable in terms of plastic and what isn't. I've phoned the council several times about
what type of plastic can be recycled and what can't and they said they didn't know and weren't very
helpful about it. Other councils I've seen have very specific instructions and it's a lot easier to sort.

8/29/2018 11:54 AM

436

Clearer marking on packaging as to whether and where it could be recycled. Most packaging has
no such information. If garden waste is properly composted and sold direct to customers or to
commercial garden compost producers it should raise significant revenue for the Council.

8/29/2018 11:50 AM

437

We get absolutely nothing from D/dales but a bin collection - no road lighting, road cleaning, hedge
cutting, nothing but a bin collection and we have to pay for bin liners at that!!!! Leave it as it is
please.

8/29/2018 11:07 AM

438

The options given above don't give the preferred option, which is keep colections as they are, even
if Council Tax has to rise. Also, we need a larger paper/cardboard recycling box, or an extra bag, it
is always overflowing, thank you.

8/29/2018 11:04 AM

439

Major problem with black bin bags during hot weather has been maggots. If collections are less
frequent this will become a serious health issue.

8/29/2018 10:56 AM

440

Don’t see why it has to change! We are a family of six, our grey bin and recycling bins are always
full to overflowing by bin collection day as it is. Surely it’s a fundamental right to have our rubbish
and recycling collected at least fortnightly when we pay so much council tax!!!

8/29/2018 9:37 AM

441

The collection of household waste is a statutory duty. Whilst AWC is well established, in recent
years Eric Pickles encouraged councils to collect weekly. DDDC professionals will be aware of the
potential social and environmental risk to 3 or 4 weekly cycles, especially whilst packaging and
therefore waste increases multiply. Councillors will assess the political risks...The provision of
leisure centres and swimming pools is optional, and in 2017-18 cost £1.363m, more than the cost
of household collection.. Central and local government need to have a basic common-sense
discussion.

8/29/2018 9:32 AM

442

Our black is full every 2 weeks and we recycle all we can. We need more recycling options if you
want to reduce black bin collections otherwise we will have overflowing bins and a vermin problem
that you will then have to spend more money addressing. Without a clear plan black bin collections
cannot become less frequent

8/28/2018 9:43 PM

443

Start taking all plastic grades of waste for recycling, this will then reduce the general waste. I work
in plastic recycling sector. All plastic wastes are recyclable it's just that some have no value or
have a cost to recycle. My grey bin is full to bursting each fortnight. If you are not careful your
cleanup costs for flying tipping will exceed your savings!!!! Do not change grey waste collections at
all.

8/28/2018 9:33 PM

444

The paper/ cardboard box has the smallest capacity of the rubbish containers, but one of the
largest amounts of rubbish. Larger container fir this waste would be most helpful.

8/28/2018 8:36 PM

445

You need to think of and address in your planning the consequences (eg increased fly tipping) of
the options and for efficiency examine scope to combine services with adjoining authorities like
Amber Valley and High Peak (Joined Up Working). Ensure garden waste linked to composting as
now at Ashbourne (expand that elsewhere in the interests of the environment and income
generation). Publish the results so we can see what will influence the review and decisions please.

8/28/2018 7:59 PM

446

Our country is already a rubbish heap and any further reductions to free collection of waste from
domestic homes will only add to the disgrace of our country which is already littered. Even within
rural Derbyshire the amount of litter on roads, pavements, roadsides, you only need to look at
A6/A38 for evidence of this. Council tax is high and the amount paid has already calculated in the
cost of such service (or should have been). Further cuts to these services can only lead to a
massive increase in fly tipping, poor hygiene around domestic homes and result in polluting our
environment.

8/28/2018 6:32 PM

447

What you are suggesting is disgraceful especially the grey bin to four weekly collection. Why don’t
you you cut down costs on staff over heads and stop wasting peoples money. There is so much
wastage in many departments, I’m sure the public could find ways in stopping these ideas of
increasing more costs!

8/28/2018 5:53 PM

448

Increase charges for shops which sell things in non recyclable packaging therefore increasing the
use of the grey bins.

8/28/2018 4:11 PM

449

Address issue of packaging with supermarkets - the source of much grey bin waste, not the poor
end user

8/28/2018 2:30 PM

450

I have black bin bags. Which I already pay for. I think it would be detrimental to empty bins less
frequently. I am sure making charges will encourage fly tipping. Charges fir green waste nay be
the way forward. I do not have any larges bins due to access restrictions to my home. I find the
small blue box abd blue bag inadequate.

8/28/2018 2:05 PM
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451

Text alerts when scheduled collections may not take place or be delayed eg bad weather / vehicle
breakdown

8/28/2018 2:02 PM

452

Continue as you are doing.

8/28/2018 1:57 PM

453

Providing a regular service is paramount when it comes to recycling and general garden waste. I
am against any cuts to this service. You’re going to see an increase in vermin infestations,
overflowing waste, and general untidiness. I am sure the burning of rubbish will increase too which
you already see in the dales. This is what council tax is for. Twice a month for regular waste, and
alternate twice a week for recycling and garden waste is not unreasonable. Look at where council
money is being wasted and redirect the funds accordingly. You’ve already cut buses in the region
and now this. It’s the 21st century for goodness sake!

8/28/2018 1:30 PM

454

We recycle a lot of our waste however our black bin is still full (we are a family of 4 with 2 step
children regularly staying with us as well). We would not want to see the frequency of grey bin
collections reduced.

8/28/2018 1:22 PM

455

larger volume grey and blue bins - currently overflowing with even fortnightly collections - any less
frequent will be a health hazard

8/28/2018 12:48 PM

456

Add any additional charges to Council Tax bill instead of additional collection of charges

8/28/2018 12:25 PM

457

none of the above are relevant to me

8/28/2018 12:22 PM

458

DDDC waste collection is the best I know of so please don't ruin it. Charge for the service that
costs you and the earth most like they do in Germany - there they have a monthly charge for
waste collection in grey bin & can choose a larger or smaller bin. There is no information in your
survey about the household that is answering it so how useful is it? We are 2 people in good health
with a large garden - very different from a large family with no garden. As a council, put pressure
on manufacturers to reduce plastic wrapping. That is what makes up most of our grey bin contents.
The weekly collection of food waste is very useful but how would this continue if the other
collections were out of sync?

8/28/2018 9:16 AM

459

Take the stupid paper inserts out which reduce the amount you can fit in the bin. No other council
to whom I've paid council tax to has this ridiculous two tier bin.

8/27/2018 10:15 PM

460

We need a bigger food waste bin as ours is very small. Changes must be possible without
charging....Save by collecting less often on black bins; keep other services.... What is driving the
significant increase in costs - you should explain what is driving this and then surely tackle this
ahead of changing services

8/27/2018 10:11 PM

461

do not collect black bags less frequently. those of us who dont have wheelie bins have nowhere to
store them. if you charge for garden waste people will either put them in black bins, i.e. landfill or
will fly tip.

8/27/2018 9:38 PM

462

While I am keen to reduce the waste comsumption in our home, when you have a family with
babies and small children regular waste e.g. nappies, it is difficult to reduce the waste from grey
bin to enable a less frequent collection.

8/27/2018 8:47 PM

463

By the time my fortnightly recycling collection is due, my bins are almost always completely full. I
do not think a reduction in collections would be helpful at all.

8/27/2018 3:11 PM

464

Most helpful would be to keep the services the same considering the rates keep increasing!

8/27/2018 2:39 PM

465

we have a large family with a disabled daughter who requjres the use of nappies and our black bin
is always full to over flowing every two weeks so reducing this to three weeks is not an option.
Also we have a very very large garden and each time we cut the grass it fills for every two weeks.
so why not leave things alone and reduce the wages your top earners have instead of paying
stupid wages. everyine on the council pay packet should be on the living wage . that would save
us a fortune

8/27/2018 12:01 PM

466

Do what you are paid for and supply a good efficient service! Cut something else!

8/27/2018 9:27 AM

467

Credit system such as reduced or free green waste services in exchange for demonstrable
recycling levels - specific to household. This will give great accountability and level of consequence
for limit recycling by certain households.

8/26/2018 10:22 PM

468

Credit system such as reduced or free green waste services in exchange for demonstrable
recycling levels - specific to household. This will give great accountability and level of consequence
for limit recycling by certain households.

8/26/2018 10:22 PM

469

Note that as a single person I commonly put out the grey bin but once a month.My blue bin needs
collection each 2 weeks, because of the extent of carefully picked waste, including voluntary litter
picking. My green bin has a strong seasonal bias in use, but would overflow if I could not have it
collected each 2 weeks.

8/26/2018 9:58 PM

470

I understand the need to save money but the frequency of waste collections cannot change. I
accept that you may have to charge for garden waste but if you change the frequency of grey bin
collections you will need to provide larger bins. I would scrap the food caddy and go back to
putting this into the garden waste - if you ever watch bins being emptied this happens anyway
when the bins are collected

8/26/2018 9:33 PM

471

If you go to 3 or 4 week collections this will increase fly tipping which will lead to more costs for the
council

8/26/2018 8:52 PM

472

The problem with paid services is that people will put their waste in their neighbours bins causing
a lot of friction. We already have a problem with passers-by using blue and green bins as rubbish
bins or even for dog poo bags.

8/26/2018 8:45 PM

473

Regular feedback on what is happening to the products we recycle. At the moment I recycle all my
plastic as per instructions - but how much is really being recycled by our service? If most us still
going to landfill I really need to know and then I can make better choices when shopping - at least
try to!!! How efficient is the food waste recycling programme - again I appreciate the kerbside
collections every week but it would be good to know how useful/ profitable it really is.

8/26/2018 7:31 PM
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474

Using a recycling plant that can handle mixed recycling so card and paper go in with glass, tins
etc. Much easier.

8/26/2018 6:44 PM

475

provide free compost bins to reduce garden and food waste. seperate wheelie bin for cardboard
and one for plastic/cans .

8/26/2018 6:28 PM

476

We are a working family of 5. Our recycling containers and grey bin are full to bursting EVERY
fortnight. If the grey bin container service were to reduce to 3 or 4 weekly then we would be forced
to make additional trips to the tip on top of managing 4 jobs and taking care of 3 children between
us. This we would reluctantly do but I'm sure others wouldn't, leading to an increase in fly tipping. I
would much prefer a paid for garden waste service or a simple increase in Council Tax to cover
the additional cost.

8/26/2018 6:21 PM

477

I believe the current system of two weekly collections for grey bins is essential. They smell badly
even after this time. I believe that the blue and green bins should remain as two weekly. The food
bins are a waste - we compost all we can and put the remainder in the grey bin tightly sealed. The
Council has done a superb job in keeping down rates but cutting down bin collections will cause
both hygiene and volume problems. We only put non-compostable items in our green bin, which is
almost always full.

8/26/2018 6:07 PM

478

Anything you can do to encourage plastic recycling or alternative packaging would almost
eliminate my grey bin waste. Options for dog poo collection would be appreciated. Currently has to
go in grey bin.

8/26/2018 6:03 PM

479

It is disappointing that this questionnaire is not balanced, It would appear a decision has been
made, the collection of grey bin every two weeks should not be negotiable, also the blue bin needs
collection every 2 weeks, food waste needs to be collected weekly, or there is no point in recycling
it may as well go in with general waste- this all seems like the thin end of the wedge for
communities who benefit very little from their council tax payments to DDDC. Maybe its time to
close DDDC's expensive site and amalgamate with DCC - this one assumes would free up a
considerable amount of money. Have you also considered that you may be over your quota for
land fill by collecting in this way. Please have a serious re think - rubbish collection is the only thing
DDDC do well.

8/26/2018 3:05 PM

480

While I appreciate the need to recycle more and use the grey bin less. Maybe rather than giving
residents smaller bins you'd have been better giving the larger bins and going down to monthly
collections. With fortnightly over Christmas and New Year. Possibly providing information about
how we can recycle better at Christmas time with packaging and gift wrapping in mind (a lot of
items still come with polystyrene and plastic and card together). The more collections of various
waste you can provide the more people will recycle, in my opinion.

8/26/2018 2:26 PM

481

We have two large well used green bins. Would we have to pay a double annual charge?

8/26/2018 12:17 PM

482

The frequency of all collections should remain unchanged and free. Maybe garden rubbish
collection could be restricted to April to October

8/26/2018 11:45 AM

483

I recycle my waste and try to reduce my rubbish, yet having the fornightly collection my bins are
still Full, I personally feel that the grey bin waste should NOT be changed! if the council are
looking at ways to save money they need to look at other area's of spending. my council tax has
just gone up so I cannot understand how as a council you still need to make cutbacks as big as
this.

8/26/2018 10:31 AM

484

i think it is disgusting that you are on about charging for garden waste we pay council tax that
should come into that.... how on earth can you considor moving black bin to 3 weekly that is
disgusting.... be rats and alsorts on our streets all thinking of money but not health amd saftey and
hygiene

8/26/2018 10:15 AM

485

Why do we pay council tax and then wanting to charge again and again for waste collection. You
will end up with persons fly tipping and save nothing

8/26/2018 10:10 AM

486

more recycling in litter bins

8/26/2018 10:04 AM

487

Why not stop green bins when we can go recycle centre for free, not fair to charge o.a.p for this
service when they don’t use this service

8/26/2018 9:54 AM

488

Bigger grey bin if collections are less frequent Bin rather than insert for cardboard

8/26/2018 9:52 AM

489

More details about what can be recycled- especially plastics

8/26/2018 9:47 AM

490

Collections for green bin garden waste during summer only as not needed in winter? Also does it
help if you don’t put bin out if it’s not going to be full until the next scheduled collection?

8/26/2018 9:46 AM

491

You can have my Green bin back and not charge me for this service and I will recycle my own
garden waste I refuse to pay more money

8/26/2018 9:45 AM

492

This is a very loaded survey. Keep garden waste free. Make recycling bins bigger or make them
weekly. Fly tipping will increase if you go three weekly or more.

8/26/2018 9:33 AM

493

Why is there no option to leave the collection as is and charge for a green waste collection

8/26/2018 9:29 AM

494

This survey is extremely unfair as you are asking how much worse can waste collections get
before we will willingly pay! Stop wasting our taxes on surveys and overpriced managers and just
do what you’re paid for!

8/26/2018 9:24 AM

495

Collections should stay as they are not chargeable and not reduced look at saving money in other
areas such as salaries and the amount of staff employed at the town hall

8/26/2018 9:12 AM

496

There will be more dumping of garden waste and household waste in the community and anyway
dont we already pay for our garden waste with COUNCIL TAX. disgusting idea.

8/26/2018 9:11 AM

497

Better would be allowing all recyclables in the blue bin. Better would be making sure that each
house has a blue bag

8/26/2018 9:07 AM
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498

This is ridiculous, we pay council tax and you are taking away the services that you are supposed
to provide. I’m sure you will get the money you so desperately need to find to continue the services
from the increase in car park charges and ludicrous charge for people to use the public toilets.
Perhaps if some councillors didn’t get wage increases on already substantial wages you could
provide the services your residents require and deserve for the tax they pay. This survey is biased
and pathetic. Time people took a stand against the council!

8/26/2018 8:09 AM

499

I haven’t specified a charge as I think all are too much and I haven’t ranked any new plans in order
as none are good enough to rank.

8/26/2018 7:44 AM

500

I recycle EVERYTHING I can and my grey bin is still full fortnightly because everything we buy has
ridiculous amounts of packaging!!!

8/25/2018 5:13 PM

501

You have put up the council tax to pay for this and now you want to reduce service? Get ready for
more fly tipping!

8/25/2018 4:00 PM

502

This survey is poor. It is very much geared towards influencing the public to the council's preferred
outcome. Why is the user not allowed to answer.none of the above?

8/25/2018 2:41 PM

503

Provide additional/larger grey lid bins. Then a 3 weekly grey lid collection would be more
acceptable. All bins are always overflowing at the current 2 week collection, including food. Excess
Garden waste is easily transported by private vehicle to the tip, if necessary.

8/25/2018 12:48 PM

504

I recycle as much as is currently possible. If the frequency of the grey bin collection is increased to
three or four weekly I think a larger bin should be provided. More needs to be done to make
suppliers use recyclable containers.

8/25/2018 10:39 AM

505

To rank the options at Para 10 above we need to know the cost savings likely to be achieved by
the various proposals.

8/25/2018 10:31 AM

506

Where is Option 6 - no change? You are giving the people that pay YOUR salary Hobson's
Choice!!! How about reducing the pay of the Executive a little bit?

8/25/2018 10:28 AM

507

Improve recycling facilities to include more types of plastics. Give pictorial instructions on types of
plastic which can be recycled eg Cornwall council. Ensure all recyclable materials are actually
recycled and not sent abroad or to landfill. DDC should liaise across all Derbyshire council to
combine effort to recycle.

8/25/2018 9:23 AM

508

Information about how the whole recycling process works. Where does it all go and what happens
to it. We are never sure if our waste is actually recycled.

8/25/2018 9:14 AM

509

Put pressure on suppliers to use recyclable materials in packaging. Provide more clarity on items
that can be recycled. Increase recycling capability and the types of item that can be recycled.

8/25/2018 6:32 AM

510

Leave everything as it is. The recycled waste is sold, therefore raising money. You're talking about
cost but we already pay for collections with our council tax. Save the money you're proposing
putting in to sanitary collection and text messages by keeping the service as it currently is. Cutting
back collecting waste will cause fly tipping which has been a problem for me over the years.

8/24/2018 11:00 PM

511

How about an option to pay for a 2 weekly grey bin collection. As a family of 5 we do generate a
lot of rubbish and so much packaging for every day items is not actually recyclable for example
fruit and veg punnets and black ready meal containers. This proposal will just lead to people
putting things in the recycle bin that aren’t recyclable thus costing us all more money - bad idea!

8/24/2018 10:41 PM

512

Any less frequent collector s will just increase vermin and fly tipping FACT

8/24/2018 10:38 PM

513

The council has already decided change will happen, probably to three or four week collections as
the status quo is not an option. What a sham of a consultation! Time for leadership change at the
dales.

8/24/2018 10:28 PM

514

I would be prepared to do as much as I can to help with waste of all types but NOT prepared to
pay. We pay 0ver £3k per year council tax which is a fair contribution and I think enough. I am
retired and now on limited income

8/24/2018 10:27 PM

515

More information on exactly what is recyclable

8/24/2018 10:26 PM

516

Green collections free Apr - Sep (when most needed); chargeable Oct - Mar. If you charge then
people will maximise the black bin space with garden waste, cans, paper, etc.

8/24/2018 10:15 PM

517

If you reduce collections I will reduce the council tax I pay simple as that!

8/24/2018 8:53 PM

518

Keep collections the same We all pay our councils taxes and feel you are trying to take money on
e money from the good people of Derbyshire. In times like this you should respect the residents
wishes and leave this matter alone. All you will encourage by leaving rubbish for longer periods of
time is vermin!

8/24/2018 7:59 PM

519

Easier identification of which plastics are acceptable for re-cycling, ie no black or grey plastic food
containers. Maybe a sticker on the recycling bins to remind people of what cannot be recycled.

8/24/2018 7:48 PM

520

Leave it how it is. Less frequent will increase vermin & smell. Charging for anything encourages fly
tipping, already a serious problem

8/24/2018 6:59 PM

521

I do not feel any of the options above are reasonable as council tax is already high. Maybe
reducing the hierachy positions in the council might be a better option to reduce costs .

8/24/2018 5:44 PM

522

Satisfactory as it is. Less frequent collections increase fly tipping, smells and rodents. Confusing to
have collections 3 weekly, will never remember.

8/24/2018 4:52 PM

523

Further consideration of these proposals for households with a) mid-terrace access from back
through house, b) frontage onto the street, c)limited storage in small back garden. I believe that
more of their waste might end up being dumped or placed in municipal bins as already happens
for some.

8/24/2018 4:51 PM

524

It would be very useful if the bin persons, put the boxes back in the bins once emptied.

8/24/2018 4:42 PM
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525

8/24/2018 2:44 PM
We understand that the DDDC is paid by Vital Earth Ltd, Ashbourne, for receiving the garden and
2018-10-31 11:39:32
food waste collected by the DDDC contractors. It is extortion for Council Tax-payers to have to pay
-------------------------------------------extra for the collection also. The grey bin (especially the extra big ones), the black bags and the
facility]
absorbent hygiene products waste should be the items being considered for charges,[Processing
not the
much easier to recycle garden and food waste.

526

Greater clarity on what can or can't be recycled both on the packaging and council policy. It would
also be helpful if there was more consistency between different council authorities to make
recycling more effective.

8/24/2018 12:36 PM

527

Separate, more frequent collections of pet waste eg dog/cat poo bags. This waste is the main
reason I am against reducing the grey bin collection.

8/24/2018 12:21 PM

528

Any reduction in collection frequency would require larger bins in order to safeguard general
hygiene. The amount of waste generated can only be controlled at source, by more controls over
packaging and materials production. Generally speaking, the householder has to accept market
forces so guidance on alternatives to supermarket shopping may help, if there are any......

8/24/2018 12:04 PM

529

Very satisfied with the present frequency of collections. Being a single householder I often put bins
out less frequently

8/24/2018 11:35 AM

530

This poll is geared and a council scam. Our grey bin is half the size of the blue bin and it takes a
max of 3 bags to fill, who ever authorised this has already decided there will be a charge and then
lie about a consultation- where is the option for free collections? Sorry this is a standard policy for
the council.

8/24/2018 10:54 AM

531

It would be interesting and encouraging to receive information on what happens to recycled
material-how much still end up in landfill.

8/24/2018 9:10 AM

532

Collection of polystyrene waste, both simple and expanded. Collection of small electrical items,
e.g. cables, computer components, kettles.

8/24/2018 9:02 AM

533

1.Remove/collect waste waste spilt during collection. 2.Bins damaged by collection methods
should be prevented and replacements not charged to the customer.

8/24/2018 8:56 AM

534

Working with retailers and recycling industry to ensure for instance all plastics are either recycled
or banned. One bin for all recycling.

8/24/2018 8:32 AM

535

Why are you only consulting on the above 5 options? (Question 10). Very leading questions with
no opportunity to provide people's real views. With the current service in Tideswell, during winter,
collections are often missed due to road snow/ice conditions - so in reality collection are often only
every four weeks. So reducing the frequency will mean an unacceptable (and unhygienic!) gap
between collections. Please can you issue another survey which PROPERLY consults and allows
people to have their say.

8/24/2018 8:29 AM

536

Charge those who don’t recycle

8/24/2018 8:01 AM

537

DCC allow households who were initially given larger black bins to keep them- I know many
families who are now much smaller than 5 who have kept bins for decades. This is grossly unfair
and a waste of my council tax. During bad weather bins sometimes are not collected for 4 weeks
even before collections reduced.

8/24/2018 12:38 AM

538

Problems with rats in our location gnawing at the food waste bin. how can we stop this spreading
to overflowing grey bin and black sacks which also attract Foxes

8/23/2018 10:50 PM

539

Keep the service as it, maybe reduce garden waste collection to monthly in the winter months.
Separating absorbent hygiene products will surely cost more as a different bin collection???
Separate collection people, lorry wear & fuel??

8/23/2018 9:26 PM

540

More advice on recycling of plastics. Recycling of a greater variety of plastics.

8/23/2018 8:16 PM

541

We pay £303 a month already and have 2 green bins having purchased the second. Very unhappy
with this.

8/23/2018 7:53 PM

542

4 weekly collections is ludicrous! There will be more fly tipping. My bin is already overflowing after
2 weeks and I recycle.

8/23/2018 6:35 PM

543

you have changed mt grey bin to a smaller one are these to be changed for large ones if refuse
collections become monthly as mine is full to overflowing in the fortnight, this needs to bd
considered....

8/23/2018 6:28 PM

544

How about you keep providing what we're already paying you an increasing amount for year on
year?

8/23/2018 5:57 PM

545

bigger blue bins - the majority of waste is recyclable

8/23/2018 5:43 PM

546

I do not want any reductions in grey/black bin collections.

8/23/2018 5:39 PM

547

This is an appalling survey.I do not wish to see abandoned waste littering this area which is
inevitable consequence of policy already decided. Frequently pick up others litter. All litter bins
WILL be surrounded by rubbish

8/23/2018 5:28 PM

548

If recycling is actually ending up in landfill and not being recycled, as the media suggests, then
why bother collecting it at all? Reduce the number of unsightly bins outside properties and
increase/improve standard refuse collections. Do not consider collecting normal refuge at any
period in excess of 2 weeks. Negotiate a better contract with providers - the general public pay
you enough for this basic service already. You are only doing the absolute minimum required at
present.

8/23/2018 4:27 PM

549

The grey bin is not man issue, as we've all been asked to recycle, which we do. Now you want to
charge us for it. And we've been told that the recycling is a scam, as they burn it illegally in Poland
? Where is all our money going ? And its "none of the above" to questions 9 and 11, as it will be at
the next local and general elections...

8/23/2018 3:58 PM
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550

This survey seems biased towards reduce the frequency of collections. This would be disastrous.
Please do not further reduce the frequency our bins are emptied. I live alone and my bin is
frequently full by the time it is emptied

8/23/2018 3:42 PM

551

even though you give 5 options in fact there are 2 - extend from 2 weeks to 3 week collections and
or pay for green waste collection. Where is the option for Not pay for Green bin collection or
Introduce fines for NOT recycling...that would be better.

8/23/2018 3:39 PM

552

Have a reliable service where collections aren’t missed. Stop using caged lorries and black bin
liners in areas which don’t need them - ie because the current contractor can’t be bothered to
drive to an adequate turning space. Fortnightly collections are barely adequate for a family of four
even with recycling, and with regular missed collections, rodents are a health risk. Changing to a
monthly collection would be counter productive and a disgrace. The council needs to make
savings elsewhere, in rural areas we wonder why we are paying so much council tax.

8/23/2018 3:38 PM

553

Larger bins for recyclable waste, ours is always full after a week. A separate bin for card/paper and
another for other recyclables would help as the top paper section is too small and gets in the way
when trying to put bottles etc in the lower section.

8/23/2018 3:19 PM

554

Stop trade waste at Ashbourne Recycling Centre - at the weekends its endless trade vans
dropping off materials for landfill

8/23/2018 3:05 PM

555

Key arrangements as currently in use. I currently pay over £1,800/year for a mediocre service from
Serco. Any increase will be too much for a band D owned Property occupied in my case by two
OAPs.

8/23/2018 2:47 PM

556

Recycling of other plastics not currently done at kerbside.

8/23/2018 2:42 PM

557

impossible to recycle more than now - why can't council target supermarkets like sainsburys who
package stuff in non recyleable wrappers. don't make black bin collections less frequent, the
village will have rats and smelly bins overflowing. recycling is important but some of us already do
it so don't penalise us by reducing black bins as you can't take that waste anywhere else

8/23/2018 1:48 PM

558

As I don't have a black bin (no access), I would struggle with black sacks being collected only
every three weeks because of storing the waste It would be good to have clearer information on
what plastic is recyclable, and more confidence that it is being recycled.

8/23/2018 1:35 PM

559

Enforce the collection of ONLY recyclables and reduce the mix of non-recyclables with recyclables

8/23/2018 1:18 PM

560

Please do not change bin collection days as my black bin is already full after 2 weeks

8/23/2018 12:53 PM

561

it would help if i was allowed a wheely bin rsther than bags. due to mess and having to atore thwm
near my front door. also recycling containers. would handy yet have never recieved them eaxh
timw they are asked for!

8/23/2018 12:34 PM

562

In a few words, people pay their council tax to have their bins empty, trying to reduce the
collections is ludicrous!!!!!!

8/23/2018 12:11 PM

563

In the event that the bins were emptied less frequently, I feel this would lead to fly tipping and
possibly people burning rubbish at home producing unpleasant and toxic fumes. Regarding the
proposed charging for green bin collection, again I am sure that people will try to burn garden
waste which they wouldn't normally do, this I feel would result in neighbour disputes and much
unpleasantness. Imagine some residents leaving smouldering bonfires going overnight, or
sometimes for days! I am 68 years old and so feel I speak from experience over the years. To
save some money why not consider stopping the free supply of food waste bags given out once a
year, when multiplied out would add up to quite a saving . I could be something to consider,
moving from serco to in house collection service which might work out cheaper and with properly
trained and motivated staff, in the long run.

8/23/2018 11:43 AM

564

Clarity over confusing plastics and wrapper recycling

8/23/2018 11:37 AM

565

Reducing the frequency of Grey Bin collection is likely to 'encourage' illegal disposal (fly tipping).
The same can occur if charges are introduced for Green Bin collections - but unlike Grey Bins, the
content will degrade. Grey Bin content can become very smellie and unhealthy if left for longer
periods (particularly in hot weather) and will encourage illegal disposal. A 'surcharge' on
retailers/providers of non recylable matereials (i.e. plastics, wrappings etc) could help reduce the
volume and problems associated with grey Bin content!

8/23/2018 11:28 AM

566

standardize and simplify all products and systems for recycling so we know what goes where,
There is too much confusion throughout the whole country of what will go in what receptacle.
otherwise everything in doubt goes into general waste.

8/23/2018 11:25 AM

567

May I suggest that the free garden waste be extended from fortnightly to perhaps monthly or 2
monthly.for those with small gardens and those with big gardens and obviously use more
frequently could be charged if agreeable. The blue bins/or sacks do become very heavy so any
change could cause hardship to elderly people.

8/23/2018 11:23 AM

568

remember that rural properties that use black bin sacks for whatever reason have to be wary of
vermin getting into the waste waiting for collection. This causes a mess on the roadside. I already
recycle so much that I pop down to Ashbourne recycling centre inbetween bin collections. How
many people will just resort to fly tipping?

8/23/2018 11:18 AM

569

Door to door advice on recycling, especially food

8/23/2018 10:27 AM

570

in the summer it is especially important to collect incontinence waste more frequently due to smell.
Increasing to 3 weekly for continence waste would be difficult to manage as bin is full after 2
weeks

8/23/2018 9:47 AM
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571

I honestly cannot quite believe what I am reading. It is generally acknowledged that fly-tipping is at
an all time high, and from your own website "Fly-tipping can be a threat to humans and wildlife. It
also damages our environment and spoils our enjoyment of the Derbyshire Dales." Who decided
this was a good idea; I presume that they don't live in the Dales? Also, we are largely a National
Park, so how does this fit in with the obligations to "Conserve and Enhance" its special qualities.
Foolish and short-sighted. I expect that this will be a typical DDDC consultation whereby the
decision has already been made, and lip-service is being paid to the people that you serve.

8/23/2018 9:23 AM

572

This survey is not very objective, there should be other option such as no charge for garden waste
question. It has been designed to give you the answers you want and then say residents said ......
very poor consultation process

8/23/2018 8:31 AM

573

Please note that you have an error on Question10 where option D where you can only score
option D, or E - it wont accept answers to both (fyi my answer to option D is "5").

8/23/2018 8:12 AM

574

If grey bins are collected less frequently they should be bigger

8/23/2018 8:08 AM

575

I think it's disgraceful to collect black/grey bins less frequently. I see lots of bins with 100's flies
around them as it is! It's unhygenic & ridiculous, fly tipping will dramatically increase. We already
recycle everything we can and do not have a recycle centre close enough to do anymore since
you removed all the points in the town's.

8/23/2018 7:56 AM

576

How about you stop trying to rip us off and do the services you are currently being paid to do! Are
we going to get a reduction in council tax for a reduced service?! Unless you do I will totally
oppose any change

8/23/2018 7:01 AM

577

I am concerned that if some services become chargeable then fly-tipping may go up.

8/23/2018 6:57 AM

578

Less frequent black bin collections could result in overspill of rubbish, with problems associated
with vermin etc. We currently recycle as much as is possible but still have a full black bin
fortnightly. If longer than fortnightly collection, especially in summer, the bins will stink. This should
be a last resort option. If you need to cut anything, it should be the garden waste and move to
chargeable or opt out. It would also be more helpful if the blue recycling bin had more space for
paper and card. Ultimately, if we have recyclable materials that are too much for the bins (eg large
cardboard) we can bring them to the recycling centre, but we have nowhere to bring general
waste. Please don’t waste money on expensive leaflets on how to recycle when local councillors
could disseminate this information. Ditto with text reminder services.

8/23/2018 6:28 AM

579

Shops need to be pushed to use more recyclable materials too. I throw a lot of unrecyclable plastic
and bags away due to supermarkets choosing to use this type of plastic. Maybe Councils should
persue this matter rather than putting it all on the customer/consumer.

8/23/2018 6:15 AM

580

This is absolute insanity. Fly tipping is at an all time high, and you are suggesting reducing the
household waste collections. Whoever came up with this idea needs sacking. XXXX. Chrage for
green bins by all means, but if you reduce the grey bin collections I'll just chuck my XXXX in a
hedge; you'll need to come and get it then.

8/22/2018 11:50 PM

581

Rubbish stinks and we get rats 3 weeks between collections is unexceptable unless your going to
give out free pest control!

8/22/2018 11:16 PM

582

I have not answered question 9 because I do not think any charge for garden recycling is
acceptable, we pay enough council tax given we are in a very high banding.

8/22/2018 10:20 PM

583

Option to have larger or additional blue/grey/green bins. particularly if collections are going to be
less frequent.

8/22/2018 9:52 PM

584

More (albeit smaller) depots that could accept blue bin recyclables would help facilitate less
frequent council collections. I live in Wirksworth for example and have to travel to neighbouring
towns if my blue bin gets too overstocked e.g. receiving packages etc.

8/22/2018 9:52 PM

585

We would prefere to keep our collections as they are. We don’t get value for money for paying our
council tax ,with bus services being cut ,library’s closing ,staff shortages in council homes,

8/22/2018 9:42 PM

586

Return of local recycling bins for clothes, books and excess recyclables and/or return of skip lorry
intermittently in various locations.

8/22/2018 8:56 PM

587

The survey is BIASED There is no option for No Change in the 1-5 ratings This is not a fair survey
if that option is not available Why should people with gardens be penalised we already pay
enough in our council tax to incorporate that Making extra collections for nappies is rediculous
when you should be encouraging people to use cloth nappies instead I’m not sure how many
people will fill this out as advertising is limited and very hard to find on website There should
definitely be a link on the bin site of the web page which is common sense Taking refuge or garden
waste is not echo friendly Not everyone can drive or has a car This survey needs rethinking Made
more available Not everyone uses the internet And it’s not publicly widely advertised in different
mediums that we’ve seen

8/22/2018 7:33 PM

588

Leave grey & blue lid collections as they are

8/22/2018 7:02 PM

589

Its not really a consultation when you have already fixed the potential outcomes. The only option
was to decide between three or four weekly collections with no for fortnightly option!

8/22/2018 7:00 PM

590

8/22/2018 6:59 PM

591

I have black bin bags rather than a bin - four weeks with that in the house is too much!! I now only
use the food caddy if I have a lot of stuff. When the bin men collect they tip other caddies in it as
well for the whole street, and I end up having to clean out rancid meat juices and occasionally
maggots, so when I have only put out tea bags and a few vegetable peelings I end up with more
rubbish in it after they have collected than before. If they were emptied individually I would be
more inclined to use it. I don't currently have a blue box - I asked for one a couple of times when
the scheme was started but it never came, I use the recycling at Sainsburys instead. You could
check that people have the bins/boxes/bags they need in order to recycle. I am concerned that if
the black bin/sack collection is changed to three or four weeks that there will be an increase in fly
tipping, which damages the environment and costs to clean up.
84
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592

Your proposal to charge for garden waste penalises us in the countryside who have bigger
gardens and greener policies already! We hardly get any other services that are provided in towns
anyway. No streetlights, no gritting,no street cleaning. Why don;t townsfolk pay for lighting rather
than us pay for garden waste?! Your survey is in any case wholly disingenuous and really is just
self-fulfilling what you wan to do anyway - charge us more for less!

8/22/2018 6:53 PM

593

I would like my bin emptied every 2 wks thank u.

8/22/2018 6:53 PM

594

Ridiculous to think about reducing frequency of black bin rubbish. We are told not to wash and
recycle poultry and pork packaging due to contaminating the kitchen, hence, it goes in the black
bin, things like this mean it needs collecting frequently. Reduce the frequency of recycling, give us
bigger recycling bins, one for plastic, another for paper and cans. Current bin isnt big enough as it
is, for every collection we need to use previous blue bag aswell as insert.

8/22/2018 6:52 PM

595

Very simple, you’re coming at this from the wrong end! Trying to Make an austerity budget meet
the demand for waste collection. Campaign, with other councils to get the supermarkets and other
retailers to: A provide a skip service for customers to dump the huge amount if unnecessary
packaging on food in particular. B campaign to get supermarkets to reduce packaging to a
minimum. Please take this seriously it’s not a flippant remark.

8/22/2018 6:46 PM

596

basically you need to reduce the service or charge? have you thought of bringing service back in
house and not paying shareholders profit?

8/22/2018 6:29 PM

597

Households with larger black bins that should no longer have them should have them removed
and replaced with the smaller bins.

8/22/2018 6:06 PM

598

More space for recycling cardboard in the blue lidded bin. Reducing waste by reducing the amount
of packaging people are forced to consume! Introduce loose food aisles in supermarkets, promote
veg boxes. Let's get rid of plastic!!!!

8/22/2018 5:43 PM

599

Get the Government on board with forcing supermarkets and other shops not to use nonrecyclable plastic packaging and less recyclable plastic packaging.

8/22/2018 5:12 PM

600

Ability to take plastic waste to recycling centres

8/22/2018 4:57 PM

601

Vital to keep weekly food and fortnightly grey bins.

8/22/2018 4:39 PM

602

There is no option to leave things as they are or improve them. For reference I absolutely do not
think that 3-4 weekly collection is sensible. It will attract vermin to streets and gardens and even
over the summer months controlling flies and maggots is a pronlem. In addition we are regularly
left notes on our bins that they are too heavy and thus not collected. Which means we have to put
two weeks of waste in the car and take it to the tip ourselves with a toddler in the car. Not
acceptable.

8/22/2018 4:29 PM

603

I'll assume that my council tax will be going down if the services the council "provide" are
decreasing?

8/22/2018 4:08 PM

604

Oh my goodness. What are we paying our rates for? Everything is going to be charged and all
sorts going up in cost, eg parking and many public services being reduced (police), libraries
closing and leisure centres being handed over. I think this is an awful idea and could increase flytipping; a bigger cost to the council that we will have to pay for. At this rate no- one will have a
positive thing to say for their council, elections are approaching and people may show their
distaste in another way.

8/22/2018 3:06 PM

605

If black bag collections are increasing we would need some way of storing our black bags outside.

8/22/2018 3:02 PM

606

Happy for grey bin collections every 4 weeks providing bin is larger

8/22/2018 2:41 PM

607

Instead of wasting council tax money on trivial information and text messages use it to give us a
decent service. We don't get good value for money as it is, winter time is a nightmare, the roads
where I live are never treated, I (as do very many people) wonder where our council tax money is
spent (though I think we can guess!) It's all about saving money, get rid of the high earners and
save some money that way. It's a disgrace.

8/22/2018 1:58 PM

608

As a pet owner and mother of 2 children with another due soon, I think it is all ready disgusting 2
weekly collections, they need to be increased not decreased. The smell will be disgusting and we
will get many hygiene issue. Eg Maggots

8/22/2018 1:54 PM

609

We need to have more flexible collections, for example I have a small grey bin in a house of 4
people, I recycle and compost everything possible but as not all packaging is recyclable we often
have more rubbish than the bin can take, it would be incredibly helpful if the refuse collectors
would also take extra bags with the grey bins, or let us have larger bins!

8/22/2018 1:54 PM

610

Q10 - None of these options are acceptable, grey bin is full every fortnight even with recycling in
to blue bin. whilst you are not legally required to provide garden waste collection you do and you
wont be currently doing it for nothing - it is already included in council; tax bills so I am not
prepared to pay more

8/22/2018 1:35 PM

611

Larger recycling bins or more frequent recycling collection

8/22/2018 1:34 PM

612

Poor service any way but you need to get rid of food and nappies as weekly garden waste once a
month apart from summer , if you are to reduce the amount of collections surely you’ll need to
make the bins bigger , also don’t we already pay for this service so how is it your going to charge
people more for collection

8/22/2018 1:24 PM

613

Ask the supermarkets to reduce packaging.

8/22/2018 1:23 PM

614

Not missing people out.

8/22/2018 12:56 PM

615

This summer I have noticed how awful our bin smells in hot weather after a fortnight! It doesn't
bear thinking about how bad it will smell if the period is longer before collection! This is due to
packaging from fresh fish and contents of cat litter tray etc.

8/22/2018 12:39 PM
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616

We have 5 people living in our house, if you change grey bin to 3 or 4 weekly collection we will
need a much larger bin as our grey bin and recycle bin is always full.

8/22/2018 12:35 PM

617

The proposal to move grey waste to three/four week collections feels to be financially driven to me
rather than to encourage more recycling. If you want to encourage more recycling a weekly blue
bin collection would be appreciated as I never have a problem filling that!. It concerns me greatly
that a move to three/four week grey bin collections will lead to more fly tipping and I wonder if you
have considered the financial impact of that, let alone the damage to our beautiful landscapes!
Every family I know fills there recycling bins, but still have full grey bins every fortnight. Longer
periods between collections will be unhygienic and won’t work.

8/22/2018 12:07 PM

618

I do not think extending grey waste to 3weekly or even four weekly is a suitable change, our bins
are full now at collection and with animal and baby waste it smells and attracts vermin. Our streets
and neighborhoods are going to be over run with waste and smells rats and flys!

8/22/2018 12:03 PM

619

weekly rounds - twice weekly if possible! create more jobs and have a cleaner, better place

8/22/2018 11:54 AM

620

If people do not have a garden waste ( we make our own compost ; and we don't have garden
waste collection option anyway) will they be excused the charge for garden waste collection?

8/22/2018 11:30 AM

621

If you charge for green bin collections you will get many more bonfires and smoke issues

8/22/2018 11:29 AM

622

If grey are to be emptied 4 weekly then larger bins need to be provided all round for waste and
recycling. Also surely leaving grey waste longer will encourage more vermin. More needs to be
recyclable at kerb side to prevent fly tipping as this is already on the increase and I can only see
getting worse if charges are brought in, and fewer collections are made.

8/22/2018 11:26 AM

623

More or bigger bins for recycling as with this move the current blue bin will not be big enough.
Better still leave it the same as half the country does and provide the service we currently pay for
through our increased council tax. Pay more get less DDDC policy

8/22/2018 11:25 AM

624

to clarify no changes to the frequency would be acceptable.

8/22/2018 11:11 AM

625

Promote the use of reusable products such as nappies and wipes. Increase recycling collections to
weekly.

8/22/2018 10:59 AM

626

Better options for cat litter. Better options for kitchen waste. Bigger container for cardboard. Less
cuts to services we already pay for.

8/22/2018 10:40 AM

627

You could cut back garden waste during winter months.

8/22/2018 10:13 AM

628

I would prefer it if you increased the frequency of collections of the recycled bins which would
reduce the amount we end up putting in our grey bin.

8/22/2018 10:10 AM

629

I would prefer to have a weekly collection in the summer this would prevent maggots in the bins

8/22/2018 9:53 AM

630

What would be helpful is that, when the fly tipping has increased due to your cost cutting exercise,
there is more support and assistance offered to farmers and landowners or are left to finance and
clear up the mess!

8/22/2018 9:48 AM

631

More definite information about the different types of plastics that are recyclable and being able to
separate plastic bags for recycling.

8/22/2018 9:45 AM

632

Bigger recycling vessels! Mine is always overflowing within days of it being emptied. The recycle
bin insert for paper & cardboard, is far far too small, especially since I’m trying to go as plastic free
as possible.

8/22/2018 9:38 AM

633

The move to small grey bins is already difficult on a fortnight collection and would be impossible
on an extended lead time. I would fear greater fly tipping and rubbish in the streets. Our recycling
bin is already full on a fortnight collection too.

8/21/2018 10:53 PM

634

The service currently being provided and if that cost slightly more put the council tax up not take
away services that work

8/21/2018 7:06 PM

635

Better promotion and supply of composting bins, which would accommodate so much more food
and garden waste i.e. Recycling on residents' property, so avoiding collection

8/21/2018 1:17 PM

636

The fortnightly system used at the moment functions well but is insufficient at peak times.
Lengthing collection intervals would cause hardship

8/21/2018 12:59 PM

637

Encourage recycling, including garden waste, and discourage waste going to landfill. Taking own
waste to recycling centre increases pollution.

8/21/2018 7:44 AM

638

Difficult to decide which plastics are recyclable. More information required.

8/20/2018 10:25 PM

639

Collection services remain at current levels with garden waste collections becoming 4 weekly.

8/20/2018 9:30 PM

640

What do we pay our council Tax for if you are going to amend theses services We no longer have
Police in Ashbourne as far as I am concerned we are slowly being shafted as we are being asked
to pay for services which we no longer have. If you continue to charge us for services you wish to
take away are you going to reduce my council tax Also when grey bins are collected the company
whom you employ pile food waste into the grey bin and not separately as it should be. Now we are
also going to be asked to pay for the toilets, also you are increasing car parking Charges. This
town is dying , we will be come a ghost town are you trying to wipe Ashbourne off the map as this
is what it seems to be.!

8/20/2018 9:10 PM

641

garden waste be ended for the winter months or once a month

8/20/2018 8:19 PM

642

Charging for garden waste will be a disaster as fly tipping (already a problem) will increase
considerably.

8/20/2018 5:30 PM

643

Comment. The garden waste collection is only needed in the Summer and Autumn.

8/20/2018 5:20 PM

644

Maximise what can be recycled eg plastic packaging. More info on avoiding plastic packaging
Encourage composting at home BUT waste collection/recycling is the council's flagship universal
service - please look elsewhere to make more savings.

8/20/2018 4:47 PM
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645

Clear guidance about what DDDC can and cannot recycle and whether washing / rinsing is
necessary - E.G plastic meat wrapping.

8/20/2018 3:18 PM

646

My father in law (registered on the disabled refuse collection scheme) was told not to recycle as
the collectors won't fetch bases that need carrying. His bin is full after 1 week this policy needs
changing

8/20/2018 1:06 PM

647

None of the options are acceptable to me so I haven't put them in order. The service has already
been reduced greatly & to do so further would cause huge problems with waste.

8/20/2018 12:23 PM

648

As someone who already pays almost £2000 per year for rates. I would be against further charges
for waste collection. although I would sugest that garden waste collections could be greatly
reduced over the winter period.

8/20/2018 11:43 AM

649

The council should maintain atleast the current waste collection service. If the service is furter
cutailed the council will incure more cost than it saves through clearing fly tipping and burning of
waste

8/20/2018 11:26 AM

650

This questionaire is completely and utterly rubbish. You are trying to lead people into paying for
services which we already pay for in our council tax. I already have to pay a management fee as
the council would not adopt the green areas of our new estate that they insist developers put in.
What are you doing with our money ???? You have increased council tax, increased the amount
of houses thus a higher tax revenue and already cut services such as public toilets etc. Question 9
and 10 are a complete joke and I would love to see what an independent parties thoughts on this
as you are trying to lead people into saying they will pay an amount (as zero is not an option) so
you can then produce “statistics” saying that a certain percentage of people said they will pay a
certain amount. This is pathetically transparent and I refuse to answer them. XXXX
XXXX,where my in laws live,collect every week and have unlimited bags they can leave out not
the limiting and money wasting wheelie bins we have. I really hope the backlash from this
questionnaire leads to the review of DDDC that is needed into how you are wasting money. To cap
it all off our roads are a disgrace with pot holes and you are trying to tax a lot of people beyond
their means.

8/20/2018 10:43 AM

651

All of the options are unacceptable therefore I have not rated them! Perhaps if you got the
unemployed who do not want to work to help with collections to earn there benefits it would help!

8/20/2018 8:17 AM

652

Cutting back grey/black bin collection will be a disaster there will be overflowing rubbish and more
fly tipping. Charging already stretched households for collecting green bins will result again in fly
tipping or the garden waste no longer being recycled but dumped in black/grey bins. The ideas
are incredibly unfair given how little of a service the council is providing in comparison to the raises
in council tax. This survey is also not allowing people to keep the current arrangements which
suggests that minds are already made up and that is incredibly unfair. A good chunk of the
recycling ends up in the dump anyway because it's contaminated due to people not knowing
exactly what can be recycled. By all means send out information to assist but removing or charging
for people's bin collections is not acceptable and will end with rubbish being fly tipped which will be
more expensive to clean up or rotting outside people's homes which is equally unacceptable. If
you are going to cut a collection at the very least every household should be issued with a new
large black bin to account for the large amount of rubbish that cannot be recycled. Until
supermarkets and shops lessen their plastic packaging on goods and use more recyclable
packaging people will still have to use the grey/black bins.

8/20/2018 12:00 AM

653

I did not finish this survey as it gives no option to express your views that there should be no
charge for the garden waste collection or change of frequency to the collection of refuse and
recycling. There is already a problem with flies and rats due to the two weekly collection and to
reduce the frequency of collection of waste would only be detrimental to the health and well-being
of residents and will ultimately lead to an increase in fly tipping. This survey is very much weighted
to changing frequency and charging the residents and the wording seems to indicate that the
decision has already been made and this is a half hearted attempt at public relations. The same
applies to the closure of the public toilets which again is detrimental to the well being of residents
and visitors to the Derbyshire Dales, all of this on the back of planning approvals for excessive
developments within the Derbyshire Dales with no thought for the infrastructure and views of the
local residents all lead to a lack of confidence and a feeling of mistrust in our elected Officers and
the Council.

8/19/2018 10:34 PM

654

The service we have is about tight any less frequent collections would be unhygienic and lead to
more fly tipping. We pay enough Council Tax already I would not be prepared to pay any more.

8/19/2018 8:31 PM

655

I find this survey very disturbing. Changing bin collection to 3 or 4 weekly will lead to smells,
maggots, flies and disease. This is a scary and apauling proposition and must be opposed.

8/19/2018 8:17 PM

656

Thanks so much for NOT offering the adequate service you currently just about manage to give the
community.

8/19/2018 8:08 PM

657

My parents will not manage with a black bin collection being three weekly because of my fathers
incontinence waste, they struggle at the moment with fortnightly, weekly would he better for this

8/19/2018 6:27 PM

658

I already recycle everything possible

8/19/2018 3:14 PM

659

would you collect the garden waste only in the summer months? any other garden waste could be
taken to the recycling centre during the winter months by the householder the the other concern
for me is that other people would be more likely to fly tip. especially those that do not recycle and
the black bin is usually filled.

8/19/2018 11:56 AM

660

Surely having a separate collection for nappies etc would incur additional admin costs and would
still require vehicle and driver plus receptacle to put them in. Making the process more complicated
and little if no saving. Leaving household rubbish uncollected for more than 2 weeks is surely a
health hazard.

8/19/2018 11:39 AM

661

Bigger bins for families (blue bin) as gets full before fortnightly collection and have to put in black
bin

8/19/2018 9:39 AM
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Seriously? How ridiculous is question 10? Assuming this is done like this so you can fool people
into answering in a way that ensures they say they 'prefer' at least one option?! I personally feel
we pay for enough. Every year taxes and contributions go up, yet we get no better service for our
money regarding waste collection. Our bins are always full by the collection dates - ALL of them regardless of the bin colour or what it contains. In fact on some occasions they are over-full, and
we have to make a trip to the tip. The solution isn't charging for different collections or altering
times, we will just end up with ridiculously overflowing bins which smell horrendous. If the council
put more effort into educating people and investing in reducing available waste there wouldn't be
the need for so many bins/collections. Encourage reduction in packaging, and change of minds set
within businesses and consumers. If we have less to throw away, then you can reduce your
collections etc. Target the source of the problem rather than making us all pay for something we
can't do much about. This survey is a farce... you will do what you like anyway and we will have to
pay in the end so what's the point of asking? Put your energies and resources into the problem
where it matters - the source of where all the waste comes from!

8/19/2018 1:57 AM

663

Having already reduced the grey bin size how can you make it more than fortnightly without
causing an increase in fly tipping!!!!

8/18/2018 8:42 PM

664

Reducing collections is asking for more rubbish on the streets.charging for green waste surely
increases costs at the tip? What about pensioners/mobility issues? increased costs and difficulties
getting to the tip in rural area for some...better to have weekly garden waste mar-oct then her
nothing over winter than weekly year round none

8/18/2018 8:41 PM

665

Smaller grey/black bin for every household. Remove larger ones. Have extra collection for
nappies.

8/18/2018 8:30 PM

666

Too many people at the moment do not seperate their waste you only have to go around the town
on collection day so perhaps better education is the way forward and get the children and
teenagers on board,

8/18/2018 3:39 PM

667

Put pressure on supermarkets to reduce packaging

8/18/2018 1:07 PM

668

Would be able to recycle more if bin was bigger . Currant bin isn’t big enough , the blue box inside
for card and paper needs to be separate and bigger .

8/18/2018 12:20 PM

669

Encourage the use of the drive-in refuse disposal sites where they are very efficient at helping the
recycling process.

8/18/2018 12:19 PM

670

What a confusing questionnaire. In one part you are wanting to cut down and charge and in
another section you are asking about additional services. Are these going to be chargeable too?
Along with lots of other people, we pay our council tax, but are now wondering where the money
is going. We have reduced the staff and use of the local police stations, no visible police presence,
public toilets closing, libraries and leisure centre changing hands, amongst other things that I am
not aware of; so what are we paying for? I think it’s a disgrace that you now feel it’s right to charge
for bin collection. There are many families and people that struggle already and many people who
do not have access to the tip. Not only is the unfair, you are discriminating against people who will
struggle to pay, can’t take extra rubbish/ garden waste to the recycling centre, families with extra
toiletries needs eg babies and medical conditions. I think this idea of charging should strongly be
rethought and scrapped. You are slowly losing the support of your residents.

8/18/2018 8:44 AM

671

Cutting back on collecting waste collections is not the answer. Food and waste will be over flowing
into the streets and encouraging rats etc. We would be going backwards, we are not a ‘third world
country’. We pay high rates in The Dales so I feel regular waste collection is important and
included in our normal fee. Our car parking charges are more than Amber Valley etc, we have the
street lights to a minimum at night which isn’t good when using the local evening facilities and then
walking home. Please don’t compromise on waste. We perhaps should all become TRAVELERS
and then we would get all our rubbish collected FREE instead of paying council charges.

8/18/2018 8:17 AM

672

Having weekly grey bin collections as we pay council tax

8/18/2018 7:02 AM

673

We already pay a massive amount of Council Tax and receive very little in return. It is a public
health hazard to reduce collection of household refuse. It is well publicised that recycling is a
waste of time and money as it all ends up in the same place. Until something is done to ensure that
recycling is done properly, the public will not take it seriously. The problem needs to be tackled at
source i.e manufacturers, instead of penalising householders. Have you considered making a
charged for households who fill the bins with disposable nappies etc. instead of targeting
gardeners who are trying to improve the environment for the benefit of entire neighbourhoods.
Many keen gardeners are retired people who can ill afford to pay even more to have the green bin
emptied.

8/18/2018 1:40 AM

674

Provide bigger grey bins to households of 3 people, full after a week and we recycle fully including
compost/food scraps to dogs! No chance of last 3 or 4 weeks, health hazard and rodent attractant!

8/17/2018 11:15 PM

675

What on earth is cracking off?!? If you reduce what you currently do, there will be lots more fly
tipping than ever costing you more money in the long term, I strongly feel that by doing a reduced
service you will be absolutely shooting yourselves in the foot by creating more costly removal of
waste :-(

8/17/2018 10:09 PM

676

Derbyshire dales would save money at Ashbourne recycle centre. If only Ashbourne people used
it. As it's mainly used from people from Derby and Staffordshire as its better than there's. The only
thing I get for my 2k council tax if rubbish collection and now u want to take that off us! All it will
lead to is fly tipping

8/17/2018 10:09 PM

677

We already pay a massive monthly council tax which increases every year so I expect the council
to continue to provide the current service at no extra cost to us residents. Current green bin is not
Free but payed for by the massive monthly council tax we pay.

8/17/2018 9:16 PM

678

This survey has been designed to catch people out to get the anwers you want!! It's very poor and
unrepresentative

8/17/2018 8:27 PM
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679

Our black bin is full as we are a large family inspite of recycling (we fill our recycling bins too). I am
very concerned about the health risks with a longer gap between collections as our black bins
would not cope with an additional week or fortnight waste. I would be prepared to pay more to
maintain a fortnightly collection scheme.

8/17/2018 7:29 PM

680

Our black bin is full as we are a large family inspite of recycling (we fill our recycling bins too). I am
very concerned about the health risks with a longer gap between collections as our black bins
would not cope with an additional week or fortnight waste. I would be prepared to pay more to
maintain a fortnightly collection scheme.

8/17/2018 7:29 PM

681

If your going to reduce a fortnightly collection to a monthly collection in an already poor service
then you should reflect this in people’s alteady ridiculously high council tax bills !!!!!!

8/17/2018 6:17 PM

682

Incinerate waste rather than send it to landfill.

8/17/2018 5:17 PM

683

I believe any extra charges or reductions in collections will be a false economy as people will then
find other ways to get rid of waste(such as fly tipping) which will cost more to clear up

8/17/2018 5:03 PM

684

We have a small grey bin - can only just cope with 2 weekly collection - will not cope with a longer
period. My council tax at £250pm i would expect green bin collected without charge. Congestion at
Ashbourne tip would be massive if people didnt use green bins. Was not popular in Derby city.

8/17/2018 4:55 PM

685

Use large waste skips where possible for example, on new estates, and collect when full.

8/17/2018 4:44 PM

686

Rather than waste money on any of these things, maintain the current alternate fortnightly grey bin
/ blue recycling bin collections and don’t introduce a charge for garden waste. Instead, stop the
garden waste collections from October to March. Also, scrap the food waste collection. DO NOT
reduce the frequency of grey bin collections - this would pose heath hazards through eocnouraging
flies and vermin.

8/17/2018 4:12 PM

687

at the moment we pay for extra garden refuse sacks, so we could pay for all these and not get free
ones. The charge should go towards collection of garden refuse.

8/17/2018 4:02 PM

688

Yet again one of our bins h been damaged when put out for emptying.....!!!

8/17/2018 3:52 PM

689

Lobby supermarkets to use less packaging or to provide bins at tills so waste can be removed at
source

8/17/2018 3:25 PM

690

As a disabled person with no partner and no way of driving I would like to ask the council how are
earth they would expect me to get my garden waste to the tip? Should they remove this free
service I would then be forced to pay for it because my disability means I have no other way of
disposing of my waste. I do believe it is against the law for a disabled person to be charged for a
facility because they are at a disadvantage from the general population.

8/17/2018 3:16 PM

691

people used to use the free Recycling bins that were sited in various villages but these were
removed when the new waste contract commenced.

8/17/2018 3:03 PM

692

being 81 years old partly disabled we would have great difficulty if recycling was changed unlike
Darley Dale and Ashbourne we have no alternative means getting rid of rubbish

8/17/2018 3:01 PM

693

This is all ridiculous keep it as it is!

8/17/2018 2:13 PM

694

do what you like, I'm sure you will do anyway. Here starts more fly tipping.....!

8/17/2018 2:04 PM

695

The council is currently taking paying your council tax off the post offices in order to save money!
So surely this in itself is saving thousands of pounds per county!!! So why now change to this
system when it works and keeps waste of the streets rodents away from residential areas???

8/17/2018 1:48 PM

696

What a ridiculous idea Paying for a green bin understandable however the black bins will be
overflowing I don’t think you realise how much stuff is not recyclable it’s not just nappies that fill
bins up it’s everything including sanitary products such as pads which will smell! Show us where
the money is really going in this community

8/17/2018 1:35 PM

697

It would be useful for assurances to be given that the waste which is separated by the residents as
recyclable actually was recycled and didn't finish up in land fill. Clear information about what is and
what is not recyclable would be very useful in this regard. Also, a questionnaire that only gives
options for the Council's preferred options and not those of the residents is a little disingenuous to
say the least!

8/17/2018 1:16 PM

698

All the above options that may be considered seem less important than having a fortnightly grey
bin collection. Why change something that works well. This is what we pay our council tax for

8/17/2018 12:50 PM

699

With 4/5 adults in my house my bin is full every 2 weeks, I couldn’t go 3/4 weeks no way... my blue
bin is also always full after 2 weeks... what do we pay our council tax for?? So Travellers can park
on the school playing fields... and make a mess then we have to pay for it to be cleaned... about
time the council got off there backside and helped Ashbourne... we are the gate way to
DoveDale.. are we not...!!!!!!!!

8/17/2018 12:29 PM

700

The cardboard box isn’t big enough

8/17/2018 12:21 PM

701

With the increase in our tax, monies received from Section 106, DDDC selling of assets such as
Leisure Centres, increases in car parking, charges for the very few toilet facilities we currently
have. The current waste collection is very poor and so to look at cut backs would make the service
even worse. There definitely isn't service with a smile © DDDC need to reassess and manage
much better. It is beyond a joke all the extra charges and cut backs in an area where we receive
very little

8/17/2018 12:14 PM

702

Think our council tax is high enough and much higher than other local councils so why shouldn’t
we have free garden waste..also you are only going to encourage fly tipping by reducing
collections which will cost the council even more money

8/17/2018 11:51 AM
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I believe charging for garden waste collection will decrease people recycling. I use all my recycle
bins etc and am very conscious in recycling. I think your plans to charge for garden waste
collection and reduce grey bin collection will make people recycle less and also increase fly
tipping. People that will fly tip won't care like they probably don't care about recycling so once
again the good people will be punished!

8/17/2018 11:46 AM

704

Changing the bins to 4 weekly is a good idea at all . It will increase fly tipping as people won't go to
the recycling centre. The smell will be disgusting which will attract flies. Really bad decision

8/17/2018 10:56 AM

705

Larger bins as both my bins are full in a week

8/17/2018 10:55 AM

706

I recycle everything I can. My blue cardboard bin is always over flowing and so is my bottom bit of
the bin. There is just not enough room now to recycle. My grey bin is always full every fortnight.
Charging for green bins is a disgrace when we already pay our council tax. If we were to have
buns emptied less then we need bigger recycling bins.

8/17/2018 10:25 AM

707

The option I would have chosen is not listed. Keep it at fortnightly. Three weeks is far too long to
keep rubbish in a bin. Non-recyclable waste that is not food but that has contained food and has
been washed is still smelly. It is wasteful of hot water and soap to wash these items to perfect
cleanliness. And what about the loss of employment for the workmen?

8/17/2018 9:17 AM

708

Concerted National drive required to get manufacturers to reduce Packaging

8/17/2018 9:03 AM

709

Once a week (Usually Monday) we take Paper, Bottles, Plastic & Cardboard to the recycling site at
Darley Dale. There will come a time when we will be too old to drive a car & thus unable to visit the
recycling site.

8/17/2018 8:52 AM

710

We are a family of five and our black and blue bins are full to bursting at every collection. Any
reduction in the current services would have severe implications for us. I don't think its fair on
households with more than two people to reduce the service anymore than it is already.

8/17/2018 8:09 AM

711

I'm all for reducing waste but the fact you are considering emptying the bins less freuently is
disgusting it's a health hazard and will no doubt encourage fly tipping in our beautiful countryside.
How about you invest more time into preventing the muppets that have managed to acquire more
than one bin or the ones that have a large black bin with one person living in the house.

8/16/2018 11:45 PM

712

Batteries never get collected and I never get given a new battery bag

8/16/2018 11:21 PM

713

I am shocked the council intend to charge. I already pay towards waste and garden collections, it’s
call council tax! Council Tax has in creased, services are being reduced, more houses built so
more council tax and section 106 monies collected. What the XXXX is the District Council doing
with the money?

8/16/2018 10:44 PM

714

Concerned that less frequent grey bin collection could mean rubbish in bin for 6 to 8 weeks when
go on holiday and miss collection, particularly an issue in summer when hot. Less frequent
collections will also further confuse some older people who already struggle to manage alternate
collections.

8/16/2018 10:31 PM

715

I work for XXXX and non of our waste goes to landfill, anything that is not recycled is sent to a renewable energy plant, in return we are given cash, now the suggestions you have listed above are
small short term fixes, with the future of the economy through events such as Brexit likely to dip
further we will only be in a similar position in 5 years as we are now. Be innovative, be a leading
council in the UK, don’t aim for 65%, recycle 100% of our waste! Don’t put more pressure on
individual tax payers who already pay too much tax in this country, make a change for a
sustainable re-newalable future. Thank you

8/16/2018 9:22 PM

716

I would suggest that green bins are not used much over the winter months and as people get
gardening again April/May time they become more used. How about ceasing collection of this bin
during the colder months and operating a 8/9 month service? Should save a few grand on fuel
costs collecting bins that are not used this time of year.

8/16/2018 9:13 PM

717

If Council moved to a 3-weekly collection for grey bins, we would require a bigger bin. Recycling
information would have to be more specific.

8/16/2018 8:35 PM

718

We would need a larger grey lidded bin as this is full after 2 weeks, would be overflowing with
additional bags after 3 weeks! Disastrous, where can I apply for a larger bin?

8/16/2018 8:09 PM

719

Information point about what to do with specific items that go in the grey bin

8/16/2018 7:52 PM

720

Offer larger bins Offer subsidised compost bins

8/16/2018 7:41 PM

721

Publicity events to show how much can be recycled. No just information, but involving families
especially, with fun and information combined. Multi agency involvement, e.g. Wildlife Trust, ' love
food hate waste', games, prizes. Also involving companies whose products come in packaging
that can be recycled. What's happening currently is too tame, people aren't engaging enough - it's
an uphill battle. Everyone needs to pull the same way: Reduce, re-use, recycle. And people need
to know that there are companies in the UK which will take recycling, as much from recycling bins
currently ends up in landfill anyway, so we're told. Invite recycling firms along, get everyone
involved.

8/16/2018 7:32 PM

722

This is just a joke , we pay silly amounts for council tax and you want to lessen the service .
Ridiculous suggestions and seriously crooked council

8/16/2018 7:19 PM

723

Provide video to show what happens to the contents of each bin show how you recycle it. Reduce
council tax as residents will need more money for vermine control and be receiving less service .
Declinine unnecessary house building applications where there are no jobs doctors or school
places would reduce the stress the council has unnecessarily put on services.Presumably more
expense issuing larger capacity bins.

8/16/2018 7:07 PM

724

A collection point in supermarkets where you could strip off all the unnecessary packaging from
fruit and veg and leave it at the supermarket for them to dispose of.

8/16/2018 6:51 PM
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725

We recycle every day but a lot of the packaging and other house hold items are still not recyclable
plus we are a family of 4 and taking away our large bin has meant we really struggle especially as
our collections are not fornightly a family of 4 NEEDS a large black bin the small one we have now
fits hardly anything in

8/16/2018 6:28 PM

726

I am totally against increasing the number of weeks between grey bin collections. You are
supposed to be at least maintaining the service if not improving it. Derbyshire Dales DC you are
becoming a disgrace!

8/16/2018 6:21 PM

727

My bin collection is already included in my council tax and strongly object to paying any further
money for this service

8/16/2018 6:15 PM

728

If more recycling is required then please provide larger bins and maybe make them 3 weekly as
well

8/16/2018 6:09 PM

729

Reducing bin collections will lead to people fly tipping where ever they can. If you start to charge
are you therefore going to reduce our council tax according as we are increasing having to use the
tip as our bins are already overflowing and getting attacked by vermin and cats which causes other
issues. Our bins are that full at the current rate of emptying we are now still going to the tip

8/16/2018 6:06 PM

730

your options are unfair - there is no 'leave grey collections fortnightly'. This is a loaded
consultation.

8/16/2018 5:47 PM

731

A closer recycling centre, Buxton is half an hour drive from our house.

8/16/2018 5:15 PM

732

No mention of intentions in future re food waste caddy currently emptied weekly and should
continue as such . Public health issues of less frequent collections no addressed

8/16/2018 5:08 PM

733

We moved from a big city where collection of recycling was reduced and this had a knock on effect
of increased fly tipping in the local area. This then had to be collected which incurred extra costs
for the council. In my opinion reducing any kerbside collection only increases fly tipping. If people
can't afford to pay they will find other ways to dispose of their rubbish!

8/16/2018 5:07 PM

734

provide recycling for plastics found around food products as this is what ends up most in my grey
bin

8/16/2018 4:58 PM

735

Please do not decrease waste collection. Where would surplus waste go whilst awaiting collect, in
the street and increase incidence of fly tipping. Have the 'other councils' shown this increased
incident in correlation with changes to collection regularity?

8/16/2018 4:57 PM

736

Garden waste bin used during summer is only Can the customer take waste to the recycling if the
collection times are increased. Section 10 inoperable

8/16/2018 4:51 PM

737

My grey bin is full every fortnight so is my recycling infact I could do with another blue bin for
plastic and cardboard as I run out of space and our bin men are fussy if it's over full

8/16/2018 4:31 PM

738

Reduction of black bin collection is disgusting and will cause health issues not all food products
can be put in the food bin like chicken carcus this already causes maggots at fortnightly collection
a reduction will make this much worse cuts in the council should be the fat cat sat at his desk on 6
figure salary that he doesn't deserve or in the slightest earn if my bins get reduced I'll not pay my
council tax top up this will enable me to cover costs of going to the tip every few days with all my
own waste

8/16/2018 4:29 PM

739

The Council isn't looking to offer additional services at all, it is looking to cut services. Utterly
ridiculous and unacceptable. Might make sense to cut garden bin collection between November
and March but no other cuts are acceptable. What do we pay council tax for...and can you not see
that cutting services will only encourage fly-tipping.

8/16/2018 4:24 PM

740

Blue recycling bin is always full every two weeks. Any less frequent collection would be an issue.

8/16/2018 4:16 PM

741

Totally disagree with either charging for garden waste and less black sack collections per month.
We are paying more and more for less and less. Expenditure from the very top of local
government needs to be addressed, so that more of the income goes to services and not in
salaries and expense accounts.

8/16/2018 4:09 PM

742

It would be very interesting to know where exactly all waste goes to including recycled waste , and
if being recycled properly.

8/16/2018 4:02 PM

743

It is not helpful when bin collections are missed and on hot days smells arise.

8/16/2018 3:57 PM

744

Incinerate waste to provide free heating for homes

8/16/2018 3:48 PM

745

People who do not recycle should be fined. Your ideas for longer time between collections and
charging for green bin collections would possibly increase fly tipping which could cost the council
more. to clear up.

8/16/2018 2:57 PM

746

So much plastic we can’t recycle so fills the grey bin. And at this time of year the bins are full of
maggots so waiting 4 weeks for bins to be emptied would be disgusting

8/16/2018 2:52 PM

747

Just cough up and pay for the bin men. Stop throwing money away on questionaires and
employing admin positions to carry it out/collate the data needlessly. You make enough money
through the council tax, if you were a private company yourselves most people would have taken
their business elsewhere due to our ineptitude with funds and ideas.

8/16/2018 2:46 PM
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748

DDDC must seriously consider the health risks to the community in cutting back on grey bin
collections and of the increased likelihood of fly tipping ( another increase in cost for clearing it )
Better info on what need not go in the grey bin would facilitate an improved recycling rate. Either a
increase in council rates ring fenced for refuse collection or a payment towards garden waste
collection would seem to be the only realistic options if Derbyshire Dales are not to slide into a
third world refuse situation of discarded waste becoming the norm in both town and country areas.
You say nothing of the tender stipulations you intend to put out. how many contractors are on the
list and on what terms. how did they prequalify? and what was the criteria used to make up the
tender list. Has a direct labour alternative been costed and if so will it be considered? I believe we
all need a lot more information before just a "charge you more and reduce the service" solution is
even considered. All you are likely to do is to increase the Contractors take and run the risk of
disfiguring our roadsides with discarded waste. XXXX

8/16/2018 2:30 PM

749

People who have assisted collections shouldn't be charged for green bin waste as they can't get
the waste to the local recycliing centres. If collections go to 4 weekly all households need an extra
grey/black bin.

8/16/2018 2:21 PM

750

Will there be a reduction in Council Tax for this reduced service. This will also cause more fly
tipping.

8/16/2018 2:15 PM

751

Why is there no option to retain current frequencies and cut overheads elsewhere in the council, or
indeed abolish the council and tender much bigger geographical areas to reduce unit costs to the
public purse?

8/16/2018 1:16 PM

752

Ridiculous grey bins are full after 2 weeks when you have 3 people living in house and only the
small bin, stop paying council members so much money

8/16/2018 12:19 PM

753

None of the last options are acceptable to me. Councils should provide suitable waste collection
services!

8/16/2018 12:07 PM

754

I have not answered 10 ..It is a leading question ....I want the option two week grey bin collection
Blue bin two week collection. Food waste collected each week. That happens now and It works!
The garden waste is something I would not pay for and would agree to give that up. We are lucky
we have a car and would take it to Rowsley ourselves We are in a shared bin area ....it works a
treat here ....

8/16/2018 11:51 AM

755

Put pressure on supermarkets and manufacturers to do away with difficult or impossible to recycle
plastic packaging

8/16/2018 11:49 AM

756

More plastics that you can recycle. You will encourage more rats, mice etc if you have bins
overflowing and rubbish in the streets and more dumping illegally in the Countryside. Which in turn
would cost the Council more time and money .

8/16/2018 10:28 AM

757

There has been a lot of news coverage on recycling of plastics and what can and cannot be
recycled (black plastic for instance - can this or can this not be recycled therefore should we still
put it in our blue lidded bin?) and other less desirable plastic (that soft fruit is in, it's not very
strong/substantial - i s it recyclable?) should it go in grey bin or recyling bin? If it goes in recycling
but cannot be recycled, what happens to it? Does it contaminate the whole load etc. Also what
about if jars etc are not rinsed or things like bleach bottles which it is hard to rinse. Are they still ok
to be recycled? More information on how and WHY we should or should not do things. What
happens to it. Since China stopped accepting boat loads of plastic for recycling where does it go?
What is the government doing to improve recycling facilities in UK etc.

8/16/2018 10:12 AM

758

Weekly collection of food waste is essential.

8/16/2018 9:40 AM

759

I do not wish to have nor pay for ANY change to what is currently provided. Your "consultation" is
nothing of the sort if I cannot state a "5" in all options to Q.10 above. This survey is disgraceful!

8/16/2018 9:31 AM

760

Simplify recycle collection to one single blue bin, do away with the wrong-sized inner bin and
council arrange to sort centrally

8/16/2018 9:26 AM

761

More stringent policing of waste, penalising those who put bags out whenever they feel like it especially holiday lets

8/16/2018 9:11 AM

762

I have a family of 8 living across the road from me who's bins are already overflowing with the
current fortnightly collection schedule. Their rubbish ends up in my front garden for me to clear up.
So either a fine or reward system might be an incentive for recycling.

8/16/2018 9:02 AM

763

garden waste collections during winter time reduced

8/16/2018 8:04 AM

764

Where do we put all the none recyclable plastic most of the supermarket food packaging comes
in? Waste is a national problem and needs a national salut ion.

8/16/2018 7:56 AM

765

To reduce general waste collection to every 3 or 4 weeks I feel will increase fly tipping, which I've
often witnessed in areas that have this length of general waste collection.

8/16/2018 6:31 AM

766

Talks with supermarkets and manufacturers regarding packaging - reduce it all at source !

8/15/2018 11:14 PM

767

Perhaps increase green bin collections in the summer months .... however due to the heat wave
not much grass has grown this year so green bin use is lower than average ! If you want people to
recycle make it work for them !

8/15/2018 10:41 PM

768

I thik if you change from fortnightly to 3-4 weekly then there will be increase population in vermin.
Also I think there will be an increase in fly tipping.

8/15/2018 10:19 PM

769

Will this result in a substantial reduction in council tax? With public toilets being closed and
parking charges set to increase, where will the savings be spent? The current waste collection
system is already a compromise. Any further reduction in services will increase fly tipping or
inappropriate waste disposal. I object strongly to any further reduction of service.

8/15/2018 10:07 PM

770

If the council were able to do more of the waste sorting, maybe it could reduce the number of bins
to two (green and non-green) and eliminate some recyclable waste going to landfill

8/15/2018 10:04 PM

771

More recycling collections at Christmas

8/15/2018 9:21 PM
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772

The provision of more food caddy bags as one roll is not enough for our household and there are
only 2 of us. In hot weather more are used to prevent smells in the kitchen and they also start to
disintegrate.

8/15/2018 8:57 PM

773

Bin stickers listing what to recycle and where. Bin stickers/flyers/penalties for people who make no
effort to recycle.

8/15/2018 8:55 PM

774

I am very concerned that charging for green bin collections will result in more fly tipping. This is
even more expensive for the council to deal with, is an eyesore and nuisance for residents and
shows the Peak District in a poor light to visitors/tourists.

8/15/2018 8:38 PM

775

Ability to order bags of soil improver which I would pay to have delivered when they collect my
garden waste.

8/15/2018 7:43 PM

776

Weekly grey bin collection!

8/15/2018 7:26 PM

777

I accept this is alll necessary but we are only a 2 person household .......much harder for families
...... and the less free services the greater risk of more 'fly-tipping'.

8/15/2018 7:14 PM

778

I have to use bags rather than bins and the green waste bags are very flimsy and only suitable for
soft stuff like lawn trimmings. I could do with stronger bags for rose pruning etc and autumn tidy
ups.

8/15/2018 7:11 PM

779

We pay council tax to cover our bins as an estate with established hedges for birds it is deplorable
that you want to charge for green waste. This is convenient for people with cars but those without
are unable to rid heavy green waste. As a council you are dependant more and more on charging
the public for your shortcomings.

8/15/2018 6:50 PM

780

Don’t find any of the initial options 1-5 helpful. Would prefer to leave it as it is. We had the size of
our grey bin reduced which had a cost in that a new bin replaced a perfecogood larger one. Now I
sometimes have to take bags of waste to the nearest town seven miles away. Rubbish in so many
ways!

8/15/2018 6:34 PM

781

I have not answered Q10 as surely you must have more or better options. I thought we pay for
services in our council tax which went up this year.

8/15/2018 6:18 PM

782

I don’t ‘prefer’ any of your options. Our rates are already some of the highest in the country and we
don’t all have the means of driving our waste to the nearest recycling centre. I am also certain our
council tax will go up again next year. Just because other councils charge for disposing of garden
waste, it does not make it either right or appropriate for this area. Charging will only result in more
people burning garden rubbish, fly tipping or others sneaking their own garden waste into paying
peoples’ bins. This is an appalling idea!

8/15/2018 6:08 PM

783

Clearer information on what is recyclable and also lots more room for paper and cardboard
recycling

8/15/2018 6:06 PM

784

Provide a bigger grey bin so they last longer before they need emptying. Waste minimisation is
down to packaging producers and individuals to consider whether they need to buy overpackaged
products and whether they can recycle products or not.

8/15/2018 5:38 PM

785

The best option, which you do not offer here, is that there should be no change. The very warm
summer this year shows that the grey bin can get very smelly.

8/15/2018 5:21 PM

786

Pressure on companies to reduce non recyclable packaging.

8/15/2018 5:06 PM

787

If they are going to start charging more for green bin collection&reduce amount of black bin
collections I hope there is going to be a reduction in an already huge council tax charge!!!

8/15/2018 4:57 PM

788

We are on a black bag route so no option for garden waste. Continue allow extra recycling bags to
be put out.

8/15/2018 4:51 PM

789

The insanity of making people carry more of their waste to collections really needs to be thought
about. The District's carbon footprint would inevitably increase with dozens more car journeys. So,
a false economy of the first order.

8/15/2018 4:09 PM

790

Manufacturers need to be encouraged to change the way that products are packaged to make
recycling simpler and more practical. Bottle return schemes are being introduced in other countries
and seem like a good idea.

8/15/2018 3:58 PM

791

Two weekly collections of grey bin waste is my priority. I fully use the kerbside recycling facilities.

8/15/2018 3:56 PM

792

Is my sorted recycle waste recycled?

8/15/2018 3:38 PM

793

Grey bin collection shouldn’t be changed as fortnightly isn’t frequent enough. Blue bins should
have larger space for paper and cardboard so possibly the blue bin and a blue bag? Instead of
charging for garden collection, how about collecting it less often like once a month? Then if needed
more often to be then charged for the extra collection. Rather than charging everyone who uses it
on a minimal basis.

8/15/2018 3:24 PM

794

Grey bin collection shouldn’t be changed as fortnightly isn’t frequent enough. Blue bins should
have larger space for paper and cardboard so possibly the blue bin and a blue bag? Instead of
charging for garden collection, how about collecting it less often like once a month? Then if needed
more often to be then charged for the extra collection. Rather than charging everyone who uses it
on a minimal basis.

8/15/2018 3:24 PM

795

Make all packaging recyclable or enforce its use by manufacturers.

8/15/2018 2:57 PM

796

more clarity on plastics and the ability to recycle them. It should not be the consumer who has to
ponder what can/ cant be put out for recycling!

8/15/2018 2:33 PM

797

I never have waste food, only the packaging. Grey bin, every 3 weeks with a green bin fortnightly
in summer, monthly in winter (Oct - Feb)

8/15/2018 2:20 PM

798

The problem with reducing number of collections is that fly tipping will increase leading to more
litter on streets!

8/15/2018 1:54 PM
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799

This survey is very skewed as it does not give the option to disagree with any of these options. To
reduce the black bin collections from fortnightly to three or four weekly is ridiculous. My blue bin is
FULL every week; I could not recycle more if I tried! The black bin is also FULL every fortnight,
where do the council expect us to dispose of this waste if they reduce the frequency of the
collections? Why should people be punished for having a garden and disposing of the waste
responsibly in the correct bin? Do the council want to increase fly tipping? This needs some
serious thought and not a knee jerk money saving exercise!

8/15/2018 12:45 PM

800

Residents that do not have wheelie bins struggle with the capacity of blue sacks and any increase
in the frequency above fortnightly collection will need more capacity.

8/15/2018 12:32 PM

801

make it clearer what sorts of plastic can be re-cycled in the blue bin, and expanding the range if
possible.

8/15/2018 12:12 PM

802

If people do not use the bins correctly i.e. not separating out correctly for recycling they should not
be removed and emptied and a note left on the bin as to why and what to do about it.

8/15/2018 11:41 AM

803

a bigger bin if going to 3 weekly

8/15/2018 11:37 AM

804

Supply more food waste bags would certainly get more people to separate food waste

8/15/2018 11:20 AM

805

Don't make black bag collections less frequent the smell is bad enough in some area as is and
people will just leave them out longer and rubbish will be all over costing you more to clear up.

8/15/2018 11:18 AM

806

The present arrangements are excellent and as good as any provided by any Local Authority and
should be continued with more education on Recycling particularly indication the cost benefits to
the LA.. XXXX

8/15/2018 11:17 AM

807

We have been very satisfied with the current service.

8/15/2018 11:15 AM

808

How much does residents' free car parking outside of peak hours cost? It's a very generous
scheme of which I benefit but with the severe financial pressures that all councils are facing should
this not be considered for review to protect some of the waste collection services?

8/15/2018 11:02 AM

809

This is absolutely ridiculous. The countryside will become a tip as people just will not pay.

8/15/2018 10:57 AM

810

Bins to be marked with something readable and long lasting showing what is to be put in the bin .

8/15/2018 10:51 AM

811

PLEASE do not alter the present regime. My Council Tax is too high already !

8/15/2018 10:46 AM

812

End the confusion about what can and cannot be recycled. Particularly plastic.

8/15/2018 10:40 AM

813

Option 2 would be good, but I don't really need it & don't want you to spend any money providing
it.

8/15/2018 10:26 AM

814

Improve the customer service on black bag collection routes. Recently I have experienced a quite
hostile person who dislikes collecting recycling . I’m often told they can’t take much because they
have to go back to depot and empty the truck if there is too much recycling. Should that be the
customers problem. The same is said about garden waste. I pay a lot of council tax but I am made
to feel they are doing me a favour.

8/15/2018 10:11 AM

815

I recycle and reduce waste very carefully BUT my grey bin is usually full every two weeks. Less
frequent collections would be impossible. I do not use garden waste collection because I compost.
(Also : the paper insert box in the blue bin isn't large enough for two weeks worth of paper!! - I take
excess to recycling bins BUT very few are now left in region)

8/15/2018 10:08 AM

816

If you are going to charge for garden waste, which this is clearly slanted towards, for goodness
sake put in an exemption for elderly and low income! Gardening has so many health benefits not
only for older folk but for young family's without much money - if you are serious about keeping
costs down, don't make it harder for people to do the thing that reduces your mental health costs,
your physical health care costs and allows people to healthily supplement their diet (my garden is
miniscule and still provides food as well as keeping me active on all but the worst days.) For
goodness sakes, the amount you "lose" for exemptions will save you a fortune in keeping those
people who haven't got a car to get to the recycling center, or who can manage small daily trips to
the bin both going physically and mentally. Yet again, this hits those who need it the most >.<

8/15/2018 10:02 AM

817

Recycle more items, look at South Cambridgeshire as a model.

8/15/2018 9:59 AM

818

Street stalls in towns for educating the public on all forms of recycling would be very useful and
helpful

8/15/2018 9:56 AM

819

Continue as current setup and get a better contract

8/15/2018 9:51 AM

820

NB the removal of the free garden waste collection encourages the misuse of other bins and
therefore contaminates waste, as happens in Sheffield

8/15/2018 9:45 AM

821

Why is the council not considering renewing the current service? It works, so why try to save
money by introducing an inferior substitute?

8/15/2018 9:42 AM

822

Charging for green waste will result in more fly tipping. It is bad enough already and parts of the
Dales look like a rubbish tip - that will not help tourism. Charging will also reduce the amount of
stuff that is recycled.

8/15/2018 9:35 AM

823

pressure on manufacturers to standardise 'recyclable' marks and to increase their size

8/15/2018 9:27 AM

824

WE NEED BIGGER GREY BINS PLEASE AND COLLECTION EVERY WEEK FOR THE GREY
BINS. WE HAVE TO STILL TAKE BLACK SACKS TO THE WASTE TIP AS YOUR BINS ARE
NOT BIG ENOUGH AND COLLECTIONS NOT FREQUENT ENOUGH WHICH REALLY
DEFEATS THE POINT !

8/15/2018 9:25 AM

825

I don't get a recycling collection of any sort living in a rural location near Wirksworth. Fine, every 2
months I go to Ashbourne tip. Answers above in that context. Also, sell Bokashi food waste
fermentation system to interested residents and, more importantly, catering businesses.

8/15/2018 9:20 AM

826

Clear information on what plastic items are NOT recyclable by the service.

8/15/2018 9:19 AM
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827

Not letting vans into the tip is not good. If you only have a work van as a vehicle you cant go into
the tip, may reduce fly tipping? I am sick of people burning horrid waste. If you charge for green bin
there will be more people burning grass weeds and animal straw waste etc

8/15/2018 9:14 AM

828

These changes will make me very angry. My black bin is full every 2 weeks. I recycle everything I
can. My garden waste bin is full every 2 weeks. I am in arrears with my mortgage. I cannot afford
collection. My only option will be to begin burning my rubbish

8/15/2018 9:05 AM

829

More information to encourage people to compost their food waste.

8/15/2018 9:03 AM

830

The small household waste bin does not fit with 3 or 4 weekly collections. Fly tipping of house hold
Waste will increase. Not all residents can take Waste to waste sites

8/15/2018 8:59 AM

831

We recycle all waste food and recyclable material already and have full bins If goes to 3/4 weekly
black bin the bin will need to be bigger

8/15/2018 8:55 AM

832

We cannot recycle anymore yet our black is alway full for just 2 people. Charging for garden waste
is the only option and was never offered is the past. 3 weekly black bin collection would overflow
our bin. The size of the blue bin is too large in proportion of the amount of waste recyclable.
Reduce the size of the blue bin. Everything is not recyclable at the moment.

8/15/2018 8:55 AM

833

Better education needed- I see continued contamination every week, ie plastic recycling
containers still filled with food, cardboard pizza boxes still half full etc etc and that is in a middleclass village!

8/15/2018 8:50 AM

834

Please understand that charging for garden waste will see an increase in bonfires which produce
horrible levels of carciogenic dioxins.

8/15/2018 8:41 AM

835

Council tax rates are very high. The only service o receive is waste collection. Which your now
proposing to charge me for.i think this is outrageous. Look at other ways to reduce costs on admin
and council workers leaning on shovels , the bin collections are the only service you provide that
gives tax payers value for money ! I am not prepared to pay extra for this as I already pay almost
£2000 a year in council tax for no other services. Think again this proposal is going to result in
increase on vermin and fly tipping

8/15/2018 8:28 AM

836

flimsy plastic, black plastic, unclean tins, plasticised paper - lots can't be recycled so you ship this
off to other countries to forget it. Lets insist more packaging IS recycable HERE in the UK

8/15/2018 8:19 AM

837

bigger recycling bin especially the waste card/paper container - there is never enough space. I
would be happy with less frequent black bin collections ONLY IF you provided as standard the
large black bins.

8/15/2018 8:09 AM

838

Questions 9 and 10 are leading and not Neutral questions as there is not a 'no change option.'This
devalues the survey.

8/15/2018 8:06 AM

839

Absolutely NOT in favour of charging for garden waste, OR Changing the current cycle of waste
and recycle collection. We pay enough council tax in the dales not to have to compromise on this
basic requirement.

8/15/2018 7:58 AM

840

If reducing the grey bin collection we would require a larger bin as we easily fill the smaller bin and
we are only a couple with no kids.

8/15/2018 7:57 AM

841

Garden collection charges should be done on quantity rather than frequency. Otherwise, as a very
infrequent user (max. 2-3 bags per annum) I would not pay a monthly charge and would dispose
of by other (legal) routes.

8/15/2018 7:53 AM

842

Concerns re charging etc as it will encourage fly tipping

8/15/2018 7:52 AM

843

Option 10 will not let me give a rating. I do not want any of the proposed options. I think less
collections will increase fly tipping.

8/15/2018 7:36 AM

844

No winter collection of green waste

8/15/2018 7:30 AM

845

Additional collection from houses with larger families or more than 2 adults on the electoral
register.

8/15/2018 7:23 AM

846

Increasing the range of recyclable materials. e.g. all plastics including film

8/15/2018 7:17 AM

847

Do not agree with question 10, our streets are clean and rodant free. Let's keep it that way. This
current system works. My bins are both full on a fortnightly system

8/15/2018 7:13 AM

848

Provide a bigger bins. A small grey bin for a family of 4 is a struggle and that's with a family that fill
the blue bin consistently. The cardboard recycling section could be bigger in the blue bin.

8/15/2018 7:07 AM

849

Re hygine products. Hard to answer as i dont have kids or incontinence but i guess it would be
very good if you do

8/15/2018 7:07 AM

850

Increase Grey bin size and move to 3 weekly collection. All other services to remain

8/15/2018 6:26 AM

851

Being able to put food waste in with garden waste as many other Councils do. The small green
containers blow all over the road when it is windy and are a hazard. A lot more information on
which plastic is recycled by the Council. At the moment I feel I am wasting my time with some of
the items I put in the bin.

8/15/2018 5:23 AM

852

I can't help feeding you haven't given this much thought. How about discounts for effective
recycling? Shared local community recycling and waste zones/dumper bins? Campaigns and
completions to help people understand that recycling is expected not an optional task. Maybe
penalties for not recycling? Competitions to find the best community of recyclers?

8/15/2018 1:40 AM

853

Why do you want us to pay for our green waste only to give it away to a company to convert into
profit. They should be paying for the waste to make this service cost neutral. That way Everyone is
happy.

8/15/2018 1:27 AM

854

Ask manufacturers to use less packaging when manufacturing products

8/15/2018 1:12 AM
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855

Leave the collections as they are, to move to less frequent collections will encourage dumping and
rats and will be a hygiene problem. The dumping of rubbish will cost more than leaving the
collections as they are.

8/14/2018 11:43 PM

856

I was going to suggest that green bins are only available if request as many houses do not need
them. This saves on the cost of the bin. I think if grey bin collection was less than every 2 weeks
my neighbours would fill the street with rubbish. They are already overflowing.

8/14/2018 11:37 PM

857

More info on which plastics dddc can recycle and more info on which paper and card products can
or cannot be recycled

8/14/2018 11:14 PM

858

If we went to Three or four weekly collectios I would need a bigger bin as already recycle plenty
filling my blue bin and blue plastic box and my insert and blue bag.

8/14/2018 11:13 PM

859

If you're proposing to change the service provider, remember that there are teething troubles when
this happens. Servo appear to provide an excellent service, especially with regard to spill ages
when loading (this is difficult to achieve, I was a 'garbage operative XXXX years ago in my student
years). If you change the service significantly there is a major risk that fly tipping will will increase
with additional costs for DDDC). You are doing a superb job in difficult financial circumstances, I
expect that you are lobbying the Conservative government at Westminster to grant greater to
finance to local government nationwide.

8/14/2018 11:10 PM

860

Bigger grey bit less frequent would work for us - tbh we don’t reccle food wast as we don’t make
any, we don’t buy/cook more thank needed - green collection could be less frequent, not given as
an option eg monthly

8/14/2018 10:48 PM

861

I would like to say at this point that I am appalled about the consideration that you are increasing
the amount of weeks that we, the tax payer have to wait on the collection of the waste or rubbish. I
have lived in the area of XXXX for XXXX and every service that provides for the area weather it be
for the young or the elderly is been cut or privatised so that no pride can be given for those who
live in the area. My advice is for those who do listen and care about the area is leave the waste
management current process well alone and follow the old saying of if it isn't broken don't try to fix
it. The people of Darley Dale are happy with the current system and to even consider the idea of
charging for the removal of garden waste is diabolical.

8/14/2018 10:43 PM

862

Leave as it is

8/14/2018 10:43 PM

863

I know saving have to be made but I can see that if garden waste was made chargeable then
people will start dumping it wherever they feel like as they think it’s ‘green waste’. If grey bins are
collected less frequently then the same will happen with that, more fly tipping will ocular.
Unfortunately too many people feel that these services are already paid for through their council
tax and that they will be paying twice if charges came in. Why can Council taxes be put up a touch
for everyone to cover the costs???

8/14/2018 10:42 PM

864

My small grey bin is already full fortnightly and I recycle everything I can. I'm.a single working
parent with no time to go to the tip and coukd not afford to pay for collections ontop of everything
else

8/14/2018 10:41 PM

865

I think the potential to change the grey bin to three weekly or four weekly could become a hazard
to health.

8/14/2018 10:40 PM

866

Has the time come to introduce a regime where everyone has to comply to rules of disposing
household waste as done in other countries and a fine for those who refuse. The plastic bag
scheme has worked and yes people will no doubt grumble.Take another look at supermarkets etc
on recyclability of black packaging goods that inevitably find their way into a household to be
disposed of.

8/14/2018 10:39 PM

867

We need better advice on what we can recycle. At our house we spend hours trying to sort the
"recycling". There is a limit to what we can do at home. And tell me this, why, on multiple
occasions have I seen my bin men tip my green bucket into my black wheelie bin and tip the bin
into the back of the lorry? Why don't you say you will collect no excess and tell us to take any
excess to the recycle centre. I think Joe public tries hard in the main, I think you should use some
of our EXISTING council tax and arrive at a cost neutral disposal strategy and put real brain power
into a solution that at least looks as though its thought through and not simply passing on the cost
to an electorate with their hands tied behind there back. Thanks.!

8/14/2018 10:38 PM

868

Provide plastic bag/packaging recycling facilities/options to reduce black bin contents.

8/14/2018 10:36 PM

869

I don't agree with any of the options A-E. My recycling bin is always so full that I have to put the
additional recycling into neighbours bins or other family members. There are 6 people living at
home so to change the frequency of collections to be less regular would be unacceptable as my
refuse bin is always full too. I do not support any of the options suggested.

8/14/2018 10:34 PM

870

The service should remain as it is, my blue bin and cardboard is virtually overflowing together with
my grey bin general waste. The kerbside caddy is full on a weekly basis and if less frequent
collections especially in the summer would result in more waste being inadequately stored,
together with environmental issues such as odour and unwanted infestations. This would also
apply to the general waste bin too.

8/14/2018 10:30 PM

871

Increase the size of the recycling bins the paper cardboard insert is inadequate remove the free
collection of garden waste altogether. give homeowners the option to subscribe to a new paid for
schedule of collection for garden waste if they wish to continue with a green bin at all

8/14/2018 10:25 PM

872

Grey bin collections changing from 2 to 3 or 4 weeks is fine, but bigger grey bins are needed.
Already full after 2 weeks with full recycling, so blue bin is also full currently. Bigger grey bin
means 4 weeks is a good option

8/14/2018 10:25 PM

873

WE have been blessed with an excellent service , I hope the council will strive to maintain the
level of service.

8/14/2018 10:24 PM

874

Does this mean you'll reduce our council tax? Why should we keep paying more for less services?

8/14/2018 10:19 PM
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875

Change the design of the collection wagons. You still have to collect food waste weekly so ensure
that all wagons can do this as well as collect either recycleables, grey bin or green bins. That
would ensure only one collection vehicle instead of the now 2 or 3 on the same day.

8/14/2018 10:17 PM

876

The bin situation is terrible in the Dales and a reduction in service is unacceptable Would you be
ok with us reducing the frequency with which we pay council tax and pro-rata the amount we pay
by a third in relation to the reduction in services

8/14/2018 10:15 PM

877

These services would not benefit me personally as we don't produce this type/amount of waste,
but I can see they would be useful for some households.

8/14/2018 10:13 PM

878

As a family of 5 we conscientiously separate out our waste and recycle as much as possible. We
also try to reduce our waste. Our blue bin, insert and our paper bag are usually full at the end of
each fortnight. Consequently our grey bin is usually no more than about three quarters full.
However, we would not want the grey bin emptied less frequently than every two weeks as it
would be overflowing by then. We also know, from the odd occasion where we have been away
during collection week, and therefore the bin has had to wait an extra two weeks to be emptied,
that the smell is pretty awful. As an alternative to charging for the green bin collection, some
councils only empty them during certain months of the year when there is little or no garden waste
I.e. No collections between November and March?

8/14/2018 10:09 PM

879

Keep green bin free what happens to the vulnerable who can’t take green waste to tip. Keep
weekly food bin, make recycling easier

8/14/2018 10:00 PM

880

Possible other areas set up locally to deposit garden waste/glass etc

8/14/2018 9:57 PM

881

None of the options in section 10 are agreeable. Larger bins required for both non recycling and
recycling they are simply not big enough or increased frequency of those collections to weekly.

8/14/2018 9:56 PM

882

A comment on question 9: I would imagine the cheaper you make it, the more residents will
subscribe (it seems unfair that a person with a large garden pays the same as one with only a
small one). Collecting nappies more often would be counterproductive (incontinence waste should
be treated differently and assistance offered). Better education on washable nappies AND
washable wipes (both of which I use) is needed and perhaps better grants. I would like
reassurance that the Council's policy of not collecting certain plastics is not simply to increase the
Council's recycling figures. Pressure needs to be put on large retailers locally and nationally to
reduce waste. Consumers want to see them doing something to help. Perhaps local incentives
through local businesses could raise awareness and reduce waste, particularly if paired with some
kind of discount on business rates.

8/14/2018 9:56 PM

883

You haven't offered an option to reduce green bin collections to summer months. There is far less
need for this during the winter

8/14/2018 9:53 PM

884

Penalties where householders persistently fail to separate waste for recycling

8/14/2018 9:50 PM

885

Being able to recycle more items e.g. more types of plastic and aluminium.

8/14/2018 9:45 PM

886

Badly written survey! Q10 leads to the answer you require! We had maggots in our black bags this
summer due to the heat.

8/14/2018 9:43 PM

887

Your survey is based on the premise that people want to pay less for this vital service. In fact, I
don't mind paying more, as this is the one part of the Council Tax that I see the benefit of. I would
strongly advocate maintaining the current level of service and looking at the cheapest quotation to
do that.

8/14/2018 9:38 PM

888

Absolutely ridiculous to change the bins to 3/4 weekly collections! My bins are always full to the
brim if not overflowing and I recycle! And I have maggots in my bins regually

8/14/2018 9:36 PM

889

I'm guessing this is a done deal as there was no option for keeping waste collection as it is. Would
the size of bins change? What happens in summer when maggots can be a problem with 2 weekly
collections. I'm sure your plans will go ahead anyway!

8/14/2018 9:36 PM

890

This survey is designed to make people pick the best worst option to make it appear that it was the
people's choice when really the best way forward would be to leave things as they are which is not
an option given to choose

8/14/2018 9:35 PM

891

Leaving waste 3-4 weeks before collection will cause a lot of smells and will lead to rodents.,

8/14/2018 9:34 PM

892

We all know about recycling - people who don’t recycle should be fined and those of us who
recycle everything we can should not be penalised - many black bins are put out with recycleable
rubbish obviously in them

8/14/2018 9:34 PM

893

keep collection as it is, if grey bin collection is less frequent, provide larger bins for families with
teenagers

8/14/2018 9:29 PM

894

Do not collect grey bins that re over-full. Make sure businesses are paying for their waste. Make
sure houses only have 1 grey bin. Allow people to anonymously tell the council where people are
not following the rules and act on the information.

8/14/2018 9:29 PM

895

Clear information about where recycling and food caddy waste goes. There is a perception it all
goes to landfill the same anyway.

8/14/2018 9:26 PM

896

Ban the use of disposable nappies We visit a highly developed country in Asia on a frequent
basis, here waste is collected every day. Why can't we do this or better still retain the current
excellent service. I would be happy to pay a little more in order to do this.

8/14/2018 9:23 PM

897

Question 10 needs to give me the option for status quo

8/14/2018 9:23 PM

898

Discrete separate collection of stoma bag waste for incineration.

8/14/2018 9:19 PM

899

There is a huge danger that people will simply dump or fly tip rubbish if none recyclable waste
collections are too infrequent.

8/14/2018 9:17 PM
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900

None of these options are very good for the disabled who have larger amounts due to their issues.
EG we generate more waste because of leg bags, night bags, catheter wash outs and bowel
control. Going to a three nightly collection would be disastrous for us.

8/14/2018 9:17 PM

901

I really want accurate information on what can be recycled. I have been putting black plastic in the
blue bin for years and am deeply disappointed to hear it can't be recycled. I do hope my plastic
hasn't been going to landfill because of this. The plastic recycling issue really matters and I give it
very high priority. My other concern is that black plastic often contains raw meat or fish. If not
collected fortnightly the bins would become extremely smelly and unpleasant. I prefer to pay more
to retain fortnightly collections. I also want much more pressure to be placed on manufacturers to
solve the problems and increase the range of materials used which can be recycled. I also want
pressure put on them to reduce the use of bubble wrap and polystyrene in packaging where
recyclable alternatives could be used.

8/14/2018 9:08 PM

902

Lobby food manufacturers to produce less single use and unrecyclable plastics/products so that
less household waste is produced. Changing collections to 3/4 weekly would be detrimental to
everyone. The minimum you would need to do is provide larger grey bins. We only have a small
one, I recycle everything I can, but fill my small bin each Fortnight with waste which is
unrecyclable.

8/14/2018 8:59 PM

903

Look at other countries that have a high recycle rate see if they anything we could borrow

8/14/2018 8:57 PM

904

It seems really unfair that if we were a family of 5 we would have a big grey bin but as a family of 4
we have the same as a single person household. Having fortnightly collections of binned rather
than flushed sanitary items is bad enough but decreasing the frequency of grey bin collections
would be grim. It is not that long since it was collected weekly.

8/14/2018 8:54 PM

905

Plastic bag collection from the door would encourage recycling, as not taken at the tip. Was told by
the people at the tip them to take them to Sainsburys. I understand different councils run these.
Perhaps some collaboration would help. I think that the less you provide on doorstep collections,
you will end up spending more money on clearing up fly tipping. Charging people even more will
not encourage recycling. Where do people store all their waste whilst waiting for a 4 weekly
collection. This could encourage infestations around bin stores.

8/14/2018 8:53 PM

906

Question 10 is rigged and unfair!, will we see anything for the money saved? Or will it be spent on
the usual rubbish, arts, keep fit etc?

8/14/2018 8:53 PM

907

This survey is a farce. It is just a money making exercise for an inefficient top heavy organisation
who provide appealing value for money. The council should do what other organisations have
done; close the gold plated final salary pension schemes, mange poor performers and make
people redundant. If you implement what it is clear you want to do -charge more for providing less
you will just increase fly tipping.

8/14/2018 8:48 PM

908

Why no option for no change, this consultation is not fairly conducted and is a complete farce as it
cannot give a true representation of what people really need and want.

8/14/2018 8:46 PM

909

I believe that if garden waste disposal is charged for, we will see a much higher incidence of fly
tipping, leading to additional expense in its clearance.

8/14/2018 8:45 PM

910

Why don't you charge holiday let's commercial fees? Most in our area use the domestic service
even though they benefit from the small business rate reduction. Of the 5 holiday lets in my road 4
use the domestic service. You could also charge a fee to be a holiday let in the peak District
similar to the charge raised by Liverpool to let long term rental property

8/14/2018 8:44 PM

911

A very active interaction with retailers to reduce packaging and have recycling facilities at source.

8/14/2018 8:44 PM

912

I have not ranked your options above, all are in acceptable, four weeks for grey bin is far too long,
smell and vermin. You can take my green bin away if you decide to charge.

8/14/2018 8:35 PM

913

More frequent grey bin collection in hot weather

8/14/2018 8:34 PM

914

People should be encouraged to use re usable nappies etc. The recycle scheme is a vital service
and one which in the current iconic and environmental climate should not be altered if anything
there should be a charge on the amount of black bags people throw out! We are a family of 4 and
every fortnight we only have half a black bag.....that is it! Nothing else!

8/14/2018 8:32 PM

915

Keep the bin collections as they are, charge for garden waste if you wish. I pay nearly £160 a
month, what do we get for that money? I've never seen a street cleaner in Cromford, never seen a
police foot patrol, never seen a road sweeper, generally never see the council give us value for
money. The fortnightly collection of the black bin is just about the only thing that the council do of
any value, so if you want to take that to 3 weekly, can you reduce council tax inline with the
reduction of services please? Also do you not think that a reduction of this service will encourage
fly tipping? Learn to manage your budgets, reduce bloated council wages for managers and
councillors and reduce council waste.

8/14/2018 8:27 PM

916

Information on what can be recycled, especially the different plastics, food cartons and pouches.

8/14/2018 8:26 PM

917

I cannot offer an answer to 9 because when we pay council tax I don’t think any charge at all is
reasonable. Nor can I answer 10 because I think any reduction to the current service would be
unacceptable.

8/14/2018 8:21 PM

918

free incinerator so i can burn the garden waste, provision of map showing useful fly tipping spots,
what's to stop me smuggling garden waste (not green stuff just sticks) into grey bin in black
sacks? provide compost bins again?, or wormeries?

8/14/2018 8:20 PM

919

Encourage shops/supermarkets to reduce packaging. Be aware of the fact the reducing collections
may make people add more to their recycling bin that cannot actually be recycled and therefore
increasing costs/contamination. Roll out discounted compost bins for people to purchase so that
people can recycle their own kitchen veg waste. Show us where the recycling actually goes to
encourage recycling rather than the view than it just gets exported and ends up in someone else's
landfill.

8/14/2018 8:18 PM

920

To get your house order first ?

8/14/2018 8:12 PM
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921

Fine people who don’t recycle

8/14/2018 8:09 PM

922

I feel that as pensioners we pay a high council tax already for less services. We pay over £2000
for very little in return. If you cut collections for families the waste will overspill and encourage
pests. Less collections will mean more waste left in laybys etc. We already recycle as much as
possible so further money spent on advertising is a waste. Why should we pay more when the
council tax is increased every year for less service.

8/14/2018 8:05 PM

923

A scheme to help discourage single use plastic wrapping, locally and nationally

8/14/2018 8:05 PM

924

It should not change ! Why do we pay council tax! We dont get our moneys worrh as it is!!!

8/14/2018 7:59 PM

925

There’s some idiot ideas on this survey

8/14/2018 7:59 PM

926

We fill our food waste caddy every week so unless this is emptied there will be much more waste.

927

Clearer information as to exactly what you can recycle and in which container. ie I’m always
unsure whether the orange juice cartons go in plastic, cans and glass or cardboard.

8/14/2018 7:55 PM

928

You have mixed the subject of target recycling and frequency of collection. Recycling targets can
be met by better recycling facilities at your processor which should recycle more of the materials.
The collection frequency is purely a finance measure. We are a rural community and the majority
of properties have gardens any proposal to charge for removal of garden waste is antisocial to
residents. The age group is a majority of elderly people who cannot afford extra payments and
cannot physically get rid of their own garden waste it is a disgrace to even consider these options.
Improve the efficiency of the recycling process and negotiate the cost you pay for this, do not
penalise the tax payers. Listen to the respondents to these surveys carefully, so far it appears you
do not based on other surveys and the resultant actions.

8/14/2018 7:50 PM

929

Bins already attracting rats being less frequent will increase this and is totally unacceptable.
Expect us to pay more for less service

8/14/2018 7:50 PM

930

Analyse the responses from questions 2-4 above and consider how often recyclable waste needs
to be collected/what the size of the containers should be. We should be given information on
where our recycling goes to, and where our general waste goes to, and what difference it makes
to the environment. For example, do we have a waste to energy plant in Derbyshire? Look at what
Kirklees council do.

8/14/2018 7:49 PM

931

Work with retailers and manufacturers to reduce wasteful packaging - which is most of our grey
and blue bin waste - at source

8/14/2018 7:48 PM

932

You could of course consider the French method which provides large containers in each village
and at certain locations in each town which are emptied every week from just one location. Waste
is sorted in the same way by the customers who just have to place their waste in the appropriate
LARGE bins. XXXX

8/14/2018 7:48 PM

933

Where is the option to keep the servlce as it is now.

8/14/2018 7:35 PM

934

Not much if a choice!!!!!! We already pay enough council tax !!!!

8/14/2018 7:27 PM

935

If you move to three weekly collection of grey bins then we will need a bigger bin which will cost
the council more.

8/14/2018 7:25 PM

936

The system used at the moment is second to none, and cannot be improved upon in my opinion.
Don't mess with something that works well!

8/14/2018 7:23 PM

937

This is for additional comments on the survey, which I note is not available on this one, yet on
almost all I have done in the past, there has been. I have a family of four, 2 adults and 2 children.
We have a small grey bun, which is always full for collection every fortnight. The blue bin is always
full every fortnight and I often put out additional cardboard for collection. Moving to 3 weekly
collection is madness, I recycle everything we can and still the black bin is full. The producers of
food etc need to clamp down on their use of frivolous packaging, we cannot reduce the waste we
produce. Green bin collection to be payable is a last resort, moving to 3 weeks in unmanageable,
in areas where you have to have a car to take to the tip.

8/14/2018 7:18 PM

938

The only options acceptable are to leave the system as it is. The council will be spending the
money saved on clearing up fly tipping and pest control through stinking overflowing bins. Stop
wasting money on consultations and make the present system work.

8/14/2018 7:17 PM

939

More food waste bags delivered. Happy to pay. Larger grey bin.

8/14/2018 7:14 PM

940

It’s the green bin which is most important to my household as I make extremely little household
waste but having a large garden I am constantly filling my green bin. Always full every 2 weeks.

8/14/2018 7:11 PM

941

This is a disgrace. I cannot believe that you are considering changing to grey bin three or four
weekly. They are very full as it is. It will cause more rats and fly tipping. I pay over 300 pounds per
month for council tax and it is disgusting that you would consider to reduce this vital service whilst
raising council taxes

8/14/2018 7:11 PM

942

Just leave as it i pay poll tax to cover this you have closed the toilets at the Whitworth at Darley
dale in pay for them in my local poll tax so let me keep my bin being empted as they are now

8/14/2018 7:10 PM

943

Whatever other options are considered, the kitchen waste collection needs to continue to be
weekly. I do not really need any of the above extra services but our blue bin has usually
overflowed to fill the blue sack as well at Christmas.

8/14/2018 7:10 PM

944

We are unclear which plastics can be recycled and which can’t. Please make this clearer!

8/14/2018 7:09 PM

945

We pay the top rate in council tax and have a large garden, we also have 3 children. Our blue,
grey and 2 green bins will always be full every 2 weeks. If you cut any of these services I will just
have to take more trips to the council waste recycling site which means your processing cost will
remain the same, your just passing on the transport cost to myself. Hopefully you will also reduce
my council tax?

8/14/2018 7:08 PM
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946

I do not think reducing the number of collections is useful at all. I already use the recycle bin amd
they are full as is the black bin when it is collected. Changing the black bin to 3 or 4 weekly will not
change the amount of waste as I already sort it all out, it will just mean rubbish will stacking up
outside the house and not in the bin as it won’t fit because you have reduced its size. I already pay
a lot in council tax and with more houses being built there is more money is coming in however
services in Ashbourne seem to be reducing more and more so what on earth does my tax pay for.

8/14/2018 7:06 PM

947

Recycle polythene based products

8/14/2018 7:06 PM

948

The current arrangements should stay in place cut funding from somewhere else in your budget
(such as salary reductions and staff cuts ) we pay enough as it is for very little service. We as a
family have little if no faith in the council

8/14/2018 7:05 PM

949

Sticker on the blue bin with an explanation of the recycling symbols.

8/14/2018 6:59 PM

950

If less frequent collections of grey bin bin would need to be bigger

8/14/2018 6:55 PM

951

A 3 weekly collection is ludicrous! We will have rats & other vermin everywhere! We pay high
council rates & a lot of money is wasted on paperwork & jobs that are not needed & PENSIONS
and paying people to much!!! When council staff are off sick, they still get wages! Stop that & you
will save a fortune! Loads less sickies!!

8/14/2018 6:53 PM

952

Try using the extortionate amount of council tax we already pay, to collect our refuse weekly,
without complaining about it. Sick of increasing costs, for reduced services, across the board of
everything that council tax is spent on.

8/14/2018 6:52 PM

953

We would not be happy with reduced collections and a cost for garden waste collection. We
already pay an increased council tax than other areas.

8/14/2018 6:43 PM

954

Encourage people to recycle more. No charge for recycling or garden waste. Charge for excessive
black bin/ bag quantities. Say more than 1 bin/ bag/ fortnight.

8/14/2018 6:40 PM

955

what a useless survey, black bag users need a fortnightly collection, all you will get is more
flytipping

8/14/2018 6:39 PM

956

Make economies elsewhere. These options are completely unnacceptable

8/14/2018 6:38 PM

957

Please beware of the unintended consequence of fly tipping that might ultimately cost the council
more money.

8/14/2018 6:38 PM

958

Do not reduce grey bin regularity. This will lead to litter, rubbish around neighbourhoods, and the
potential for vermin especially in the summer.

8/14/2018 6:37 PM

959

Incinarate and use the power for electricity

8/14/2018 6:37 PM

960

Derby city council has just reinstated green waste collections as people were putting it their grey
bins - am sure that would be the case here too if you charge!

8/14/2018 6:34 PM

961

Making grey bin collections less frequent is ridiculous when you have already reduced our bin
size, making it 3 weekly I would like a bigger bin.

8/14/2018 6:31 PM

962

All options other than fortnightly collections is a mad idea and will lead to fly tipping, rats and
disease!

8/14/2018 6:28 PM

963

I don’t think charging and reducing services after the ridiculous increase in rates this year is on. I
think the council wages and bonus scheme should be overhauled first .

8/14/2018 6:26 PM

964

In the last year large grey bins were replaced with smaller ones that fill to over flowing after 2
weeks. Medical waste and nappies would small and attract maggots if not left as now

8/14/2018 6:20 PM

965

The fact that all our bins only go out every other collection at the most is not catered for in the
above survey - i.e they are always full when we put them out.

8/14/2018 6:19 PM

966

Collecting household waste is already too long at 2 week intervals. It is unhygienic and very
inconvenient. What happens when the bin is full after a week? Action needs to be taken against
the manufacturers to stop all the waste being produced. Not the consumer, who has little option.

8/14/2018 6:14 PM

967

Stay with SERCO and don't change anything that's what people pay council tax for. SERCO do a
great job. Just educate people to recycle more.

8/14/2018 6:14 PM

968

Garden waste collected monthly for 6 winter months.

8/14/2018 6:14 PM

969

Charging to get rid of garden waste and putting grey bins to every 3 to 4 weeks is ridiculous. With
3 children in the house our bins are full after 2 weeks let alone 3/4 weeks and we recycle alot of
things. I bet you will pit our council tax up though. Seems we pay more and get less every year.
Whst about those that can't afford to pay and don't drive?

8/14/2018 6:13 PM

970

small electrical collection, just like the batteries

8/14/2018 6:12 PM

971

Without the detailed metrics used it is difficult to make meaningful suggestions. For example, is
waste from holiday accommodation (including campsites) included? DDDC has an unusually high
proportion of such establishments and the behaviour of visitors has to be address separately from
that of residents. It is probable that self-catering visitors are less attentive when disposing of
waste, especially food waste. This is compounded by uncertainty stemming from the wide disparity
in recycling rules across UK Districts. The UK targets should be qualified by local characteristics. I
see no reason why the input and output metrics used by DDDC are not in the public domain, do I
have to raise an FOI? On the subject of food waste, additional kitchen bags should be free of
charge. A young family living on a tight budget is unlikely to pay for bags when the waste can be
disposed of as general waste. Finally, the message to DDDC residents should be more positive.
Achieving a 2017 average of 57% is to be celebrated when compared with the UK average of
43.7%; a 13.7% over-achievement makes the push to 65% (another 8%) appear all the more
realistic.

8/14/2018 6:11 PM

972

Leave the waste and recycling as it is!!

8/14/2018 6:10 PM
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973

Make it possible to recycle yoghurt pots, mushroom trays etc. Make some sort of provision for the
elderly and disabled households. We cannot get to the tip. We cannot afford to pay more. We are
bearing the brunt of all the cuts and it's really very unfair. Why don't you cut some of the fat cat
salaries? They are so fond of saying "there isn't a magic money tree". Well guess what; there isn't
one in our garden either! Stop targeting those least able to pay.

8/14/2018 6:08 PM

974

Leave it as it is

8/14/2018 6:06 PM

975

Include food waste in with garden waste and reduce inefficiency of binning twice both at the home
and on the bun lorry. It all goes to the same place.

8/14/2018 6:03 PM

976

Option 6 - remain as it is. Cease any bonuses.

8/14/2018 6:01 PM

977

After such a hot summer can't think of bins being left longer than a fortnight .People with bags out
will end up with vermin .Going to cause lots of fly tipping for you to end up cleaning up .

8/14/2018 6:01 PM

978

We can only just manage 2 weekly collections for the grey and blue bins (2 adults and 2 children in
household). If you went to 3 weeks our bins would be overflowing. Where are we expected to put
this waste?

8/14/2018 6:00 PM

979

All packing to be recyleable and reinstate the bottle banks ect

8/14/2018 5:59 PM

980

Responding to A-Z queries / suggestions made via the website (those that I've made to date have
been ignored!)

8/14/2018 5:54 PM

981

I would like a bigger bin for cardboard recycling rather than the little insert bin please

8/14/2018 5:50 PM

982

Bigger paper recycling box the one in the bin is a funny shape which means it’s difficult to fit stuff
in

8/14/2018 5:50 PM

983

Information on what is happening to food waste and recycling. Currently there are rumours its all
just going into land fill anyway! Also, after recent reports of waste being exported to Poland to be
burnt residents need some reassurance of what happens to it! If grey bins were collected four
weekly they would smell and increase the rate of vermin in certain areas.

8/14/2018 5:49 PM

984

I think that no matter what people have answered or suggested on this survey, the council will do
what they want in the end anyway.

8/14/2018 5:48 PM

985

WE HAVE 4 ADULTS IN THIS HOUSE AND FILL THE BLUE BIN AND INSERT AND A BLUE
BAG WITH EVERYTHING THAT IS RECYCLABLE EVERY TWO WEEKS.. THE PROBLEM IS
THE AMOUNT OF NON-RECYCLABLE MATERIAL THAT CAN ONLY GO IN THE GREY BIN.
DESPITE OUR BEST EFFORTS AT RECYCLING WE FILL THE GREY BIN EVERY TWO
WEEKS.

8/14/2018 5:46 PM

986

We already recycle everything possible.

8/14/2018 5:44 PM

987

Where is the option to keep fortnightly grey bin collections??? This survey does not give me the
opportunity to oppose 3 or 4 weekly collections so it seems you’ve already decided.

8/14/2018 5:41 PM

988

Perhaps if the council are going down the lines of charging for garden waste they should at least
offer a free service say twice a year in the summer months. The repercussions of completely
removing the free service will be unkept lawns or houses with waste piled up with local authority
housing looking even more unkept by people who dont look after their properties. We in the Dales
pay high council tax in comparison to other councils in Derbyshire and have pride in the fact its
one of the nicest areas in the country. Also reducing the collection of grey bin waste would be even
worse especially in the heat we have been experiencing resulting in maggots, flies and smells.
People will most likely fill their grey bin with garden waste hidden inside black bags. As for
recycling there was a program on sky recently about plastic from english council in which
Derbyshire Dales featured. Most of it gets dumped in the far east left to fester eventually still
making way to the see.

8/14/2018 5:40 PM

989

Charging will reduce the amount recycled and probably result in more fly tipping. Why not offer
chargeable hot compost bins to reduce garden waste collection.

8/14/2018 5:38 PM

990

We already struggle with our bins being emptied fortnightly. Our blue bin especially is always full if
not over flowing. Changing it to 3 or 4 weeks would only discourage recycling. More often than not
our very small black bin is also full to the top, 3 or 4 weeks between collection would only be
possible if we had a bigger bin.

8/14/2018 5:37 PM

991

Bring back local recycling bins for each town or the lorry say every 2 weeks

8/14/2018 5:35 PM

992

It would encourage food waste recycling if more food bags are issued. Greater use of food waste
bin necessary if black sacks only collected once a month.

8/14/2018 5:35 PM

993

There is also the option to keep the service as it is (which isn’t listed). Charging for services which
are already paid through Council tax may lead to fly tipping, thereby increasing costs by default.

8/14/2018 5:33 PM

994

note that in winter the decreased frequency of grey bin collections would make things difficult for
those of us who have solid fuel heating and have ashes each day which in my case almost fill the
grey bin on a two week collection and would overfill it on a longer period. As I only have one fire
my ash output is less than other people who have more than one fire/solid fuel appliance.

8/14/2018 5:32 PM

995

Stop wasting money on unnecessary caged collections around Riber, when the normal lorry would
be able to collect waste, but can't be bothered to turn around!

8/14/2018 5:32 PM

996

Only allowing options A to E will result in a flawed result as you have not given an option for
services to remain unchanged. You have therefore decided already that the status quo, with or
without a rise in council tax or cuts in other areas is not an option. Sadly you are not honest
enough to admit it.

8/14/2018 5:31 PM

997

Collect waste from house environs rather than outside boundary, street etc..

8/14/2018 5:31 PM
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998

Having a text reminder isn't going to make bins less full. Its clear you are intending on 3 weeks
miniumum anyway, most put out full blue bins already. How do you expect families to recycle
things that are not recyclable? How do you expect families who do not drive to take things to the
waste collection centres? Get real. You will be spending more clearing up fly tipping and you
wonder why that is such a problem now. We have had dozens of flies every summer since the bins
went fortnightly. Especially in this weather. They already stink.

8/14/2018 5:31 PM

999

2 weekly grey bin collection is not enough. My bin smells, despite regular cleaning, all my
neighbours bins smell, it is very unpleasant living with the smell, your ideas of increasing the time
between collections is a joke.

8/14/2018 5:29 PM

1000

Don’t change

8/14/2018 5:28 PM

1001

This is utterly ridiculous. People will just start to burn their garden waste which doesn’t help
anyone. Black bins being emptied every 3 or 4 weeks will be a health hazard. I’m assuming this
will mean no rise in council tax, and that the pen pushers that dream up these ideas don’t live in
the Derbyshire Dales!

8/14/2018 5:25 PM

1002

My only concerns are if you decrease grey bin collection from fortnightly to 3 weekly or even
monthly then I would be overrun with nappies, my other concern is the lack of cardboard paper
recycling space on offer in the blue bins. It should really be either the whole bin mixed or 50/50
with the option of a box for extra recycling bits...if you really want us to recycle more we need
more space.

8/14/2018 5:24 PM

1003

Could vary frequency of garden waste collections throughout gardening year - possible 1 per
month in winter months to twice weekly in summer

8/14/2018 5:22 PM

1004

I'm terribly sorry, but I can't think of an alternative option, but I would like to say how very grateful I
have been to receive such an exemplary service in the past. Thankyou very much!

8/14/2018 5:21 PM

1005

We already pay for a service. Contract with a decent and efficient company this time and make
savings that way.

8/14/2018 5:17 PM

1006

Keep things as they are, its good service. Find savings by cuts to other services that appear to
benefit the few at a cost to the many. Plus more cost effective contracts after all you are the
customer, drive better deals.It's our money

8/14/2018 5:15 PM

1007

None of these options are acceptable. Derbyshire Dales DC is a Conservative-led authority in a
country with a Conservative government. Further reductions in local authority service levels
alongside continued rises in Council Tax are outrageous and not to be tolerated. Conservative
local authorities are cravenly failing in their absolute duty to convince central government to fund
local government adequately. Please, collectively, do something about it now.

8/14/2018 5:15 PM

1008

Stop charging at the household recycling centre for certain items eg hardcore as people just put it
in their grey bin. Have satellite recycling centres on major routes so people can pull in and drop off
recycling on their way to work. Allow people to put food waste in the brown bin (like in other areas)
- I would happily recycle food waste if this was he case as I’ve done it in the past. I don’t want a
separate food waste bin that attracts rats etc and also adds an additional emptying/recycling cost.

8/14/2018 5:12 PM

1009

Better information on which plastics are recyclable. Spot checks on people who don't recycle.
Educate / fine them.

8/14/2018 5:09 PM

1010

Choose the new contractor / service provider who has the most efficient recycling system.

8/14/2018 5:09 PM

1011

Black bin attracts flys in summer so regular collection important but recycling could be a 3/4 week
collection. Would not pay for green bin.

8/14/2018 5:07 PM

1012

more clarity on what is actually recycled - the national picture is confusing

8/14/2018 5:06 PM

1013

Look more closely at holiday let houses as Because they are business rated they do not recycle.
Maybe they could be encouraged to recycle.

8/14/2018 5:05 PM

1014

Grey bin gets filled up with non recyclable plastic wrapping and black plastic containers. This
needs to be sorted before going to 3 weekly collections or have a bigger bin. I recycle everything
that I can but my black bin is always filled. Not sure what the answer is.

8/14/2018 5:04 PM

1015

Any reduction in grey bin collection frequency would be most unwelcome. The bin is only full and
sometimes an independent visit to the local recycling centre is necessary. I do recycle all that is
recycable.

8/14/2018 5:00 PM

1016

Collections less frequent than fortnightly would present great problems. Roads would be littered
with excess rubbish which would be unsightly and encourage vermin.

8/14/2018 4:58 PM

1017

it is a struggle now with fortnightly collections of grey bins. At least with recycling you can take it
elsewhere. I don't see how it in an option to move grey bin collection to 3 or even 4 weeks. The
bins are stinking rotten awful things now with maggots and flies. Double the time its left stood and
we are going to have a major issue on our hands. You've already removed our village recycling so
I have to transport paper glass and plastic but waste as well is just not an option. Its unsanitary
and inconvenient and I cannot put it in my boot and leave it like I do paper until I am passing which
means a huge increase in travel, time and cost to get rid of waste

8/14/2018 4:57 PM

1018

Please don't reduce the grey bin collections, all the bins stink and are full now and it will just
encourage tipping around town

8/14/2018 4:57 PM

1019

Bigger recycling bins.

8/14/2018 4:57 PM

1020

more frequent black bin collections @ more frequent blue bin collections more frequent everything
tbh

8/14/2018 4:56 PM

1021

Would find it better if we had a larger bin for the cardboard even a separate whole bin just for
cardboard as we always have lots and end up putting it in the grey bin too.

8/14/2018 4:55 PM

1022

Increase the size of the grey bin. DDDC grey bin is much smaller than in other neighbouring
authorities.

8/14/2018 4:55 PM
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1023

If some residents pay for green bin collection, what is to stop other people from filling the 'paid for'
bin?

8/14/2018 4:50 PM

1024

Tell supermarket to use less packaging and only use recyclable containers - charge the
supermarkets, not the consumer - they are the ones creating the rubbish and making profits doing
this, consumer is caught in the middle

8/14/2018 4:49 PM

1025

Bin men that don’t drop rubbish on ground when emptying bins would be good.

8/14/2018 4:48 PM

1026

We already recycle what we can and our grey bin is still always full on every collection.
Supermarkets have alot to answer for with regards to packaging and should be made to reduce
packaging and use recyclable materials so e.g. do not use black plastic.

8/14/2018 4:46 PM

1027

More than a fortnightly collection of waste is completely unacceptable. Specially in the countryside
where we get almost no other services.

8/14/2018 4:46 PM

1028

What do we do with Cat Food Pouches or Dog Food Pouches?, If these were left for 3 - 4 weeks,
the bin would be "alive" with maggots!! Massive health risk. We run a B and B, and Self catering
apartment. We are provided with a small grey bin, which is totally inadequate for the waste
created. I have offered to purchase a Larger Grey Bin, but have been refused.(the only option
offered would be 'Trade waste' which is total "Overkill", as a solution. We regarded Derbyshire as
offering an excellent waste collection service. If you adopt these "proposed measures" we are
effectively moving into the "third world"!

8/14/2018 4:46 PM

1029

I feel we didn't get a choice F, to not change anything apart from stop garden waste collection in
winter. We don't have a car so taking our own to the tip isn't an option, which leaves burning it, or
bagging it into the grey bin!!

8/14/2018 4:45 PM

1030

I also think it is appalling that the councils not offer recycling to businesses. If we’re all trying to
reduce and recycle why is this not an option??? Businesses produce more recycling than
residents!

8/14/2018 4:44 PM

1031

A guarantee that the recycling teams would stop mixing all the separated recycling materials into
one thoroughly unsorted pile in the truck.

8/14/2018 4:44 PM

1032

The grey bin we have now is not bigger enough we have 4 people in the house and 2 dogs and the
bin just isn’t big enough so god help people if you go onto 3 or 4 weekly collections, it’s just
ridiculous!!

8/14/2018 4:43 PM

1033

More frequent recycling collections - we recycle as much as we can but our bin is so full by the
end of the fortnight which means some pieces end up in the black bin to get them out of the way.
We used to live in XXXX where they have a weekly recycling collection which was very helpful.

8/14/2018 4:40 PM

1034

At Christmas more paper recycling plus things like Christmas trees.

8/14/2018 4:39 PM

1035

Retain fortnightly grey bin collections

8/14/2018 4:39 PM

1036

I recycle everything I can and still have a full black bin - educate the shops providing non
recyclable containers! Consider the increase in fly tipping should you reduce the collection
frequency

8/14/2018 4:39 PM

1037

Who created this survey? It is gives only leading options. We don’t you just say, we either suffer a
less frequent rubbish bin collection or pay for garden waste collection. Where’s the option for fewer
garden waste collections? If you start charging for this, isn’t there a danger folk will just dump their
garden waste on private or public ground to avoid a charge.

8/14/2018 4:38 PM

1038

I think if black sacks are not collect every fortnight vermin will increase and i will expect council to
deal with

8/14/2018 4:38 PM

1039

All bad

8/14/2018 4:33 PM

1040

We compost our own food waste and recycle lots. It would be very unfair to start charging for
garden waste on top of council tax that we already pay.

8/14/2018 4:32 PM

1041

Occasional reminders to people about the social and environmental benefits of re-cycling, with
examples, if possible. Lobbying manufacturers to use more plastics that ARE re-cyclable, and to
reduce those that are not.

8/14/2018 4:31 PM

1042

this tick box survey baffles me. It obviously points in the direction the council has seemingly
already decided where it wants to go and it has this exersize so it can claim popular support.
Increase of fly tipping guaranteed with this ostrich policy, this has already been proven around the
world numerous times, so why pursue this? I understand that there is a cost, but the only workable
way to go about is through flat universal community charge - not individual extra's, and keep the
bins 'small' so people are 'forced' to sort waste in the right bin. Collection of the grey bin once
every 3-4 weeks, that will become rather stinky - vermin's paradise?

8/14/2018 4:31 PM

1043

You and Serco are doing a very good job now. The system works so please think before changing
it. Re garden waste, is the Council getting the revenue it should from Vital Earth? The compost is
sold at the County Recycling sites for a half of what you pay at a garden centre. Also we want to
get to grips with plastics and be able to recycle more.

8/14/2018 4:29 PM

1044

I object to your question about preferred options since none of them are acceptable. Councils
should stand up to central government which is responsible for the massive cuts to local councils
and refuse to cooperate with them; go into the red if necessary. Who voted for our society to
become less civilised?

8/14/2018 4:29 PM

1045

Clarification about recent stories in the press that suggest that a high percentage of so-called recyclable material actually goes to landfill - especially black plastic.

8/14/2018 4:29 PM

1046

Bin stickers reminding you what should go in each bin. Can I also say (as there is no place for
other comments) that Serco do a superb job in Eyam!

8/14/2018 4:28 PM

1047

None of these options would help me reduce my grey bin use

8/14/2018 4:27 PM
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1048

If garden waste becomes chargeable then how do you propose to stop people using our waste
bins as they are out on the footpath for you to collect

8/14/2018 4:26 PM

1049

Kitchen caddy waste bags provided by DDDC are of poor quality & shape. i.e. too wide and not
deep enough to allow tying the top.

8/14/2018 4:25 PM

1050

cannot answer question 10 because the cursers keep moving to the wrong place all the time.
Disagree with them all. The service should be free. What are rates for.

8/14/2018 4:25 PM

1051

I would probably be willing to pay an annual fee for garden waste if I received some deliveries of
compost as a reward. I would be happy to pay a fee for a more frequent collection if there was a
base collection as a backstop. I would be happy to pay a fee for additional non recyclable waste
collection or pay by the kilogramme for non recyclable waste if the rate was sensible. This would
also encourage me to recycle more. I expect that this would need to be accompanied by fines for
putting non recyclable waste in the recycling bins (even though these would be hard to enforce). I
think a statement each month telling me how much waste I have generated by category with
rewards or recognitionfor being a high percentage recycler would be an excellent idea. Perhaps
the top 100 recyclers could get 20% off the next year's council tax bill!

8/14/2018 4:24 PM

1052

Please note well, if you charge for garden waste there will be significantly more dumping, and / or
increase in highly polluting bonfires. NOT GOOD!

8/14/2018 4:24 PM

1053

Just leave things as they are

8/14/2018 4:21 PM

1054

Stop putting the pressure on consumers, start with manufacturers and make it uneconomical to
use so much plastic. If less waste was produced by manufacturers and retailers, then the recycling
and waste problem would be reduced more easily and affordably.

8/14/2018 4:21 PM

1055

As a household at present we recycle as much as we can, and the grey bin is often full. It would
appear that there is little more recycling that we can do to reduce the need for fortnightly grey bin
collection. I would suggest such a move will lead to considerably increased fly tipping. I would also
suggest that Local Authorities & Government should put considerably more pressure on
manufacturers and retailers to reduce the amount of non recyclable packaging, perhaps to the
extent of taxation disincentives. Polystyrene for one which is very bulky, and just one purchase of
say a household light, can fill a grey bin, and also reduce the amount of single use plastics - thin
films etc.

8/14/2018 4:19 PM

1056

I would prefer given the size of the grey bin provided by the District Council which is smaller than
other District Councils to continue with fortnightly collections of the grey bin.

8/14/2018 4:18 PM

1057

Keep the garden refuse free. Councils that charge for this service find that the cost for disposing
grey bin rubbish increases. This is because everyone just adds garden waste to the grey bin. The
councils are directly responsible for increasing landfill. Also make the recycling bins bigger or
weekly, because I fill mine.

8/14/2018 4:18 PM

1058

Grey bin/black sack collections change from fortnightly to three-weekly. Find this unexceptable two
weeks should be the maximum.

8/14/2018 4:18 PM

1059

recycle black plastic and pressure retailers to stop using it

8/14/2018 4:17 PM

1060

What about parents who need their bins collected twice weekly? In the summer our bin stinks after
1 week, nevermind 3/4 weeks as you propose, not to mention overfill and on the road rubbish bags
if you insist on making collection 4 weekly. I also recycle on top but still manage to fill up 6+ bags
crammed in two weeks, plus crammed recycling! You're looking for trouble if you think reducing
collection on Black bins is going to work! It's not the solution. Once a week would be better for
both blue bin and black bin. As for charging for green bins, isn't that what council tax is for?! I don't
pay council tax for nothing! You need to get your priorities right or else you're going to cause so
many hygiene and safety issues over this plus anger over ridiculous charging... but that's the
government all over isn't it? Introducing all sorts of unnecessary charges to line your pockets!
Feels rather like The sheriff of Nottingham situation. Where's our Robin Hood when we need him,
eh?!

8/14/2018 4:16 PM

1061

There is no way would I pay for my green bin collection. I’d rather take it to my local recycling
centre myself. You could keep my green bin in this instance. As for moving collections from
fortnightly to 3-4 weekly you will have people fly tipping. And what exactly does our Council Tax
cover please? Disgusting!

8/14/2018 4:16 PM

1062

I think reducing the black bin collections is a terrible idea. As a family of 5 we have a larger bin and
despite fastidious recycling this is still full every fortnight. We could not manage on a less frequent
collection.

8/14/2018 4:15 PM

1063

Given the things that meant to go in my black bags (you say I can't have a wheelie bin) are cat
litter, cat food pouches and ashes less frequent collection will pose large waste storage and hygine
problems, less frequent collection of food waste (which you don't either suggest or say will stay the
same) will also cause hygene and pest problems along with the difficulty of storing larger volumes

8/14/2018 4:13 PM

1064

Swap blue bin around so that the largest area is for paper/cardboard and the insert is for
cans/plastics/glass etc.

8/14/2018 4:12 PM

1065

It is a good service as it is!

8/14/2018 4:11 PM

1066

I would like to know how much of our waste is actually recycled here in the UK and not just farmed
out to another country for landfill

8/14/2018 4:10 PM

1067

Most questions aren’t appropriate for people like me who live down alleyways etc. We do not have
grey, blue or green containers, nor do we get plastic bags of any sort. I take my recycling to Darley
Dale in containers I have bought myself, and take rubbish every six weeks or so.

8/14/2018 4:10 PM

1068

Bigger bins if going to 3/4 weekly collection, we recycle everything and our bins are full, though
lots of nappies so if these were separate this would make a difference, I am considering reusable
nappies for the next baby, could there be any incentives to do this for others

8/14/2018 4:05 PM
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1.0

Introduction

The purpose of this Procurement Strategy is to:
•
•
•

establish that the procurement project that is being considered is desirable,
viable and achievable;
set the key principles that will be followed during the procurement process;
and
act as the reference document that the Project Team will use to ensure that
the project has clear definition and direction.

The Procurement Strategy will be used as a reference:
•
•
•

when a major decision is taken during the procurement stage of the project;
at the end of key gateways during the project life cycle; and
at the conclusion of the procurement process to measure whether it
delivered the anticipated benefits and outcomes.

This document will become part of the report required by Regulation 84(1) of the Public
Contracts Regulations 2015 (“the 2015 Regulations”).

2.0

Commissioning Route

The Authority has considered the commissioning options for waste collection and
recycling services. The main options that have been considered are:
•
•

Outsourcing the services, as per the existing arrangement with Serco; and
Bringing the service ‘in-house’.

Table 1 below shows the relative pros and cons of in-house service versus outsourcing
the service.
Table 1 – Relative benefits of in-house versus outsourcing
Element

In-house
service

Contracted
service

Comments

Contractor’s profit margin



No margin applied to in-house service

Control / flexibility over
service



Greater control if in-house

Authority staff resources
requirements

4
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Less staff needed for contracted service
In-house may require management of
several contracts

PROCUREMENT STRATEGY

Pension costs



Pension costs are higher for in-house
service

Risk of changes to costs



Contractor would take risk that cost base
changes
In-house option would see these risks being
owned by the Authority

Operational / delivery
risks



Contracted option would see all operational /
delivery risks owned by contractor, e.g.
resourcing (recruiting, staff illness)
In-house option would see these risks
owned by the Authority

Contract interfaces



Contracted option has potential for fewer
contract interfaces

Surety of value for money



Having competition between waste
contractor’s will drive value
Less easy to test value for money of inhouse solution

Resilience of service



Contractor can offer additional resilience
through having other operations nearby

Back-office / support
services



Contractor already has HR, payroll,
accounts, IT, facilities management etc.
provision with costs spread over several
contracts. In-house option would see
Authority needing to upsize these functions

A project plan has been developed for the procurement of a waste collections and
recycling services contract, and is included as Appendix A.1.0. The project plan enables
the Authority to reconsider this position following commencement of the procurement,
once sufficient information has been obtained regarding the number of waste
management contractors who are interested in this project. It is expected that this
information would be known by around Spring 2019, with the services required to
commence in August 2020. There is sufficient time between Spring 2019 and August
2020 to divert attention to an in-house solution, should there be insufficient market
interest in the out-sourcing option.
It is considered to be a significant amount of work to bring the service in-house, and the
Authority has only a small team.
On balance, it is considered that outsourcing is offers the best option at this time.

5
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3.0

Strategic Outcomes

The following strategic outcomes will be used to measure the success of the Contract:
• Strategic Outcome 1: The customer is at the centre of service delivery and the
Authority and the Contractor address the needs of the customer in a modern,
friendly and efficient way. The Contractor works together and in co-operation
with the Authority to maximise customers’ participation in the services to raise
awareness and empower residents to do the right thing.
• Strategic Outcome 2: The Contract delivers maximum value for money for the
cost of the service and achieves the Authority’s outcome of maintaining and
enhancing its financial position.
• Strategic Outcome 3: The parties work together and share their respective
responsibilities to ensure the Authority meets its statutory recycling targets.
These strategic outcomes will guide the design of the procurement and the contractual
documentation, as outlined in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Strategic Outcome and Procurement Design

6
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4.0

Scope of Services

4.1

Waste Collection and Recycling Services

Officers will start the development of the service specification following the approval of
this procurement strategy and the Full Council meeting on 29 November 2018. It is
anticipated that the development of the service specification and other procurement
and contract documentation will be carried out between December 2018 and February
2019.
The design of a service specification that focuses primarily on the outcomes and the
desired aspirations for the services and the standards to be achieved may contribute to
the development of innovative and commercial solutions from the market.
Officers have concluded that the following services will be included within the scope of
the new contract.
Waste Collection Services
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Household Residual Waste collection
Household Dry Recycling collection
Household Food Waste collection
Household Garden Waste collection
Household Bulky Waste and White Goods collection
Clinical Waste collection

Trade Waste Collection Services
(a) Trade Waste Residual Waste collection
(b) Trade Waste Dry Recycling collection
Materials Management Service for Dry Recycling Materials
(a) Bulking and transfer of collected waste
(b) Material sorting
(c) Material sale
Other Services
(a) Container Management (the precise nature of the services will be described
in the specification)
(b) Management Information System that integrates with Authority’s system
(c) Communications and customer engagement (complaints management to be
managed by the Authority)
(d) Customer satisfaction surveys
Provisional Services

7
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The Authority will consider other services that may be included within the scope of the
Contract and the decision may be subject to further considerations and engagement
with the bidders during the procurement process.

4.2

Organic Waste Processing Services

The Authority also requires services to process Garden Waste and Food Waste. The
Authority has investigated the option to utilise existing arrangements through
Derbyshire County Council, but there are no such arrangements which can be offered to
the Authority. Therefore, these services will be outsourced, and will be considered
separately as a parallel procurement project.
The procurement of these services requires a simpler process than for the waste
collection and recycling services. Therefore, these services will be considered further
following the 29th November Council Meeting.

8
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5.0
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Key Elements of Service Design
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Recommendation: It is recommended that the new contract is procured on the basis
of the following key principles of service design:
•
•
•

•

•

•

10
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Dry recycling: the fortnightly two-stream service will be maintained with
some scope for negotiation for what goes in what containers;
Food waste: the weekly food waste service will be maintained;
Garden waste: the free garden waste service will be discontinued and a
chargeable garden waste service will be introduced as a requirement of the
service specification. Officers will consider how the change from a free to a
chargeable service is included within the procurement and contract
documents, as well as the timeframe for the service change and the level of
the annual charge. It is anticipated that the timeframe will be an area of
negotiation with the market, as indicated in section 12.0;
Residual waste: officers will design the procurement and contract documents
so that the fortnightly frequency of collection is retained from the start of the
contract. The potential to introduce a three weekly collection service will be
integrated into the contract as an option. The decision to change the residual
waste collection service will fall to the Authority, where it would consider
aspects of the change such as the net financial benefits, improvements to
recycling performance, environmental performance, and Member approval. It
is anticipated that this will be an area of negotiation with the market, as
indicated in section 12.0;
AHP & Textiles collections: separate collections of AHP & Textiles would be
required during the term of the next Contract to accompany the possible
introduction of a three weekly collection service. Textiles collections will be
required by 1st January 2025 to comply with the Revised Waste Framework
Directive;
Materials management service for dry recycling: the service will be retained
within the scope of the next Contract. Officers and their advisors will develop
a relevant mechanism which allocates proportionate risk to the Authority.
There is a risk that there will be a lack of interest in the opportunity and a lack
of competition within the process if the risks are not appropriately managed.
It is anticipated that this will be an area of negotiation with the market, as
indicated in section 12.0. From an operational perspective, there are
advantages in the inclusion of the service in the scope, so that the interface
risks between collection and processing are mitigated as the contractor
assumes the right level of accountability for the quality of the materials
collected. Officers are mindful that the current and foreseeable market
conditions mean that the potential fluctuations in materials values will need
to be accounted for as part of the annual budget setting process and this may
be addressed by setting up a new reserve fund for the waste service.

PROCUREMENT STRATEGY

5.1

Authority’s Considerations

The following sections describe the key activities that officers have undertaken to
support the formulation of the recommendation.

5.1.1

Residents’ Engagement

During 2018 the Authority consulted with residents on two occasions.
The first public consultation took place during June 2018. The aim of this consultation
was to gather residents’ views about the current weekly food waste collection service, as
performance data indicated that an average of 35% of the residual stream consists of
food waste and that the weight of food waste recycled by households had reduced in
recent times. The Authority has no intention of removing this service from the scope of
the next Contract and this information was primarily used to understand how
participation in the scheme and further diversion could be promoted. The results of the
consultation are provided in Appendix A.2.0.
The second public consultation took place during August and September 2018. This
consultation focused on:
•
•

current participation and satisfaction levels with the waste collection service; and
residents’ views about potential future changes to the services, including the
introduction of a charge for the garden waste collection service and changes to
the frequency of the residual waste collection service.

The Authority analysed the results of the consultation and considered resident’s views in
the formulation of the recommendation for the service design. The results of the
consultation are provided in Appendix A.3.0.

5.1.2

Eunomia Modelling Outputs

The Authority appointed Eunomia Research & Consulting Ltd. (“Eunomia”) to provide
advisory support and technical consultancy for the procurement of the new Contract.
Eunomia had previously delivered a WRAP-funded project on waste collection options
modelling 1. As part of the current procurement support, Eunomia has reviewed and
updated the collection options assessed during the WRAP project. Figure 2 below shows
the five collection options that officers shortlisted for further assessment.

‘Report prepared by Eunomia for WRAP: “Final Results Report - Waste and Recycling Services Support to
Derbyshire Waste Partnership“, June 2018

1

11
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Figure 2: Options Modelled

Figure 3 below shows the relative recycling performance of the options and Figure 4
shows the relative benefits and costs of the options.
Figure 3: Recycling Performance

12
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Figure 4: Financial Performance

5.1.3

Members’ Engagement

Officers arranged two workshop sessions with members on 27th September 2018 and
18th October 2018 to present the evidence that emerged from the Eunomia modelling
exercise and generate consensus around the key principles of service design.
Members noted that the following elements of service design should be included within
the procurement and contract documentation:

13
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•

Garden waste service: members noted that a charge for the garden waste
service may be introduced. Further consideration will be given to the level of the
charge to be introduced together with the timeframe for the introduction of the
service change.

•

Materials management service for dry recycling: members noted that the service
should be retained within the scope of the next Contract and officers and their
advisers will develop a risk share mechanism which allocates adequate risk to the
Authority. Members noted that, given the choice of the procurement procedure
(as detailed in section 6.0), officers will be able to negotiate with the bidders the
most appropriate risk share provisions during the procurement process.
Members noted that the potential fluctuations in materials values will need to be
accounted for in the future as part of the annual budget setting process.
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•

5.2

Three-weekly residual waste collection service: members noted that officers will
design the procurement and contract documents so that the fortnightly
frequency of collection is retained from the start of the contract. The
introduction of a three weekly collection service will be considered during the
procurement process, including the timeframe for the possible introduction of
the service change.

Market Engagement

Pursuant to Regulation 40 of the Public Contracts Regulations 2015 (“the PCR 2015”), the
Authority conducted market consultation via soft market testing meetings. The potential
providers engaged were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amey Environmental Services Ltd (“Amey”);
Biffa Waste Services Ltd (“Biffa”);
FCC Environment Services (UK) Limited (“FCC”);
SUEZ Recycling and Recovery UK Ltd (“SUEZ”);
Urbaser Ltd (“Urbaser”); and
Veolia Environmental Services (UK) plc (“Veolia”).

In addition, the Authority contacted Serco in preparation for the soft market testing.
Serco did not respond at the time, but have since indicated an interest in to engage the
project.
The Authority produced a soft market testing questionnaire to aid the discussions during
the meetings and the summary report of the sessions is provided for reference in
Appendix A.4.0.
The questionnaire issued to the potential providers and discussed during the soft market
testing meetings included relevant considerations regarding the design of the future
waste collection service.
Potential providers provided the following observations:
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•

Inclusion of garden waste processing: officers discussed with the market the
potential inclusion of this service within the scope of the contract and whether
the inclusion would deter the market from bidding the opportunity. All potential
providers suggested that the garden waste processing service should not be
included within the scope of the Contract.

•

Inclusion of food waste processing: officers discussed with the market the
potential inclusion of this service within the scope of the contract and whether
the inclusion would deter the market from bidding the opportunity. Limited
feedback was provided on the food waste processing service, but when feedback
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was given, there was a preference for this service to be out of the scope of the
Contract.
•

Inclusion of dry recycling processing: officers discussed with the market the
potential inclusion of this service within the scope of the contract and whether
the inclusion would deter the market from bidding the opportunity. In addition,
officers discussed with the market different approaches for risk allocation during
the contract and whether changes to the existing recycling collection
configuration 2 would affect the market’s appetite for this opportunity. All
potential providers were cautious around the inclusion of the materials
management service for dry mixed recycling in the scope of the Contract.
Potential providers suggested that the inclusion of the service could be
acceptable providing that the Authority takes relevant aspects of the associated
risk. Section 12.0 provides additional information and considerations about the
allocation of contractual risk. Additionally, one provider raised the potential
option to amend the collection configuration slightly by asking residents to
separate glass (instead of fibres as per the existing configuration), driven by a
belief that this would increase the value of the recycling. This is something that
the Authority should consider, but it should note that this rationale is a subjective
point and there are counter-arguments to this point.

•

Residual waste collection frequency: officers discussed the market the
introduction of a three-weekly frequency of collection for residual waste, as well
as the impacts that this reduction may have on recycling performance, the
implications on the contract price and other operational considerations. There
were no strong views either for or against reduced frequency of residual waste
collections. Some potential providers discussed with the Authority that cost
savings may be possible from the reduced frequency, although further modelling
will be required to determine the advantages and disadvantages of the options
once the procurement process has started.

Dry recycling materials are currently collected in a two-stream system. Mixed glass, cans, aerosols,
aluminium, plastic containers and cartons are contained within the main body of 240 litre wheeled bins
and paper and cardboard are contained in a basket insert within the wheeled bin. Residents who cannot
accommodate a wheeled bin receive a blue bag and a box.

2
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6.0

Choice of Procurement Procedure

Recommendation: It is recommended that the Competitive Procedure with
Negotiation (CPN) is chosen as the procurement procedure for the delivery of this
procurement process.

6.1

Authority’s Considerations

Figure 5 describes the process (and the rationale) that officers followed to select the
procurement procedure in accordance with Regulation 26 (Choice of Procedures) of the
PCR 2015 3. Officers considered and did not take forward the Open and Restricted
Procedures and agreed that the Competitive Dialogue (CD) and CPN procedures required
further analysis.

Please note that the use of the Innovation Partnership Procedure (Regulation 31 of the PCR 2015) was
excluded from the decision tool, as this is a procedure applicable to circumstances where the contracting
authority’s requirements are for the research and development of an innovative product, services or
works that cannot be supplied by the current market.

3
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Figure 5: Decision Flow Chart for Choice of Procurement Procedure

The procurement procedure has been considered by officers, and has been discussed
with Eunomia and also through market engagement. There are elements of the project
which the Authority cannot clearly define at this stage, which eliminates the option to
use a number of the more simple procurement procedures. The remaining options for
the Authority are:
•
•

Competitive Dialogue (‘CD’); and
Competitive Procedure with Negotiation (‘CPN’).

CD is often used for the most complex projects, where there are many elements of the
project which cannot be defined. CD projects typically take the longest of all of the
procurement procedures, and this could be unattractive for bidders and for the
Authority.
CPN is a newer procedure which aims to strike a balance for projects where there are
only a small number of points which cannot be defined. They are typically shorter than
CD projects, but allow some flexibility for the Authority to negotiate with bidders on
some key elements of the service.
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Table 2 outlines the considerations that led to the recommendation that the CPN
procedure should be selected as the preferred procedure for the implementation of the
procurement.
Table 2: Procurement Procedures Considerations
Factors

Considerations

CD

CPN

Both procedures envisage successive stages of negotiations to
reduce the number of solutions before reaching final tender
stage.
Officers consider that the CPN procedure is capable of delivering
the needs of the Authority within a more condensed timeframe
than the CD procedure. Reasons are as follows:
Time

•
•

•

Quality

The CPN procedure can deliver the same results through
fewer successive stages of negotiation than the CD
procedure.
The CPN procedure includes a provision for the Authority
to award the contract on the basis of the initial tenders
without negotiation.
The CPN procedure optimises the stages between
evaluation of final tenders and contract award, as it does
not allow negotiation after receipt of final tenders.

Both procedures are elected by contracting authorities when the
technical specification cannot be defined with precision and
when the requirements may necessitate and involve innovative
solutions which can only be delivered with the input of the
market.







There are key elements requiring discussion with Bidders, such as
the materials management risk share, property growth
considerations and other aspects of service design.

Cost

It is recognised that both procedures can be more expensive (to
both contracting authorities and the market) than the Restricted
and the Open procedures. The Authority has set aside adequate
budget to deliver the project. Robust budget monitoring will be in
place through the application of adequate project governance
and control. The CPN procedure can deliver the same results but
at lower cost than the CD procedure. It is important to note that
the CPN procedure can reduce costs to bidding organisations as
well, potentially increasing market interest for this project.

Scope

The scope of the contract is the same regardless of the procedure
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Factors

Considerations

CD

CPN





selected.
Benefits

The benefits arising from the project are not dependent on the
selection of the procurement procedure.
Officers have analysed both procedures in terms of risk and
concluded that the CPN procedure offers advantages in the
following risk areas:
•

Risk

•

•

Flexibility: The CPN procedure offers the right level of
flexibility during the delivery of the process
Negotiation: the CPN procedure can be used more
effectively to meet the Authority’s needs as it allows the
Authority to focus the negotiation of key strategic
aspects of the contract
Timeframe: the CPN procedure can be delivered within a
shorter timeframe that the CD procedure.



Figure 6 shows how the consecutive stages of the CPN procedure will be implemented.
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Figure 6: CPN
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On the basis of the information which is set out within this report, the Authority can
utilise use the CPN procedure for this project

6.2

Market Engagement

The questionnaire issued to the potential providers and discussed during the soft market
testing meetings included considerations about the procurement procedure. Some
potential providers provided observations relating to the procurement procedure as
follows:
•
•
•

7.0

Potential providers were open to the use of either CPN or Competitive Dialogue;
Some potential providers suggested that CD could be preferable to allow
dialogue on key risks and flexibility in the Specification;
One potential provider suggested that CPN could be more favourable if the first
stage is non-binding.

Contract Nature (Lots)

Recommendation: It is recommended that the waste collection and recycling services
contract is procured as a single package. The processing of Garden Waste and Food
Waste should be considered as part of a separate procurement(s).

7.1

Authority’s Considerations

Regulation 46(2) of the PCR 2015 requires contracting authorities to provide a
justification of the main reasons for their decision not to subdivide into lots. The reasons
must be included in the procurement documents (or in the report required to be drawn
up under Regulation 84(1)).
Officers assessed the relative advantages and disadvantages of procuring one contract as
a single package of services versus the division of the services into two separate lots, one
lot to include the waste collection service and associated frontline services; and one lot
to include the materials management service for dry recycling.
Table 3 summarises the relevant considerations that have led to the recommendation
that the single package of services has the potential to deliver the Authority’s outcomes
more effectively.
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Table 3: Division into Lots
Factors

Considerations

Single Lot

Multiple
Lots /
Contracts







Both options have the potential to attract bidders,
although some potential providers have expressed
some concerns at the inclusion of the dry recycling
processing service during the soft market testing.
The concerns were mainly linked to the
development of an appropriate risk share
mechanism.
The multiple lots option has the potential to attract
more specialised organisations, particularly in
relation to the materials processing services. This
issue can be overcome, to a certain extent, by
allowing sub-contracting and/or groups of
economic operators to bid for the opportunity.
Attractiveness
to Bidders

The single lot option may protect the Authority
from the risk of no bid due to lack of interest. The
Authority, acting in isolation for the procurement
of the materials management service, may only be
in a position to offer limited tonnages therefore
limiting the interest of the market significantly.
Partnership working has been considered and not
taken forward as an option given the lack of
partner authorities with suitable requirements.
A disadvantage of the multiple lots option is that
the value of the contracts would be significantly
reduced and this could make the opportunity less
attractive, at a time when there will be many
contracts being procured concurrently.

Market
Experience

There is experience of delivering similar contracts
using both options.



Service
Delivery

The single lot option has the potential to minimise
demarcation inefficiencies and interface risks at
the point of delivery, particularly around the
intermediate operations between front line
collections and delivery of the materials at the
processing site. Therefore the single lot option can
promote increased accountability.



Economies of
scale

The single lot option has the potential to deliver
economies of scale compared to the multiple lots
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Factors

Considerations

Single Lot

option. In particular, the multiple lots option would
require separate operational and contract
management structures which could increase costs
to both parties.
Contingency

Resilience

Procurement
costs

The single lot option has the potential to provide
additional contingency, particularly for its ability to
enable stronger staffing and assets co-ordination in
the event of operational failures.
To the extent that the Authority is placing its trust
in a single provider under the single lot option, it
could be argued that the multiple lot option could
give rise to further resilience due to the
participation of multiple suppliers in the
arrangements. However, both options are equally
viable if the procurement process adequately
analyses the robustness of the financial strength of
the provider(s) and mitigates against this risk in the
conditions of contract and the correct contract and
performance management culture.
The Authority may have the capacity to carry out a
multiple lots procurement project but may struggle
to manage multiple contracts in the event that the
lots are not awarded to the same contractor under
one contract.

Contamination The Contractor may be incentivised to reduce
contamination at the kerbside if also responsible
in dry
for the processing of the dry recyclables
recycling
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8.0

Contract Length and Extension
Provisions

Recommendation: It is recommended that the next contract for the delivery of the
waste collection and recycling services is procured on the basis that the contract
length will be for an initial term of eight years, followed by the ability to extend for up
to a further eight years. The duration of the extension may range from one year to
eight years, with no lower or upper limit to the number of extensions that the
Authority can arrange, subject to not exceeding the maximum possible length of 16
years.

8.1

Authority’s Considerations

The main considerations in determining the optimal length of contract are:
•
•
•
•

The lifespan of a refuse collection vehicle. This is typically 7-10 years, depending
on local factors such as the terrain and the characteristics of the collection
rounds;
Any factors which are driven by the Authority’s requirements. For example, this
could include alignment with other service contracts;
Any factors which are driven by legislative requirements, which may be foreseen
at this time. This could include measures anticipated following the formal
adoption of the Revised Waste Framework Directive 4 in July 2018; and
Any factors driven by the market.

For the Authority’s specific local requirements, on balance it is considered that the
lifespan of refuse collection vehicles is the most significant factor to consider. Eight
years was considered to be a suitable initial contract duration in this regard.
There may be circumstances where extension of the contract could be advantageous to
the Authority. This could range from a small extension (e.g. one or two years) up to a
further eight years. Small extensions could be implemented in order to obtain the
maximum asset life (e.g. if refuse collection vehicles could be used for an additional year
prior to completing their useful life). Larger extensions could involve asset replacement
and a review of the service configuration.

Directive (EU) 2018/851 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30 May 2018 amending
Directive 2008/98/EC on waste (https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2018.150.01.0109.01.ENG)
4
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The flexibility built into the extension provisions offers an opportunity for the Authority
to adapt to future service changes and technological advancements, innovation and
financial pressures, taking into account the contractor’s performance and the Authority’s
strategy at the point of contract extension(s). It is also recognised that vehicle life may
affect the decision on the extension of the contract after the end of the first term.
Table 4 below summarises other relevant considerations that led to the
recommendation on the contract length.
Table 4 – Contract length considerations
Factors

Considerations

Vehicles

8 years

10 years

Vehicles are likely to represent the
most significant area of capital
investment and asset value
realisation is a key consideration for
the selection of the contract length.
Longer contract terms will allow
more time to efficiently recover the
capital investment required.





Lifespan of
assets

The lifespan expectation of refuse
vehicles is now longer than the
‘historical’ 7 years, as a result of
improved vehicle specifications,
more adequate maintenance
regimes, and vehicles not driving
over irregular terrain (i.e. landfill
sites). 10 years is the maximum
ceiling that should be considered; it
is becoming more common practice
for contracting authorities to
consider contract lengths of
between 8 and 10 years. In the
Authority’s specific circumstances, 8
years is considered to be more
suitable for the lifespan of assets.



Assets
replacement
cycle

Most of the street cleansing and
grounds maintenance assets tend to
be depreciated over a 5 year period,
therefore a 10 year contract would
allow two complete cycles of
depreciation.

Attractiveness

Most organisations participating in
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Factors
to the market

8.2

Considerations
the market engagement favoured a
contract length of 8 years, as this
period allows efficient recovery of
the capital investment that will be
required.

5 years

8 years

10 years

Market Engagement

Figure 7 shows the preferred contract length and acceptable range (where relevant)
proposed by each potential provider. Four of the potential providers preferred an 8-year
contract length, however, some suggested a longer contract could be beneficial.

Preferred Contract Duration
(years)

Figure 7: Preferred Contract Duration Suggested by each Potential Provider
12
10
8
Acceptable range

6

Preference

4
2
0

Amey

Biffa

FCC

Suez

Urbaser

Veolia

Extensions were suggested to be the same length as the Contract period and by mutual
consent. Market engagement clearly indicated that the market is unlikely to accept the
risks associated with Authority sole-discretion over implementing the extension period
on the same terms.

9.0

Selection and Contract Award Criteria

Recommendation: In accordance with Regulation 67 (Contract Award Criteria) of the
PCR 2015, the Authority will base the award of the contract on the Most Economically
Advantageous Tender (MEAT) assessed from the point of view of the Authority and
the price/quality split will be as follows: quality 60% and price 40%.
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9.1

Authority’s Considerations

The Authority must identify the best route to achieve the MEAT by selecting a
methodology which is relevant to the particular procurement being undertaken and
assessed on the basis of criteria linked to the subject matter of the contract.
The MEAT represents the basis upon which the best price/quality weighting will be
achieved. Contracting authorities have relative freedom and flexibility on the choice
regarding the weight between quality and price. The decision is down to the discretion
of the Authority and there are no market-accepted or recommended best-practice
models to achieve the best split. The decision is linked to the Authority’s desired
outcome of the procurement and the constraints that the Authority faces when
commencing the procurement.
Whichever methodology is chosen, the Authority must ensure compliance with the
general principles of:
•
•
•
•

9.1.1

equal treatment,
transparency,
non-discrimination, and
relevance and proportionality.

Excluded Options

The Authority considered that a price/quality split which achieves 70% weight or more in
favour of price should be excluded.
A key consideration for the suggested removal of this option is that over-emphasis on
price may lead to a race to the bottom on price during the procurement stage and
deliver an unsustainable contract post award. While contracting authorities may feel
that this weight in favour of price is more likely to deliver value for money for the
taxpayer, this race to the bottom can instead create a higher risk of abnormally low
tenders.
The market will form an opinion of the Authority’s priorities and be faced with a
dilemma, which is likely to come down to how sharp their pencil can be rather than
quality-related considerations.
The Authority also considered that a price/quality split which achieves 70% weight or
more in favour of quality should also be excluded, although it may be relevant in
procurements where, for example, the contracting authorities:
•
•
•
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are testing wholly new solutions;
there are few sources of supply; and/or
very complex specifications need to be developed “in consultation with the
market”.
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A very low price weighting would not be appropriate to this procurement project given,
amongst other factors: the value of the contract; the reputational risk of procuring a
service which is not affordable; and the longevity of the contract.

9.1.2

Options for Further Consideration

This section provides supporting information on the relative advantages and
disadvantages of the remaining options for the Authority to consider further:
•
•
•

A price/quality split which achieves 60% weight in favour of quality; or
A price/quality split which achieves a balance between the two evaluation
components; or
A price/quality split which achieves 60% weight in favour of price.

These options have the potential to deliver the Authority’s desired outcome of the
procurement, taking into account:
•
•

the constraints that the Authority faces; and
the message that these weightings send to the market on how the Authority
is viewing the overall procurement process.

Table 5 provides additional considerations on the relative advantages and disadvantages
of the options available.
Table 5: Contract Award Criteria Considerations
Factors

Considerations

60Q:40P

50Q:50P

40Q:60P

The Authority has not set a savings target and
understand that the new contract is highly
likely to be more expensive.
Affordability

Key considerations:
•
•



the current contract with Serco is
being delivered ‘at loss’;
there is a risk that proposals
submitted by bidders are not
affordable.

The range of services in scope is currently
reduced, with consideration to the Garden
Waste and Food Waste processing.
Services in
scope

Key considerations are:
•
•
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Evaluation is weighted more on the
remaining scope;
Food Waste and Garden Waste
procurement should be more
simple, and likely to be price-
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Factors

Considerations

60Q:40P

50Q:50P

40Q:60P















driven. This increases the
importance of Quality for the
remaining scope.
The options considered will be acceptable to
the market. There could be a slight market
preference for a 50/50 split.

Message to
the Market

The options being considered should not
impact too greatly on achieving competitive
tension.

Local
priorities and
stakeholders

Complexity of
the
procurement

9.2

The services being procured are some of the
most visible services delivered. Waste
collections affect all residents in the Authority’s
area.
There will be a significant reputational and
political risk if the quality of the services is
affected as part of the next contract.
The Authority has opted to use a procedure
which enables negotiation and engagement
with the bidders. This means that financial and
quality considerations will form part of the
negotiation with bidders.

Market Engagement

Not all the potential providers engaged in the soft market testing exercise stated a
preference for the approach to the evaluation criteria. Where a preference was stated,
this was either (price) 50:50 (quality) or (price) 40:60 (quality) split. Some potential
providers clarified that the organisation would not consider bidding for opportunities
where the quality weighting is below 40%.
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10.0 Approach to Deselection and Award
Stages
Recommendation: It is recommended that the Authority publishes in the OJEU notice
their intention to select three potential bidders at the SQ stage and to retain these
three bidders through to the Final Tender stage.

10.1

Authority’s Considerations

The Authority has given consideration to the anticipated stages that are required for the
CPN procedure and the approach to deselection.
The Authority will undertake a Supplier Questionnaire stage of the procurement, which
tests the bidders’ ability to deliver the project through questions about their legal and
financial standing, and their experience in delivering similar projects. The Authority has
the flexibility to determine how many bidders it wishes to ‘select’ to go through the
Supplier Questionnaire stage and progress to the Initial Tender stage.
At the end of the Initial Tender stage, the Authority has the option to either award the
contract if it has found a solution that meets it’s needs. Alternatively, the Authority can
opt to progress to the negotiation stage, taking through some or all of the bidders.
The Authority has considered how it wishes to make the project attractive to the market
and provide the best possibility for achieve competitive tension. To this end, it is
considered that taking three bidders through the SQ stage is an appropriate number.
It is likely that the negotiation phase will be required to fully define some aspects of the
project, and as such the Authority considers that no deselection should take place
following the Initial Tender stage. It is therefore considered appropriate to retain all
three bidders as the project enters the Final Tender stage.
Figure 8 shows the stages of the procurement process that will be undertaken and the
number of bidders that will be taken from SQ to ISIT and then from ISIT to ISFT.
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Figure 8: Approach to Deselection

Selection
Questionnaire stage
Select top three bidders

Initial Tender Stage

Retain all three bidders

Final Tender Stage

11.0 Use of Variant Bids
Recommendation: In consideration of variant bids, it is recommended that no variant
bids are invited.

11.1

Authority’s Considerations

Variant bids can be used in some circumstances where there could be options in how the
service is delivered. The Authority has opted to utilise the CPN procurement procedure,
where there will be some negotiation to define key areas during the procurement
process. It is considered that this procedure will mean that there is no requirement for
variant bids
Further, the invitation to receive variant bids will create a significant extra workload in
the evaluation of bids.
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11.2

Market Engagement

The questionnaire issued to the potential providers and discussed during the soft market
testing meetings did not specifically request information about variant bids. However,
one potential provider suggested it could be useful to allow for a variant bid as part of
the submission to allow the market to propose different collection methodologies.

12.0 Contractual Risk
Recommendation: It is recommended that the Authority gives due consideration,
during the formulation of the contract and the procurement documents, to the
appropriate allocation of risk, especially relating to the materials management
service.

12.1

Authority’s Considerations

The Authority needs to consider the appropriate allocation of risk (and reward) for the
contract. This will include a number of issues which the market is particularly nervous
about in the current climate.
The Authority is aware (through soft market testing and through other market
intelligence from Eunomia) that the market is saturated with similar projects, and that
potential providers have only limited resources to bid for these projects. Another area
where the Authority can make the project more attractive to the market is through
sensible risk allocations.
The following issues are considered the most significant issues that will need to be
considered as part of the development of the procurement and contract documentation:
•
•
•
•

Commodity price changes, and how price changes will impact on the income
achieved through the marketing of recyclable materials;
The potential move to three-weekly collections;
Future proofing for potential changes, including legislative changes; and
Pensions – it is understood that this may not be an area of risk. However, it will
be further revisited when the incumbent contractor provides the TUPE list.

For some issues, negotiation with bidders is required to adequately define the solutions.
Where this is the case, there will be a need to reflect the agreed positions within the
contract documentation. Areas for negotiation will be developed by the Authority in
preparation for the OJEU notice.
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12.2

Market Engagement

The questionnaire issued to the potential providers and discussed during the soft market
testing meetings included considerations about the key areas of contractual risk.
Potential providers provided the following observations:
•

•

The apportionment of risk for dry recyclables is a key area of concern that could
reduce the likelihood of bidding. There were varying suggestions for how risk
could be apportioned with risk shares between (Contractor) 50:50 (Authority)
and (Contractor) 10:90 (Authority) proposed.
Other areas of potential contractual risk included:
o Pensions,
o Change in law,
o Liabilities,
o Termination,
o Extension,
o Change control;
o A proportionate performance management framework;
o Provision of good quality data relevant to the services.

13.0 Negotiation Strategy and Approach to
the Potential Challenges
Recommendation: It is recommended that the Authority defines the areas which it is
willing to negotiate prior to publishing the OJEU notice. These areas should be kept
to as few as possible to streamline the process, whilst ensuring that areas of the
solution which required further definition are given sufficient focus.

13.1

Authority’s Considerations

A critical success factor to the project will be the development and implementation of an
appropriate negotiation strategy.
Pursuant to Section 10.0 above, the Authority intends to enter into a negotiation phase
to refine aspects of the technical specification, agree with bidders the most appropriate
risk profile and refine other legal matters. It will be made clear in the OJEU contract
notice that this is the case.
The negotiation strategy will be developed in due course during the procurement stage
of the project, but it is likely to include:
•
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Dry recycling collection system;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dry recycling processing;
Frequency of residual waste collections;
Procurement of vehicles and containers;
Payment and Performance;
Partnership;
Change mechanism; and
Risk and benefit share.

14.0 Procurement Timetable
14.1

Authority’s Considerations

The Authority appointed Eunomia to provide advisory support and technical consultancy
for the procurement of the new Contract. As part of the engagement, Eunomia also
provides project management functions.
Table 6 shows the indicative timetable that the Project Team has formally approved to
achieve the successful completion of the procurement of the next Contract.
Table 6: Indicative Procurement Timetable
Activity

Date

Stage Gateway
Council Approval to initiate procurement

14 March 2019

OJEU Notice
OJEU Notice issued

20 March 2019

SQ Stage
SQ: Start Date

20 March 2019

SQ Submission Deadline

22 April 2019

SQ: End Date

06 May 2019

Invitation to Submit Initial Tenders (ISIT)
ISIT Stage: Start Date

13 May 2019

ISIT Submission Deadline

09 August 2019

ISIT Stage: End Date

06 September 2019
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Activity

Date

Negotiation Stage
Negotiation Stage: Start Date

16 September 2019

Negotiation Stage: End Date

14 October 2019

Invitation to Submit Final Tenders (ISFT)
ISFT Stage: Start Date

28 October 2019

ISFT Submission Deadline

22 November 2019

ISIT Stage: End Date

16 December 2019

Preferred Bidder Stage
Democratic Process

December 2019 – January 2020

Contract Execution

January 2020

Mobilisation Stage
Mobilisation / Implementation

January 2020 – August 2020

Contract Start Date

5 August 2020

14.2

Market Engagement

The questionnaire issued to the potential providers and discussed during the soft market
testing meetings included considerations about the procurement timetable. The
potential providers suggested that the proposed mobilisation period is acceptable.

15.0 Project Governance and Resource Plan
15.1

Project team / roles

The Project Sponsor is Paul Wilson – Chief Executive of the Authority.
The Project team comprises:
•
•
•
•
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Steve Capes – Head of Regeneration
Ashley Watts – Head of Community and Environmental Services
Sandra Lamb – Head of Corporate Services
Karen Henriksen – Head of Resources
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sally Rose – Environmental Services Manager
Claire Orford – Waste and Recycling Officer
Chloe Lewis – Recycling Adviser
Mark Nash – Financial Services Manager
Jim Fearn – Communications and Marketing Manager
Cara Marchant – Digital Communications Officer
Carolyne Knott – Procurement Officer (Derbyshire County Council)
Nik Hughes-Roberts – Technical and procurement adviser (Eunomia)
External legal adviser (currently being procured)

15.2

Project governance

The project will be subject to gateways requiring Council approval. The following items
will need Council approval to pass through the gateway:
•
•

Approval of the procurement strategy; and
Approval of the decision to award the contract.

15.3

Project risks

A risk register has been prepared for the project. This is included as Appendix A.5.0.

16.0 Other Procurement Considerations
16.1

Performance Management

Recommendation: The Authority will give due consideration, during the formulation of
the contract and the procurement documents, to the development of a concise set of
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) which focus on the strategic aspects of the services
and enable effective contract management activities.

16.1.1

Authority’s Considerations

The Authority anticipates that the new Contract will be largely self-monitoring and
guided by the use of effective technology to measure performance. The Authority
intends to develop a payment and performance mechanism which is based on good
contract management principles. The Authority is mindful that a concise number of KPIs
focusing on the strategic aspects of the services will provide an efficient means of
measuring performance and effective in driving service improvement where needed. It is
largely agreed that a vast amount of operational KPIs, which become an administrative
burden, are difficult to manage and operate; and are inevitably risk-priced by bidders
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during procurement. The Authority will continue to have the adequate instruments to
deal with poor performance as part of the contract conditions.

16.1.2

Market Considerations

The questionnaire issued to the potential providers and discussed during the soft market
testing meetings included considerations about performance management. Potential
providers suggested that the performance management framework should include a
small number of meaningful and strategic KPIs, and avoid overly onerous or unfair
deductions.

16.2

Depot Provision

There is currently one depot (Longcliffe) which is used in the delivery of the services. For
the purposes of this Procurement Strategy, it is intended that this depot will be made
available to the successful contractor.

16.3

Vehicles

All potential providers but one stated a preference for the Authority to provide capital
finance for purchasing the vehicles. Potential providers suggested that prudential
borrowing is likely to lead to the greatest savings. Potential providers highlighted the
benefits of the responsibility for the specification and procurement of vehicles to sit with
the Contractor, to take advantage of supplier relationships and experience.

16.4

Sustainable Procurement and Social Value

The procurement process will be designed to support sustainable procurement policies.
Social value considerations will be included in both the requirements set out in the
service specification and in respect of the method statements questions.
Bidders will be required to demonstrate a commitment to apprenticeship schemes,
working with local organisations, maximising opportunities to develop the local supply
chain, considering local employment opportunities and finally taking into account the
environmental impacts of the operations when designing the solution for the new joint
contract.
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16.5

Health and Safety

The Authority has a duty to ensure that the health, safety and welfare of all persons who
may be affected by the operations and activities performed by the future contractor(s)
are safeguarded. Health and safety considerations will be a central part of the
contractual conditions and the development of the Authority’s requirements. This will
include the requirement that the contractor(s) keep and maintain a plan for managing all
aspects of health and safety relating to the services, including adopting safe working
practices, having due regard to regulations, industry good practice guidance, working
rules and legislation, and ensuring continuous improvement of health and safety
standards to protect the contractor’s personnel, third parties and the public.

16.6

TUPE

TUPE is likely to apply in respect of the incumbent contractor’s employees currently
engaged in the provision of the services. If TUPE applies, the incumbent contractor and
the successful bidder will need to comply with the requirements of the TUPE
Regulations, including the consultation requirements. The relevant information in
respect of employees currently engaged by the incumbent contractor who may be
affected by TUPE will need to be collated and provided to the bidders as part of the
procurement process.

16.7

Provision of information to bidders

The Authority will have a substantial amount of information which the bidders will
require access to so that they can develop their solutions. The Authority will provide a
‘data room’ where this information can be stored, and the bidders’ provided with access.

16.8

Equalities

A Full Equality Impact Assessment will be carried out during the procurement process.
An initial equality impact assessment has been undertaken at this stage of the project,
but it will evolve as there are aspects that will be influenced by the procurement
exercise. In particular the following should be taken into account:
•
•

equality considerations will be central to the development of the services
specification; and
equality considerations will be included in the contractual conditions with the
external provider.

BACK TO REPORT
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APPENDIX 5
Scoring system key

DDDC Waste Procurement
Steve Capes
Aug-20
v4
9th November 2018

5
4
Likelihood 3
2
1

Pre-mitigation
Risk category

Scope of contract

Procurement

Risk ID

Likelihood Impact
(L)
(I)
Min score
1
1
Max score
5
5

Risk

Mitigation

1
25

Likelihood Impact
(L)
(I)
Min score
1
1
Max score
5
5

Risk
1
25

SoC1

Household growth causes increase in costs

5

3

15

Appropriate risk allocations:
- unit measure of households in Payment Mechanism. This to be
evaluated and all bids to be based on same assumption.
- supplemented by a test of whether the increase in households
requires an increase in resources (people and vehicles)
-Include the forecasting of significant growth in the specification and
have a contract review clause in place for increasing property numbers
over a set number. If the number of predicted houses aren't built,
ensure that a mechanism is in place to ensure the authority don't have
to pay for those that are not built.

SoC2

Household recycling behaviour impacts quantity and quality of
recycling

3

3

9

Ensure the contract is set up with the appropriate risk allocations.
Communication and education. Specify communication of different
levels throughout contract and add to project plan for all stages e.g.
comms allocated for change in service.

SoC3

Scope leaves a 'gap' in service provision

3

3

9

SoC4

Public consultation results inconsistent with proposed scope for the
contract

3

3

9

SoC5

Change in legislation / guidance / strategy requires a significant
change to the project scope. E.g. Resource and Waste Strategy due
in Autumn 2018

3

3

9

SoC6

The collected waste streams have no offtake destination, e.g. garden
waste, food waste, dry recycling

2

4

8

P1

Risk of losing strategic direction/scope creep in procurement

3

4

12

P2

No bids received

3

5

15

P3

No bids meet affordability criterion

3

5

15

P4

None of the received bids are acceptable on technical grounds

2

5

10

P5

Risk of procurement challenge

2

5

10

P6

Procurement does not achieve the strategic outcomes

3

4

12

P7

Winning bid is 'under-resourced', which may cause difficulties during
management of the contract

3

4

12

P8

Council is unable to gather and provide all required information that
bidders will require to develop their solutions, including accurate and
quality data.

4

4

16

3

2

6

Early engagement with the incumbent contractor - 'no surprises'

2

2

4

3

3

9

Early engagement with incumbent contractor

2

2

4

P9
P10
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Risk

Post-mitigation

Incumbent contractor does not cooperate with data provision for the
procurement
Negotiation phase is protracted, incurring time delays, additional
costs, and potentially weaker commercial positions for the Council

Council to review specification and ensure that it captures all services
that are required for this contract
Ensure public consultation exercise is well drafted to carefully present
the options
Undertake review of emerging legislation / guidance / strategy and
develop scope in accordance with findings
Develop scope of contract with the recently revised (Jun-18) Waste
Framework Directive requirements in mind
Ensure definitions of Change in Law and Qualifying Change in Law are
drafted to account for emerging waste policies and strategies
Develop a procurement strategy which considers how to deal with these
materials. Options could include:
- including these materials in the scope of the collections contract;
- to procure separate contract(s) for the processing of these materials;
- partnering with other local authorities; or
- some combination of the above
Develop a Procurement Strategy and Business Case which baselines the
key decisions of the procurement process and that is referred to
throughout the project when strategic decisions are required and at key
gateways
Ensure procurement is setup to be attractive to the market, through:
- Appropriate risk allocations
- Council to retain risks which are best managed by Council
- Council to retain risks which are not in control of the Contractor
- Appropriate and attractive commercial positions
Ensure affordability criterion is realistic
Ensure contract is setup to deliver best value
Retain risks which are best managed by the Council
Retain risks which, if passed to the Contractor, would not offer value for
money
Clear procurement pack, in particular the Specification
Undertake procurement in accordance with PCR2015
DCC Procurement Advisor, legal adviser and Eunomia to provide advice
on procurement approach
Design and implement a robust procurement procedure
Design and implement a robust bid evaluation framework
Produce and maintain a Regulation 84 report
Prepare a procurement strategy which captures the desired strategic
outcomes
Implement the procurement strategy
Ensure that the evaluation framework allows adequate weighting for the
assessment and scoring of resourcing for the solution
Council to identify and gather information early in the procurement
process. Eunomia to provide a list of typical data room information
requirements. Early work on data extraction from the current waste
management system.

5

2

10

3

2

6

2

3

6

2

3

6

2

2

4

1

4

4

2

3

6

2

5

10

2

5

10

1

5

5

1

5

5

2

3

6

2

4

8

2

2

4

P11

Performance/Indemnity bond not complete before the contract start

4

2

8

Contract bond - Provisional. To be clarified at a later date.

2

2

4

P12

Delays to the procurement process

3

4

12

2

4

8

F1

Cost to procure increases beyond expectations

3

1

3

2

1

2

F2

Liabilities

2

4

8

Robust project management
Ensure process is well defined / managed and kept on programme
Ensure scope and costs for advisers are adequately defined
Where scope is known to change, allow budget for this change
Set adequate insurance limits (to check)

1

4

4

Highly likely
Likely
Forseeable
Unlikely
Rare occurrence

5
4
Impact 3
2
1

Catastrophic
Severe
Moderate
Minor
Negligible

Likelihood

Project Name
Project Manager
Project End Date
Risk Register Version
Date prepared

1
2
3
4
5

1
1
2
3
4
5

2
2
4
6
8
10

Impact
3 4
3 4
6 8
9 12
12 16
15 20

5
5
10
15
20
25

1-4 = Low risk
5-9 = Medium risk
10-16 = High risk
20-25 = High risk

F3

Risk of receiving abnormally low tenders

1

3

3

F4

Consultant costs escalate beyond budget scope

3

4

12

F5

Costs incurred from charging for garden waste policy are not
recovered

3

4

12

3

4

12

Financial

Assets

Project resources

Governance

Stakeholder risks

Other

A1
A2

Longcliffe depot is not available for the project
Bidders unable to offer suitable depot for the project
Risks associated with Council assets - to be discussed

The authority will follow the requirements of regulation 69 of PCR2015
managed through the specification. Quality based evaluation -weight
resource highly.
Clarity and explicit approval in meetings concerning whether work
allocated/modelling is within the terms of the budget.
Monitor costs

1

3

3

2

4

8

Ensure that chargeable service is costed appropriately and is set against
suitable balance of public buy in to get returns.

2

4

8

Council to secure lease on the Longcliffe depot

2

4

0

PR1

Team availability prevents sufficient resources being available for the
project

3

3

9

PR2

Key team member moves from existing role

2

3

6

PR3

Insufficient experience within project team to deliver successful
procurement

3

3

9

PR4

Consultant lead changes

2

3

6

G1

Members do not approve the recommended outcome for contract
award

2

5

10

G2
G3

Delays in decisions at Member level
Purdah causes delays in decision making

2
2

4
3

8
6

G4

Selection of preferred service could have an adverse financial impact
on Council during the financial term of the contract

3

5

15

SR1

Reputation risk - e.g. negative press coverage

3

2

6

SR2

Rollout of contract causes unavoidable contact, resulting in
insufficient back office staff

4

4

16

SR3

Rollout of service poorly executed

3

4

12

SR4

Households not satisfied with new service

4

4

16

O1

IT and organisational support not available at the appropriate time
for online charging scheme (if relevant)

2

2

4

Ensure staff have sufficient time to deliver commitments to the project
Manage holiday periods through holiday planner
Re-resource workload from any team member who leaves their role
Ensure any skills gap is 'backfilled'
Procure support from advisers as required, e.g. Eunomia and legal
adviser
Contractual clause in contract states an obligation to provide adequate
people on the team.
Develop procurement strategy and obtain member 'sign-off' for the
document
Ongoing member engagement / project updates
Engage with members throughout project - 'no surprises'
Ensure that governance is setup to accommodate Purdah
Council choose the best service which would give financial stability over
the term of the contract as opposed to choosing an option primarily to
meet customer preferences.
Ensure information is recorded appropriately
Council to review all media releases
Public consultation questionnaire to be carefully drafted to manage
public perceptions
Plan for unavoidable contact. Use BPR techniques and CMS to reduce
contact and free up staff time.
Have emphasis on quality in the specification and include a method
statement for rollout proposals. If major changes are made to the
service, ensure that there are not too many changes made at one time
and that these are not carried out on day 1 of the new contract.
Consultation and promotion campaign for any new changes
If Council to implement: Early engagement with potential providers
OR include in scope of contract to make this a Contractor responsibility
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0

2

3

6

2

3

6

2

3

6

2

3

6

1

5

5

1
1

4
3

4
3

2

5

10

2

2

4

4

2

8

2

4

8

2

3

6

1

2

2

APPENDIX 6

Derbyshire Dales District Council
Equality Impact Assessment
1. Outline
Title of policy, practice, service or function Waste Collection Service
being assessed
Officers conducting assessment
Steve Capes
Date of assessment
12/11/18
Reason for assessment
The Council currently has a Waste Management contract with Serco. The
contract was let in August 2012 and is due to expire in August 2020. The
procurement strategy is based on a service specification that has
undergone substantial Member and public engagement, and which seeks
to achieve affordability over the lifetime of the contract whilst meeting
residents’ needs and statutory recycling targets.
The Council has statutory duties with regard to equalities in exercising its
public functions (Equality Act 2010, S 149), including those public functions
provided by another organisation on its behalf. These duties cannot be
delegated. The Council’s Procurement Equalities Policy would apply to all
potential providers of the new waste collection service:
http://www.derbyshiredales.gov.uk/your-council/policies-plans-astrategies/procurement-equalities-policy
What is the purpose of this policy, practice, The District Council currently provides a weekly collection of food waste,
service or function? (specify aims and and alternate weekly collections of residual waste, and garden waste and
objectives)
recycling for 34,000 households. Currently 57% of waste collected is
recycled or composted.
1
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The current cost of the contract is approximately £1.9m per year. However
this was tendered at a time when the market was much more buoyant than
it is currently. There has been in an increase not only in the cost of service
provision but also in the level of liability contractors seek to share.
Therefore, options for future models of delivery are limited by the cost of
the contract.
Two options are to be considered: charging for garden waste collections
and reducing the frequency of residual collections.
Are there any other organisations involved Contractors
in its implementation?
Main customer groups (beneficiaries) /
stakeholders
Customer Groups
Other stakeholders
Residents and visitors to Derbyshire Dales.
Potential contractors
Which other District Council departments N/A
are affected by the policy, practice, service
or function? Do any of the objectives
directly support or hinder another activity?

2. Assessing relevance to the general equality duty
The General Equality Duty has three aims which require the District Council to have due
regard to the need to:
Eliminate unlawful discrimination (both direct or indirect), harassment and victimisation

Tick those which
are relevant
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The General Equality Duty has three aims which require the District Council to have due
Tick those which
regard to the need to:
are relevant

Advance equality of opportunity between all persons by
- removing or minimising disadvantages suffered by protected groups;
- taking steps to meet the needs of people from protected groups where these are different
from the needs of other people
- encouraging people from protected groups to participate in public life or other activities where
participation is disproportionately low

Foster good relations between different groups

3. What existing information / data do you have / monitor about different diverse
groups in relation to this policy, practice, service or function?
Eg: previous EIA’s, reports, consultation, surveys, demographic data etc.
Information / Data

When and how
Source
collected
Derbyshire Dales Equalities
Census 2011
ONS
Profile (available national and
- national survey
local data) via intranet:
of all
http://sidd.derbyshiredales.gov.
households
uk/sidd/index.php/documents
National statistics
DWP
NOMIS
ONS
Derbyshire Dales Equality
Census 2011
ONS
Information published on
website:
Monitoring data
DDDC
http://www.derbyshiredales.go collected by services
v.uk/your(in-house and
council/equalities/equalityoutsourced)

What it tells you

Gaps

Analysis of key
demographic data
relating to protected
groups

Summary profile of
Census 2011 data
Equalities monitoring
data
- employees
- customer
3
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Information / Data

When and how
collected

Source

information
Customer satisfaction with
waste collection service

Waste Consultation Survey,
2018

Online Panel survey, DDDC
Autumn 2017
(Council, 30
November 2017, Min
No: 227/17)
http://www.derbyshire
dales.gov.uk/images/
documents/C/Commit
tee/Council/30-112017_Council_Minute
s_FINAL.pdf

Summer / autumn
2018

DDDC

What it tells you
satisfaction with
services
324 responses
received.
82% of respondents
were satisfied with the
current waste
collection service

Gaps

The data does not
tell us whether
disability was a
causal factor with
dissatisfaction with
waste collection.

18 respondents
declared a disability, of
which 17 responded to
the waste collection
question. Of these:
- 83% were
satisfied with
the waste
collection
service
- 6% (1) were
very dissatisfied
- 6% (1) were
neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied
46 of the 2,612
responses received
potentially flagged up
equalities issues
These are summarised
4
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Information / Data

When and how
collected

Source

What it tells you

Gaps

as:
-

-

-

-

physical
capability to
take larger
volumes of
waste out to
kerbside for
collection.
lack of access
to a car / type of
disability could
limit capacity to
transport
excess waste to
a recycling
centre.
right to privacy
with regard to
use of
incontinence
products could
be
compromised
by targeted
weekly
collections.
medical or
incontinence
products /
nappies can
5
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Information / Data

When and how
collected

Assisted waste collections –
customer data

Waste & Recycling
Services, DDDC

Customer Satisfaction surveys

Carried out
periodically

Customer Complaints data

Source

Waste &
Recycling
Services, DDDC
Serco

Waste &
Recycling
Services, DDDC

What it tells you

Gaps

increase volume
of waste.
- changing time /
frequency of
collections
could impact
older people
with memory
issues.
1660 people are
registered for assisted
waste collections

4,383,600 waste
collections were made
August 2017 – July
2018;
391 complaints related
to assisted waste
collections.

6
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4. Based on the evidence above, does the policy, practice, service or function have a positive or
negative impact on any protected group(s)?
Protected groups

Positive effects

Negative effects

Age

The Council offers an assisted
waste collection service for older
customers who are disabled.

Changing the frequency of
collections could impact older
people with memory issues.

Disability or long
term ill heath
Physical disabilities,
sensory impairments,
limiting long-term
illnesses, learning
disabilities or mental
health issues
Race / ethnic
groups
Women or men

The Council offers an assisted
waste collection service for its
disabled customers. This benefits
those who have difficulty putting
out bins or bags for collection due
to mobility or other issues.

A longer period of time between
residual collections may have
negative effects for those using
absorbent hygiene products.

Improvement actions

The Council uses a range of
methods to communicate
information about its
services – eg: website &
social media; Dales Matters,
which is sent to every
household. A text message
reminder service is also
being considered.
The Council plans to
introduce free weekly opt-in
collections of absorbent
hygiene products to mitigate
any negative impact.

N/A
A separate nappy collection
service could benefit those caring
for young children, especially
mothers

A longer period of time between
residual collections may have
negative effects for those using
absorbent hygiene products
such as nappies.

The Council plans to
introduce free weekly opt-in
collections of absorbent
hygiene products to mitigate
any negative impact.
7
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Protected groups

Positive effects

Sexual orientation

N/A

Religion or belief
(including nonbelief)
Transgender
(including people
planning to or going
through gender
reassignment)
Pregnancy and
maternity (including
maternity and
paternity leave
Marital status
(including civil
partnership & same
sex marriage)

N/A

Negative effects

Improvement actions

N/A

N/A (see Women / men above)

N/A

4a. Are there any local priority groups / factors which should be considered?
Other factors
Rural areas

Positive effects

Negative effects
Homes in Derbyshire Dales may
have larger than average
country gardens; some

Improvement actions
Through the Waste
Consultation survey, the
Council has sought to
8
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Other factors

Positive effects

Poverty /
deprivation

Negative effects

Improvement actions

householders could be impacted
by a garden waste collection
charge.
Collection charges for garden
waste could adversely impact on
those with least resources.

establish a preferred level of
payment for garden waste
collection.
Through the Waste
Consultation survey, the
Council has sought to
establish a preferred level of
payment for garden waste
collection.

5. Consultation and engagement
Do we need to seek the views of others and if so, who? If not, please explain why.
The Council carries out an annual Online Panel survey which includes residents’ satisfaction with waste collection.
Consultation on the Waste Collection took place during summer / autumn 2018. Details of consultation and satisfaction
surveys are provided in Section 3 above.
In addition, the current contractor Serco gathers its own satisfaction data broken down by protected characteristics which is
shared with the Council for monitoring purposes.

9
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6. Commissioned / outsourced services
Is your policy, practice, service or function partly or wholly
provided by any external organisation / agency?
If yes, please list any contractual or other arrangements
which aim to ensure that the provider promotes equality and
diversity (eg: monitoring data)

Yes
Derbyshire Dales District Council recognises its
responsibility and commitment to equalities in all its
activities. Any contractor / organisation working for and on
behalf of the District Council, or any organisation receiving
grants from the District Council, must demonstrate their
compliance with the Equality Act 2010.
http://www.derbyshiredales.gov.uk/your-council/policiesplans-a-strategies/procurement-equalities-policy

7. Improvement Plan
Key issues identified

Actions

PLEASE FORWARD THE COMPLETED FORM TO THE POLICY MANAGER / POLICY OFFICER (Consultation &
Equalities)
Signed _ ______________________________ ________________________(Completing Officer)
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